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The Beef with Cloned Meat

The waiter places a perfectly grilled, prime-grade 
beefsteak before you and then reveals that it came 
from a cloned steer. Do you eat it? For most Ameri-
cans, the answer is no. A survey conducted by the 
Pew Initiative on Food and Biotechnology found 
that the thought of dining on meat from animals 
copied via manual transfer of cell nuclei just does not 
sit well with six in 10 of us. Blame ethical or religious 

concerns or mistrust of the meat 
industry, but the idea of cloned 
meat elicits distaste even in 
many confi rmed carnivores.

Is that gut reaction justifi ed? 
From a food-safety standpoint, 
probably not. In January, after 
reviewing available scientifi c re-
ports about animal cloning, the 
U.S. Food and Drug Adminis-
tration released a risk assess-
ment asserting that food (in-
cluding milk) from cloned cat-

tle, swine and goats is “likely to be as safe as” that 
from non cloned animals. 

The FDA’s expected approval is unlikely to bring 
cloned meat products to store shelves soon, because 
cloning is still diffi cult and, hence, too expensive for 
routine food production. But ranchers and dairy pro-
ducers may be willing to pay more than $15,000 for 
a “rock star” breeding animal with superior genetics. 
Proponents claim that cloning these individuals will 
yield elite animals with desirable traits, such as gen-
eral good health, disease resistance, greater productiv-
ity or leaner, tastier meat—without growth stimulants. 
The offspring of those clones will probably be the fi rst 
to arrive at the dinner table. The distinction between 
this procedure and conventional animal husbandry 
would be the use of a genetic copy as breeding stock. 

Detractors claim that this rosy scenario overlooks 
unresolved issues. Clone-based pregnancies, for ex-
ample, result in more miscarriages, deformities and 
premature deaths than other methods do, but the FDA 
argues that these animal-welfare problems are not 
unique to cloning and that none are linked to human 
health risks. Many critics also fear overreliance on 
vulnerable monocultures of genetically identical ani-
mals that could be wiped out by a single disease. Even 
some members of the farm industry oppose animal 
cloning because cloned meat and dairy products 
could be shunned overseas, where food from geneti-
cally modifi ed crops is often banned. 

Perhaps the real issue here is one of full disclosure 
regarding our foodstuffs. Many meat eaters may be 
surprised to learn that the cattle industry has long 
employed a process called budding, in which techni-
cians manually separate the undifferentiated cells in 
a fertilized cow egg that has undergone several divi-
sions. Each of these cells is then grown into an iden-
tical individual, in some cases yielding hundreds of 
artifi cially induced twins, or “natural” clones.

Considering that the public has already been eat-
ing meat manipulated by high-tech means, an open 
debate might help inform or overcome skepticism 
about animal cloning. Such a discussion would re-
quire that Americans have ready access to detailed 
information about the food they eat. Industry market-
ing concerns forbid such full disclosure. We, however, 
believe that consumers should have the right to know 
whether their food was raised in a way they deem ac-
ceptable. Only clear and complete labeling of all food 
products, beyond today’s incomplete and sometimes 
misleading tags, can bring this about—and not just 
for cloned products, which might otherwise suffer 
unjustly in a system where food producers routinely 
game the meanings of “organic” and “natural.” JI
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WHO’S THE CLONE? Only 
our rancher knows for sure.
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Letters
E D I T O R S @ S C I A M . C O M

“JEFFRE Y D. S ACHS is a great man, doing great things for 
people around the world,” began a note from Trey Strawn of 
Winter Springs, Fla. “His battle against poverty is inspiring. 

‘ Welfare States, beyond Ideology’ [Sustainable Develop-
ments], however, is unscientific, biased and wrong.” Find out 
why readers such as Strawn responded with some heat to 
Sachs’s November 2006 column in the letters below. Corre-
spondents were also drawn to fiery phenomena in other arti-
cles in that issue: from the mysterious sparkings in our brains’ 
inner space explored in a special section on mirror neurons to 
the first light of outer space described in an article about the 
Dark Ages of the universe.

NEURON SEE, NEURON DO
I am a clinician who often works with 
children and adolescents with Asper-
ger’s syndrome, and I am an author of 
two books on the subject. The research 
and theory described in “Mirrors in the 
Mind,” by Giacomo Rizzolatti, Leo-
nardo Fogassi and Vittorio Gallese, and 
in “Broken Mirrors: A Theory of Au-
tism,” by Vilayanur S. Ramachandran 
and Lindsay M. Oberman, are consis-
tent with, and help to explain, what 
these children experience and what oth-
ers experience when they are with them. 
Those autistics who are higher function-
ing can learn about our language, such 
as the meaning of specifi c metaphors. 
They can even use these metaphors by 
translating, although not from their own 
intrinsic understanding.

Children and adults who think this 
way say they are often told that they are 
wrong, because they do not perceive 
something the same way others do. This 
correction is particularly disconcerting 
for autistics who cannot detect any overt 
reason for the “illogical” perceptions 
that most of us have and that we insist 
are the right answer. I was not familiar 
with the bouba/kiki effect, described by 
Ramachandran and Oberman, yet real-
ized that I immediately “felt” that the 
rounded shape was a bouba and that it 
was likely that those on the autism spec-
trum would not. So it is undoubtedly 
from their perspective that I noted the 
statement “we discovered that children 
with autism perform poorly at the bou-

ba/kiki test, pairing the shapes and 
sounds incorrectly” would mean to the 
children that their perception was the 
wrong one. Even if they learn the “right 
answer,” it would be by memorizing 
something that was meaningless to them. 
Yet understanding what the authors de-
scribe can facilitate communication be-
tween the Asperger children and us, and 
it is important in education, especially 
with subjects who rely on shared under-
standings, so as to be meaningful and 
engaging for these students.

Here in Silicon Valley, we also seem 
to have many highly functional and suc-
cessful individuals whose “Asperger 
thinking” is not only helpful but actually 
makes their work possible. Perhaps re-
search will someday enable us to under-
stand the exceptional gifts that some of 
these individuals have.

Paula Jacobsen
Department of Psychiatry and 

Behavioral Sciences
Stanford University School of Medicine

SOCIAL SERFDOM?
In “Welfare States, beyond Ideology” 
[Sustainable Developments], Jeffrey D. 
Sachs claims that Friedrich Hayek’s the-
sis that high taxation would be “the 
road to serfdom” was wrong, because 
the Nordic welfare states outperform 
the liberal Anglo-Saxon economies.

But Hayek did not say that social 
spending would lead to serfdom. He said 
that government control of production 
would, and one of the pillars of the Nor-
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Letters
dic model has always been private busi-
nesses in open markets. In that environ-
ment our companies have been compet-
itive. And that began before we had 
higher taxes than the U.S., so it is hardly 
an argument for greater taxation.

Since then, we have lagged behind, 
partly because social spending has 
pushed people onto the welfare rolls 
(hidden from the offi cial unemployment 
statistics). For example, the McKinsey 
Global Institute estimates Sweden’s real 
unemployment to be 15 percent. On a 
per capita income basis, only the oil 
kingdom of Norway can compete with 
the U.S. today. If the others were part of 
the U.S., Denmark would be the tenth 
poorest state, Sweden would be seventh 
and Finland fi fth.

The Nordic countries have mixed 
economies, producing mixed results. 
Just what Hayek would have predicted.

Johan Norberg
Stockholm

Three cheers for Sachs, who wrote that 
a generous social-welfare state is a road 
to fairness, economic equality and inter-
national competitiveness. One of the 
things that most needs changing in the 
U.S. is health care. People put off going 
to the doctor because it is so expensive 
and can necessitate time-consuming re-
ferrals. If other countries have proved 
that fair health care can be done, we 
should be able to provide it here.

Judy Uhart
via e-mail

MOBILE MAL ADIES
“Malware Goes Mobile,” by Mikko Hyp-
ponen, describes the dangers of smart-
phone viruses. Nevertheless, it some what 
misses the point about precautions.

Educating phone users is clearly not 
suffi cient. It has not helped in the PC 
world, and the average phone user is 
much less technologically sophisticated 
than the average PC user. Antivirus soft-
ware is also of limited use. For one, such 
software is always one step behind the 
most innovative malware. The real rea-

son smartphones are a promising mal-
ware target is structural. Present smart-
phones run software comprising on the 
order of seven million lines of code, 
which can be expected to contain liter-
ally tens of thousands of bugs.

In other words, the faults contained 
in the smartphone software present a 
huge target for the bad guys. Antivirus 
software will not help here, nor will edu-
cation. Some faults (such as buffer over-

runs) can be triggered by relatively sim-
ple means (for instance, sending a care-
fully crafted multimedia message that 
exploits a specifi c bug).

The only protection is a system struc-
ture that limits the damage that bugs can 
cause. Such a structure must be based on 
a minimal (to minimize the number of 
faults it contains) trusted computing 
base (the part of the system that can cir-
cumvent security). And it must utilize 
this trusted computing base to encapsu-
late system components and protect 
them from one another.

Gernot Heiser
Australia

BEFORE THE COSMOS LIGHTENED UP
“The Dark Ages of the Universe,” by 
Abraham Loeb, states that “if, for ex-
ample, both the electron and proton [in 
a hydrogen atom] point up, and the elec-
tron then fl ips so that it points down, the 
atomic state will decrease in energy and 
give off a photon with a wavelength of 
21 centimeters.” Could you help all of us 

nonphysicists and explain what causes 
an electron to “fl ip”?

Don Kolehouse
Belmont, Mich.

LOEB REPLIES: In quantum mechanics an 
electron bound to an atom has different pos-
sible states. A transition, or decay, from a 
higher energy state to a lower level occurs 
spontaneously and is accompanied by the 
emission of a photon (a packet of light) that 
carries the energy difference between the two 
states. The only question is how much time it 
would take the electron to make any particu-
lar transition. The equations of quantum me-
chanics allow us to calculate the probability 
per unit time for different transitions. In par-
ticular, one fi nds that a hydrogen atom at the 
ground level, in which the proton and electron 
spins are aligned, will decay into a lower en-
ergy state in which they are antialigned over 
a typical period of 10 million years. Not all the 
atoms will have exactly the same decay time. 
The probability for a decay is exponential with 
this characteristic decay time. 

(Quantum mechanics is about calculat-
ing probabilities. An ensemble of atoms will 
behave statistically according to the calcu-
lated probability distribution. The behavior 
of each particular atom cannot be predicted 
deterministically, as in classical physics.)

ERRATUM “Keeping CO2 Down,” by Rebecca 
Renner [News Scan], stated that carbon di-
oxide was compressed into a supercritical 
fl uid at 15 degrees Celsius. To reach that su-
percritical state, the CO2 was warmed to a 
temperature above 31 degrees C.

CL ARIFIC ATION “The Evolution of Future 
Wealth,” by Stuart A. Kauffman [Forum], re-
fers to the evolution of swim bladders to 
lungs in fi sh as an example of preadaptation. 
Most ichthyologists now believe the reverse 
to be true: swim bladders most likely devel-
oped from primordial lungs. 

Send letters to editors@sciam.com or to 
Scientifi c American, 415 Madison Ave., 
New York, NY 10017. Letters become 
the property of Scientifi c American 
and may be edited for space and clarity. 

MALWARE can highjack smartphones, 
sending infected messages while running up 
the owner’s bill.
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50, 100 & 150 Years Ago
 FROM SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 

Piaget’s Physics ■  Babylon’s Taxes ■  Mobile’s Cotton

MARCH 1957
CHILDREN AND PHYSICS —“Does a child’s 
fi rst conception of velocity include com-
prehension of it as a function of distance 
and time, or is his notion more primitive 
and intuitive? Albert Einstein himself 
posed this question to me in 1928 when 
I was demonstrating some experiments 
on causality to him one day. I have since 
performed a very simple experiment 
which shows that a child does not think 
of velocity in terms of the distance-time 
relation. We place before the child two 
tunnels, one of which is obviously much 
longer than the other, and then we push 
a doll through each tunnel with a metal 
rod in such a way that the dolls arrive at 
the other end of both tunnels simultane-
ously. We ask the child:

‘Is one tunnel longer than the other?’ 
‘Yes, that one.’ 
‘Did both dolls go through the tunnels 
at the same speed, or did one go faster 
than the other?’ 
‘The same speed.’ 
‘Why?’ 
‘Because they arrived at the same time.’
 —Jean Piaget”

MARCH 1907
ANCIENT BABYLON—“Before the hand of 
destiny consigned it to decay, Nippur 
must have been a highly desirable place 
of residence. The ‘library’ found there 
consists of about twenty-fi ve thousand 
books and documents in the form of the 
clay tablets of the time. Prof. Albert T. 
Clay, of the University of Pennsylvania, 
has succeeded in translating many of the 
important tablets. It would seem that the 
saying regarding the futility of escape 
from death or the tax collector must fi rst 
have been wailed forth from the overbur-
dened soul of a resident of Nippur, 1400 
B.C., for many of the documents found 
are records of receipts for rent or taxes. 
The taxes were paid, not in coin, but in 
natural products, such as corn, sesame, 
oil, dates, fl our, and live stock.”

MUSIC BY TELEPHONE—“Dr. Cahill’s 
wonderful invention, the ‘telharmoni-
um,’ consists in generating electrical os-
cillations corresponding with the acous-
tic vibrations of the various elemental 
tones desired, in synthesizing the differ-
ent notes and chords required, in trans-
mitting these oscillations by means of 
wires to any desired point, and in ren-
dering the synthesized electrical vibra-
tions audible by a translating device such 
as an ordinary telephone receiver or a 
speaking arc (which in our illustration is 
disguised as a hanging plant).”

PANSPERMY—“It has been demonstrat-
ed that intense cold is not injurious to all 
germs. The rapidity of the photochemi-
cal changes induced by light and the ra-
pidity of desiccation would be similarly 
diminished by cold. Hence we may per-
haps conclude that the preservative ef-
fect of the low temperature of interstellar 
space assures the possibility of the con-
veyance of living germs from one solar 
system to another. Therefore spontane-
ous generation is unnecessary, as life can 
be transmitted from one heavenly body 
to another by minute germs propelled by 
the pressure of light. This idea involves 
another, which appeals to me very 
strongly, namely, that all organisms in 
the universe are related and the process 
of evolution is everywhere the same. 

—Prof. Svante Arrhenius”

MARCH 1857
COT TON FIRES —“The recent 
great fi re in Mobile, in which 
several thousands of bales 
of cotton were destroyed, 
has caused an extensive 
discussion in the South-
ern papers on the expedi-
ency of baling cotton 
with wire. The principal 
advantage is, that wire 
will not burn like rope, 
and, bursting, scatter the 

cotton to the fl ames and the wind, caus-
ing the destruction of every other bale 
within its reach. Cotton bound with wire 
could scarcely be made to blaze, and if 
combustion be carried on at all it must be 
in a smouldering condition.”

C A BLE-L AY ING AT TEMP T—“The Secre-
tary of the Navy has ordered the U.S. 
steamers Niagara and Mississippi to 
England this summer, to assist in laying 
down the submarine telegraph cable be-
tween Newfoundland and Ireland. The 
Niagara is the largest steam vessel of war 
in the world, and the Mississippi is the 
most powerful paddle-wheel steamer in 
our Navy. It is not yet known what ships 
the English government will furnish to 
perform its part. The Niagara will receive 
on board at London or Liverpool one half 
of the cable, and the other half will be 
put on board the English ship. As justly 
remarked by the daily papers, ‘It is a sign 
of advancing civilization when the ships 
of war of these two great nations thus 
meet in mid-ocean, not for a naval battle, 
but in a peaceful effort to join the 
two hemispheres.’”

VIRTUAL ORCHESTRA: Electrically synthesized music transmitted 
to speakers disguised as hanging plants, in a concept from 1907
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 M illions of photoreceptor cells resid-
ing in the human retina gather light 
and transmit signals to the brain. 

When these light-collecting cells die, they 
take the person’s sight with them. Medical 
researchers hoping to reverse blindness 
have turned their gaze toward stem cells, 
and recent experiments have shown that 
these cells could replace photoreceptors lost 
in macular degeneration. 

As the most common form of blind-
ness, macular degeneration affects 10 

percent of Americans older than 65 
years. It fi rst targets a protective 

lining called the retinal pigment 
epithelium (RPE), which shut-
tles nutrients to the photore-
ceptor cells and is vital for 
their survival. A transplant of 
fresh RPE tissue could rescue 
dying photoreceptors. But the 

approach is not feasible consid-
ering the large amounts of tissue 

needed to treat the millions of 
Americans who show signs of early 

macular degeneration.
Scientists at the biotechnology fi rm Ad-

vanced Cell Technology in Worcester, Mass., 
have generated a more abundant source of 
RPE cells. In 2004 they devised a way to 
coax embryonic stem cells to turn into 
transplantable RPE tissue. In a follow-up 

experiment, they injected the transformed 
cells into the eyes of rats that had a photore-
ceptor-killing genetic defect in their RPE 
cells. As the researchers reported in the Sep-
tember 2006 Cloning and Stem Cells, weeks 
later, when the effects of the disease would 
have normally set in, the rats receiving the 
treatment were able to track stripes on a ro-
tating cylinder twice as well as those that 
did not. Their vision, though improved, was 
still far below normal.

But treating patients who have advanced 
degrees of macular degeneration or other 
photoreceptor diseases will ultimately re-
quire repairing the photoreceptor cells them-
selves. Last November researchers at Univer-
sity College London and other institutions 
announced that they had extracted cells 
from mouse retinas that were at different de-
velopmental stages and successfully trans-
planted them into blind mice. They found 
that immature photoreceptor cells from 
healthy newborn mice, rather than embry-
onic or adult mouse cells, migrated to the 
correct region of the retina and continued to 
develop into mature photoreceptor cells. The 
pupils that received these cells were also 
more sensitive to light than those that did 
not receive the transplant. 

These fi ndings have suggested the devel-
opment stages at which to transplant cells—

for instance, photoreceptor cells need to be 

Sight for Sore Eyes
PROGRESS IN CELL TRANSPL ANTS TO HEAL DAMAGED RETINAS    BY ALISON SNYDER

RETINA 
is a target 
for stem cell 
therapies. Visible in this retina 
cross section are the cells that form 
the optic nerve (pale red) and 
the rod (white) and cone (yellow) 
photoreceptors.
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Alone at the Top
CLOSER TO GOD: FERMILAB MAKES SOLO TOP QUARKS   BY ALEX ANDER HELLEMANS

 T he world’s biggest accelerator, the 
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN, 
the European laboratory for particle 

physics near Geneva, will come on line in a 
few months. Even so, for the next few years 
it may have a hard time upstaging the Teva-
tron collider at Fermi National Accelerator 
Laboratory (Fermilab) in Batavia, Ill., which 
appears to have generated “single” top quarks. 
The fi nding, reported last December, helps 
to narrow the search for the long sought after 
Higgs particle and raises the possibility that 
Fermilab will fi nd it before the LHC does.

In 1995 Fermilab first produced top 
quarks, the heaviest and most elusive of the 
six quark types, in collisions between protons 
and antiprotons that generated both the top 
quark and its antimatter twin. These top-an-
titop pairs form via the so-called strong force, 
which binds quarks together. Very rarely, ac-
cording to the Standard Model of particle 

physics, top quarks may emerge in collisions 
via the weak force, which causes radioactive 
decay and can convert one fl avor of quark to 
another. Such weakly made tops, however, 
would come without their antitop compan-
ions (instead a different antiquark, an anti-
bottom quark, forms with the top quark).  

Not only is single top production ex-
tremely rare, but its signature is not all that 
distinctive. “The backgrounds of events that 
look just like the single top quark events are 
very high,” says Ann Heinson, a physicist at 
the University of California, Riverside, and 
co-leader of a group in DZero, one of the two 
research collaborations using the Tevatron.

From the trillions of collisions recorded 
since 2002, DZero has now identifi ed 62 
events indicative of single top quarks. That 
is not a lot of evidence, but still the data 
have strongly encouraged Tevatron re-
searchers’ hopes of beating CERN’s LHC 

relatively more mature than stem cells, ac-
cording to Thomas Reh, who studies retinal 
development at the University of Washing-
ton. The human equivalent to the mouse 
cells, however, would have to be isolated 
from fetal retinas, posing the familiar prob-
lem of fi nding a source for the immature 
cells. Adult stem cells and cornea stem cells 
are two other possible sources for generat-
ing immature photoreceptor cells.

In his lab, Reh coaxes human embryon-
ic stem cells into retinal stem cells, and cur-
rently about 6 percent of them subsequently 
turn into photoreceptor cells. That yield 
may sound small, but a low percentage is 
not necessarily discouraging, according to 
Evan Snyder, a stem cell researcher at the 
Burnham Institute for Medical Research in 
La Jolla, Calif. By studying what pushes 
those 6 percent into their fate as photore-
ceptor cells, researchers might fi gure out 
how to generate a larger number of trans-
plantable cells. They might also come up 
with a way to select the right cells out of a 
mixed population; Anand Swaroop, an 

ophthalmology researcher at the University 
of Michigan at Ann Arbor, is working on a 
way to identify and weed out the photore-
ceptor cells by focusing on proteins present 
on cell surfaces.

Having generated a cell source and over-
come the safety concerns associated with 
transplanting stem cells, researchers still 
face possibly their biggest challenge: show-
ing that the transplanted photoreceptors 
wire up to other neurons that eventually 
connect to the optic nerves. Each photore-
ceptor must make hundreds of critical con-
nections. “Just because you have the right 
cell type doesn’t mean you have the right 
circuitry,” Snyder says. The immature pho-
toreceptors transplanted from mouse reti-
nas show activity, but Swaroop cautions 
that behavioral tests must determine that 
the photoreceptor cells are being repaired. 
A partial connection could generate the ac-
tivity seen in the mice’s pupils, but true vi-
sion improvement depends on the animals’ 
ability to react to color and other visual 
cues. Seeing, after all, is believing.

NEED TO KNOW:
 EYEING RISKS

If scientists can generate and 
precisely identify photoreceptor 

cells derived from retinal stem 
cells, they will still have 

to address a host of other 
possible problems associated 
with stem cell transplantation. 

Chief among them:

■  Rejection of the 
transplanted cells

■  Tumor development 
associated with stem cells

■  Survival of the injected cells 
in a dying retina
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in hunting down the Higgs. This “God par-
ticle,” predicted by the Standard Model, 
would explain why protons, neutrons and 
other types of matter have mass.

The detection of single top quarks serves 
as a kind of Tevatron dress rehearsal for 
fi nding the Higgs. “If the Higgs is of rela-
tively low mass, it will have the same decay 
signature as that of the single top quark: a 
W particle, a bottom quark and an antibot-
tom quark,” says Gregorio Bernardi of the 
University of Paris, who is co-leader of DZe-
ro’s Higgs physics group. This similarity 
would enable the group to utilize the ad-
vanced analysis techniques developed for 
the search of the single top. “We have im-
proved our understanding and modeling of 
the background of the single top, and both 
improvements can also be transferred di-
rectly to the Higgs search,” Heinson adds. 
What sets the Tevatron ahead of the LHC is 
background “noise.” The Tevatron smashes 
protons with antiprotons so that their con-
stituent quarks and antiquarks collide di-
rectly. The LHC, however, smashes protons 
with protons. Quarks end up colliding with 
antiquarks within a virtual “sea” of quark-
antiquark pairs that continuously appear 
and disappear inside antiprotons. That 
complicates data analysis.

And for the Tevatron, things now look 
good. In January the Collider Detector at 
Fermilab (CDF) collaboration announced a 
mass determination of the W boson to with-
in 0.06 percent—the best ever obtained. The 
new weighing of the W mass pushes the up-
per limit for the Higgs mass down from 166 
billion electron volts (GeV) to 153 GeV, im-
proving the odds that the Higgs mass is near 
its lower limit of about 114 GeV.

CDF member Tommaso Dorigo of the 
University of Padua argues that if the Higgs 
particle mass is around 114 GeV, the LHC 
will have a harder time finding a light 
Higgs particle than the Tevatron will. The 
LHC will have to detect the creation of two 
gamma-ray photons by a decaying Higgs 
particle, which are, in the strong back-
ground noise, much harder to sense than 
the bottom and antibottom quarks that 
would be produced by a disintegrating 
Higgs in the Tevatron.

A heavier Higgs, above 130 GeV, may 
escape Fermilab, because the Tevatron de-
livers just one seventh the wallop of the 
LHC. In fact, the LHC could fi nd such a 
heavy Higgs rather quickly, explains David 
Plane, an experimental physicist at CERN. 
In the meantime, Plane remarks, “the Teva-
tron has the fi eld pretty well to itself, until 
2010 or maybe beyond.”

Alexander Hellemans, based in Paris, 
profi led Alain Connes and noncommuta-
tive geometry, an alternative to string 
theory, in the August 2006 issue.

ON TOP: Fermilab’s main injector ring ( foreground) 
feeds accelerated particles to the Tevatron ring 
(background), which is two kilometers wide and sits 
10 meters below ground. Particle collisions have 
yielded top quarks without their antimatter twins. 

NEED TO KNOW:
 MAKING SURE

Out of trillions of collisions since 
2002, the DZero collaboration 

at Fermilab’s Tevatron has found 
62 events that signal the 

presence of “single” top quarks. 
“Data have to be at least doubled, 

even tripled, before you have a 
really clear scientifi c picture,” 

says Thomas Müller of Karlsruhe 
University in Germany, who is a 

member of the CDF collaboration, 
which is also looking for single top 

quarks at the Tevatron. DZero 
member Ann Heinson expects that 

within a year DZero will have 
analyzed a suffi cient amount of 

data to claim an unequivocal 
identifi cation of the particle. F
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 “W hat is it that decides what or-
gans shall suffer a case of dis-
seminated cancer?” asked Lon-

don surgeon John Paget, exploring the 
deadly phenomenon of tumor metastasis in 
an 1889 edition of the journal Lancet. Can-
cer cells could spread with equal ease to any 
part of the body, he speculated, yet meta-
static colonies seemed to favor certain or-
gans, such as the lungs and liver. Paget 
imagined that the malignant cells might be 
like plant seeds that are carried by the winds 
in all directions but “can only live and grow 
if they fall on congenial soil.”

To this day, scientists are trying to un-
derstand whether properties of the “seeds” 
or the “soil” determine where spreading tu-

mors take root, and growing evidence sug-
gests that both play important roles. Re-
searchers in Japan have recently added in-
triguing details to that theory in a study that 
reveals how distant tumor cells interact with 
future sites of metastasis in the lungs 
through a signaling mechanism involved in 
immune responses to pathogens. The par-
ticipation of this pathway may also offer a 
clue as to why certain organs seem more 
susceptible to metastases than others, ac-
cording to senior author Yoshiro Maru of 
Tokyo Women’s Medical University. “The 
lung is sensitive to microbes; it is a fi rst de-
fense,” Maru explains. “So any stress, in-
cluding the presence of cancer, might be 
recognized by organs responsible for host 
defense mechanisms. That is our guess.”

Maru and his colleagues injected either 
melanoma or lung tumor cells into the backs 

of healthy mice and found that infl amma-
tory chemicals secreted by the cancer cells 
provoked a response in the animals’ lungs 
well before any malignant cells arrived there. 
That response, generated from local immune 
cells called macrophages and endothelial 
cells in the lung lining, was to begin produc-
ing compounds belonging to the so-called 
S100 family of proteins (specifi cally, S100A8 
and S100A9). According to Maru, those 
proteins signaled more macrophages to rush 
to the scene, after which they, too, began 
emitting the S100 proteins. Finally the tu-
mor cells themselves showed up to form col-
onies in the lung locations “bookmarked” 
by the S100 proteins. 

Maru’s group found that, in addition to 
fl agging these sites in the lungs, the 
S100 proteins—or some secondary 
chemical signal elicited by them—

appeared to beckon to the malig-
nant cells. Exposing cultured tumor 
cells to lung serum containing the 
S100 proteins even activated the 
cells’ formation of tiny feet, or inva-
dopodia, in preparation for migra-
tion. And neutralizing the S100 
proteins in live mice dramatically 
reduced the number of metastases 
formed by injected tumor cells.   

The fact that S100 proteins generated in 
the lungs summoned both macrophages and 
tumor cells from afar indicates to Maru that 
normal immune responses may inadvertent-
ly invite metastases. “We don’t really under-
stand why [else] macrophages would be mi-
grating to the lung when you inject tumor 
cells into the animal’s back,” he says. 

Studies have already demonstrated that 
cancer cells have an affi nity for wounded or 
infl amed tissue and are perhaps drawn to 
sites of injury by the same signals that call 
for tissue repair crews. David Lyden and 
Shahin Rafi i of Weill Cornell Medical Col-
lege in New York City have shown, for ex-
ample, that blood vessel progenitor cells 
from bone marrow homed in on future 
metastasis sites in the lungs and other or-
gans, as if to prepare a cozy niche for tumor 
cells. Rendering those progenitors deaf to 

HEEDING THE C ALL: Responding to proteins generated in the 
lungs of mice, tumor cells project feet (left) in preparation to 
migrate. Cells cultured without the proteins (right) stay put.

Deadly Dialogue
HEALTHY TISSUE MAY INADVERTENTLY CALL IN TUMORS   BY CHRISTINE SOARES
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Researchers have observed bone 
marrow cells in mice migrating to 

premetastatic sites, but their 
locations varied depending on the 

type of cancer injected into the 
animals’ bodies. Marrow cells 

went mainly to the lungs and liver 
in response to lung carcinoma 

but fanned out to multiple organs 
when melanoma was present, 

mirroring typical patterns 
of metastasis for those 

cancers in humans. 

Coupled with the recent 
observation of S100 proteins 

produced in the lungs, but not in 
other organs, in response to both 

cancer types, some investigators 
think that signals emanating from 

different kinds of cancer may 
provoke tailored responses from 

different tissues. These reciprocal 
signals could explain why most 

metastatic cancers seem to have 
preferences for certain organs. 
When colon cancer spreads, for 

instance, 95 percent of the time 
it heads to the liver. C
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Pole Positions
THE INTERNATIONAL POLAR YEAR KICKS OFF   BY CHARLES Q. CHOI

 A rctic sea ice has shrunk to record low 
levels, and an ice shelf larger than Man-
hattan, which abruptly broke away 

from Canada’s northernmost shore, could 
endanger ships and oil platforms this spring. 
To investigate these and other unprecedented 
changes occurring around the poles, more 
than 30 nations are initiating a global cam-
paign to study the Arctic and Antarctic: an 
International Polar Year (IPY). 

“Climate change is predicted to occur ear-
liest and most dramatically at the polar re-
gions, and that’s what the observations seem 
to be showing,” says Karl A. Erb, director of 
the National Science Foundation’s offi ce of 

polar programs. “Some plac-
es are warming faster than 
others, and some are cooling. 
The IPY research will help 
tease out what is driving those 
changes and differences.”

In the fi rst IPY, 125 years 
ago, a dozen countries col-
laborated on 15 dangerous 
missions. Some ended in di-
saster, some even generated 
sensational accusations of 
cannibalism, but altogether 
they yielded rare glimpses of 
the Arctic environment as it 
existed then. “The fi rst IPY 

had countries coming together to see the 
world as a system. Now we can see how the 
world is rapidly changing as a system,” re-
marks oceanographer Stephanie Pfi rman of 
Columbia University. 

Just as the International Geophysical Year 
50 years ago brought many fi rsts, such as ar-

tifi cial satellites, the latest IPY plans to con-
tinue this tradition of innovation. For exam-
ple, researchers hope to deploy remote and 
autonomously operated vehicles to explore 
beneath the ice. “It’ll be a challenge to push 
them into such harsh conditions where they 
can’t routinely surface and transmit,” says 
David Carlson, director of the IPY interna-
tional program. Airborne sensors will com-
municate wirelessly and pack more instru-
ments than before, he adds; besides temper-
ature and pressure, they will measure cloud 
particles, radiation, humidity and even their 
own positions. Automated observatories at 
the South Pole will also help scientists oper-
ate telescopes from universities and get data 
back in real time.

Scientists will also explore polar biology 
in great depth. The studies include the ge-
netic mechanisms behind adaptations to ex-
treme cold and dark and the impact of polar 
changes both on wildlife and on the four mil-
lion people living in northern communities.

The IPY offi cially starts this month and 
will actually run two years. It may include 
more than 200 projects. The U.S. has grant-
ed $10 million so far. The program will 
leave behind observational networks for 
ongoing science, including sensor arrays to 
measure temperature and movement of gla-
ciers or carbon emissions from the soil. Per-
haps the most important legacy of the IPY 
will be human. “We’ll be building scientifi c 
expertise in nations and collaborations be-
tween countries that will hopefully last for 
many generations,” Erb states. 

Charles Q. Choi is a frequent contributor. 

signaling chemicals, or removing them 
from the bone marrow entirely, prevented 
tumor metastasis. 

In a commentary on the Maru group’s 
work in Nature Cell Biology, Lyden and 
Rafi i note that collectively such results “set 
forth the novel concept that tumor meta-
static potential may not only be dependent 

on the [tumor-initiating ability] of the can-
cer cells, but also on the existence of ‘hot 
spots’ within each specifi c organ that are 
receptive to metastatic cells.” If more of the 
precise signals emanating from such hot 
spots in various organs can be identifi ed 
and blocked, Rafi i believes, the soil can be 
made far less congenial to tumors.
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ON THIN ICE: Researchers will probe the ends of the earth 
in great detail to explore, for instance, why Arctic sea ice 
(here, in the summer of 2005) has retreated so much.
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 D uring the past 10 years, a contagious 
and fatal cancer has decimated the 
world’s Tasmanian devils. Pustulant 

tumors that become infested with maggots 
deform their faces, forcing teeth from their 
jaws. The devils eventually starve, but not 
before passing on the virulent cancer. Con-
cerned that the disease could wipe out the 
devils, conservationists have already started 
planning how they might reintroduce the 
species if it goes extinct.

Resembling a small black dog with white 
splotches, these marsupial carnivores once 
lived in mainland Australia but today remain 
only on its island state of Tasmania. Devils 
have a ravenous appetite, an unearthly growl 
and a bone-crunching jaw strength that they 
use to devour carrion—skin, bones and all.

Around 1996, devils with the tumors 
started appearing in northeast Tasmania. 
Devil facial tumor disease (DFTD), as it is 
formally called, spread rapidly and now cov-
ers at least 56 percent of Tasmania—an island 
slightly larger than West Virginia. “In the ar-
eas where the disease has been for some years, 
we’ve seen an 80 percent population decline,” 
says biologist Menna Jones of the Tasmanian 
Department of Primary Industries and Water 
(DPIW). “There’s been no population recov-
ery. They’re incurring no resistance. There’s 
very few animals over the age of two.” Devils 
normally live six to eight years.

The animals’ own demeanor contributes 
to the spread of DFTD: when the whirling 
dervishes fi ght and bite over a carrion meal 
or a mate, a diseased devil transfers cancer 
cells that infect the other individual. 

Scientists initially suspected a virus but  
were unable to isolate one. Then Anne-
Maree Pearse of the Tasmanian DPIW made 
a serendipitous discovery: devil DNA has 14 
paired chromosomes, but devil tumor cells 
had only 13—and all had identical chromo-
somal rearrangements. Cancer tumors typi-
cally show genetic corruption, but having 
identical rearrangements would be nearly im-
possible. The best explanation: a rogue cell 
line emerged in a single devil that has taken 
on an infectious, cancerous existence. 

With the population plummeting and sci-

entifi c answers potentially years away, con-
servation biologists are preparing for the 
worst. In 2006 Australian offi cials designat-
ed the once abundant species “vulnerable to 
extinction” and shipped 47 disease-free dev-
ils to mainland wildlife parks in “Project 
Ark”—a last-ditch effort to preserve the ge-
netic diversity of devils across 
Tasmania for captive breeding.  

An isolated 250-square-mile 
peninsula off southeast Tasma-
nia may be a key for possible re-
introduction. The Tasman pen-
insula once housed the world’s 
worst criminals; trained dogs, 
fences and armed guards kept 
escaped prisoners from reaching 
the mainland. That siege men-
tality may help keep sick devils 
out and healthy ones in. Re-
searchers plan to build a bridge 
over the peninsula’s single narrow access 
point that will include water jets, spotlights 
and a cattle grid that devils cannot cross.

Research is suggesting other DFTD-beat-
ing strategies as well. Jones currently super-
vises an experiment to see whether removing 
infected devils can slow the cancer down. 
The fi rst year’s results offer hope. “We have 
shown that disease suppression can be used 
to limit spread of the disease and can be used 
to prevent population decline,” she explains. 

Jones acknowledges that, despite imper-
fect information, biologists must move rap-
idly. The demise of the devil could cause cas-
cading effects in Tasmania’s ecosystem—es-
pecially since someone recently introduced 
red foxes to the area, a carnivore that has 
driven several local species to extinction. 
Devils can competitively keep fox popula-
tions down, because they fi ll a similar niche. 

At this point, there is no single miracu-
lous solution for saving the Tasmanian devil. 
Biologists still cannot even detect DFTD be-
fore tumors appear. But with millions of dol-
lars being pumped into research, “Taz” may 
just be able to whirl and fi ght his way into 
the future.

Wendee Holtcamp is based in Houston.

Sympathy for the Devil
IDEAS EMERGE TO SAVE THE DYING TASMANIAN DEVIL    BY WENDEE HOLTCAMP
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 CONTAGIOUS
 CANCER

Just how the transmissible tumor 
that is killing Tasmanian devils 
arose remains a mystery. A 
genetic mutation is the most 
likely answer; researchers 
initially suspected a cancer virus 
but thus far “we’ve found no 
viruses,” says veterinary 
pathologist Richmond Loh of the 
Tasmanian Department of Primary 
Industries and Water. The facial 
tumor disease, which is only one 
of two contagious cancers (the 
other being canine venereal tumor 
disease), somehow evades the 
devil’s immune system. The 
failure of the immune system to 
recognize the tumor as “nonself” 
may be a consequence of the low 
genetic diversity of the devil.

Devils in Tasmania’s isolated 
northwest corner have distinct 
genetic differences from the 
general population. Because the 
disease has encroached on that 
region only slowly, biologists 
are studying whether these 
genetic differences may confer 
disease resistance. 

FACIAL TUMOR DISE A SE badly deforms Tasmanian 
devils and threatens to wipe them out.
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 A s identity theft—and worry about it—
burgeons around the world, online ser-
vices are springing up to fi ght it. Their 

advanced tactics, collectively known as iden-
tity scoring, go beyond the usual credit mon-
itoring to include online data mining, pattern 
recognition, even semantic analysis of infor-

mation about a subscriber 
that appears on Web pages. 
The approach is enjoying in-
creasing success in unveiling 
suspicious activity.

Among the latest fi rms to 
join the battle is Garlik, a 
start-up in Richmond, Eng-
land. In October 2006 it be-
gan offering its “data patrol” 
service to British residents, 
100,000 of whom fell prey to 
identity theft last year. Gar-
lik combs credit reports, 

public databases and Web sites for informa-
tion about customers and presents them 
with a detailed profi le. The portrait allows 
them to see whether criminals may be trying 
to use their personal facts to apply for credit 
cards, take out a loan, or register a fake driv-
er’s license or marriage certifi cate. Four days 
after Garlik went live at www.garlik.com, 
more than 10,000 Brits had registered. An 
annual subscription costs £30 ($59).

In the U.S., MyPublicInfo.com in Ar-
lington, Va., will piece together a custom-
er’s “public identity profi le” for $79.95 and 
will alert him or her to dubious changes for 
$4.95 a month. The fi rm has already served 
100,000 consumers. 

Since the initial rush at Garlik, demand 
for data patrol has continued at fi ve times 
the anticipated rate, says chief executive of-
fi cer Tom Ilube. Fraud is rising rapidly be-
cause people are posting personal facts on 

Scoring Your Identity
NEW TACTICS ROOT OUT THE FALSE USE OF PERSONAL DATA    BY MARK FISCHETTI
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the Web and because government agencies 
are steadily making databases available on-
line. These databases include birth, mar-
riage and death certifi cates, credit histories, 
voter registrations and property deeds.

Criminals interviewed by Garlik say it 
now takes them two or three hours instead of 
two or three weeks to build a convincing sto-
len identity. They are also cooperating with 
one another much more, Ilube says: “Identity 
theft is becoming organized crime.” 

Although identity scoring monitors the 
same fi nancial details that credit bureaus do, 
its real strength comes from scrutinizing on-
line sources for crucial data such as Social 
Security numbers and birth dates. “Identity 
scoring will tell you if someone is doing 
criminal activity in your name, which cred-
it bureaus can’t tell you,” says analyst Avi-
vah Litan of Gartner Group in Stamford, 
Conn. She predicts that by 2009, more U.S. 
consumers will sign up for identity scoring 
than for credit monitoring, which 24 mil-
lion U.S. consumers paid for in 2006.

Nevertheless, Litan cautions that the ser-
vices cannot tell if a crook tries to take over 

someone’s online brokerage accounts, be-
cause these vendors typically do not make 
account information public. And they can-
not tell if a thief is selling your credentials to 
illegal immigrants, who are unlikely to be 
represented in databases. They also do not 
offer restitution services.

Garlik may be furthest along in spotting 
subtle vagaries. In addition to data-harvest-
ing and pattern-recognition software, Garlik 
employs semantic techniques to analyze Web 
activity. The company has built so-called ref-
erence ontology software that scans data 
about Web pages (known as RDF, for re-
source description framework) that might 
refer to a Garlik subscriber’s information. 
The software also rates “provenance”—the 
strength of relations among data, which can 
indicate a high likelihood that the real Joe 
Smith actually works for Widget Corp. and 
not Sprocket Corp. and lives in Portland, 
Ore., not Portland, Me.

Given the sheer weight of information 
out there, Ilube says, “semantic techniques 
will become increasingly important” to un-
derstanding the relevance of all the data.

 NEED TO KNOW:
 OPT-OUT CONTROL

“Social network sites such as 
MySpace and search engines such 
as Google are aware of identity 
theft,” says Simon Davies, 
director of Privacy International 
in London, “but they’re not giving 
users tools to protect information 
users provide.” One rare 
exception, he says, is the “Shield 
& Scramble” tool offered by 
www.outeverywhere.com, a gay 
lifestyle site. 

Davies states that Web 
companies should agree on 
a common mechanism that allows 
users to keep their information 
from being searched, as a means 
to thwart identity thieves. He 
doubts Web providers will do so, 
however, and says that 
legislation requiring opt-out 
controls may be needed.
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B E H AV I O R  

Cutting Back, Not Cutting Down
Smokers who cut back on cigarettes may not necessarily be curtailing the amount of toxic 
substances they inhale. Heavy smokers who light up less often still breathe in at least two 
times more toxic substances per cigarette than light smokers, according to a study by Doro-
thy Hatsukami and her colleagues at the University of Minnesota. Evidently, when heavy 

smokers puff on fewer cigarettes, they compensate 
for lower levels of nicotine by inhaling more deeply 
or longer on each one. The study supports earlier 
epidemiological work that revealed that individuals 
who cut the number of cigarettes they smoke do not 
have decreased health risks. “The bottom line is 
there may not be any health benefi t to reducing the 
number of cigarettes,” Hatsukami says. If smokers 
want to reduce their risk of cancer and disease, she 
adds, they “need to stop smoking.” The study ap-
pears in the December 2006 Cancer Epidemiology, 
Biomarkers and Prevention.  —Alison Snyder

FE WER CIGARE T TES often translates 
to longer drags.

DATA POINTS:
   SHRINK TO DEATH

Height loss occurs with age, 
but a drop of more than three 

centimeters correlates with an 
increase in illness and death, 

according to a 20-year survey of 
British men. The increase may 

result from mechanisms 
underlying bone loss, which 

reduces stature. Researchers 
have long known that 

osteoporosis affects mortality by 
compromising breathing and 

digestion, although the shrinkage 
in such cases tends to be 

at least six centimeters.

Ages of subjects, years: 60 to 79
Average height lost, 

centimeters: 1.67
Average weight change, 

kilograms: +3.14

Percent who lost at least 
3 centimeters: 14.4

Weight change, kilograms: –0.2
Percent increase in death 

compared with those who shrank 
less than 1 centimeter: 64

When adjusted for health, 
smoking, weight loss and 

other factors: 45
Adjusted percent risk increase:

From cardiovascular disease: 39
From respiratory disease: 75

From other, noncancer causes: 227
S O U R C E :  A r c h i v e s  o f  I n t e r n a l  M e d i c i n e ,  

D e c e m b e r  11 / 25 ,  2 0 0 6  

N A N O T E C H

The Password Is G-L-O
Chemists in Israel have designed a molecule 
that can process a password in a manner 
similar to electronic keypads found in home 
security systems. The molecular lock, which 
resembles an iron-binding compound se-
creted by bacteria, “opens” when a combi-
nation of ultraviolet light and two chemical 
signals activates its fl uorescent molecules. 
Information carried via the glowing mole-
cules could thereby authorize a user or trig-
ger another process. Because the molecular 
keypad relies on fl uorescence, it can operate 

on the level of a single molecule. Moreover, 
molecules would build up from more than 
one password attempt, causing the lock to 
jam and block further tries. The researchers 
suggest the device could be used, along with 
current molecule-based cryptography meth-
ods, to protect high-security information. 
The data would be safe even if an unauthor-
ized individual knew the lock’s location and 
the decryption keys. They published their 
work in the January 17 Journal of the Amer-
ican Chemical Society.  —Alison Snyder

A S T R O P H Y S I C S

The Long and Short of It
Current understanding divides gamma-ray 
bursts into those that last less than two sec-
onds and those of longer duration. The lat-
ter occur when a massive, young star goes 
supernova and leaves behind a black hole. 
The former happen when an old neutron 
star spirals into a preexisting black hole. 
The two kinds also differ in the type and 
intensity of energy released. But GRB060614, 
detected last June, fi ts neither category. Its 
duration of 102 seconds supports the longer-
lasting variety, but the intensity of its emis-

sions more closely matches the shorter-last-
ing one. “All the data seem to point to a new 
but perhaps not so uncommon kind of cos-
mic explosion,” says Neil Gehrels of the 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, lead au-
thor of one of four papers in the December 
21 Nature describing the phenomenon. In-
deed, other bursts also hint at similar “hy-
brids.” A possible explanation is the cre-
ation of black holes so powerful that the 
dying stars get no chance to supernova. 
    —David Biello L
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Titanic Lakes of Methane
Methane smog enshrouds Titan, Saturn’s mysterious 
moon. Because of that smog, researchers have surmised 
that liquid methane should exist on the surface, but 
probes had failed to fi nd any. Recent radar imaging by 
the Cassini space probe, however, has now uncovered 
75 lake-like areas, some spanning 70 kilometers, near 
the northern pole. Scientists believe these to be liquid-
fi lled depressions, because the temperature (–179 de-
grees Celsius) and pressure (1.5 times that at Earth’s surface) there are ripe for liquid meth-
ane and its breakdown product, ethane, to persist. The lakes may fi ll up either from liquid 
stored underground or through evaporation and subsequent hydrocarbon rain. Future fl ybys 
should reveal how the lakes vary seasonally, as well as whether lakes exist elsewhere on 
Titan’s surface. The report appears in the January 4 Nature.  —David Biello
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 BRIEF
 POINTS

■  Bovine biotech: researchers 
have created eight Holstein cattle 

that lack the gene for the prion 
protein, rendering them resistant 

to mad cow disease. The animals 
appear healthy without the gene.

Nature Biotechnology, 
January 2007

■  Scientists have pinpointed one 
of the genes manipulated by 

Gregor Mendel—specifi cally, the 
gene that controls the color of pea 

seeds. It marks the third of 
the monk’s seven pea genes 

to be precisely identifi ed.

Science, January 5, 2007

■  A ceramic called zircon, 
envisioned as a container for 
nuclear waste, appears less 

stable than thought. A study fi nds 
that zircon holding 10 percent by 

weight of plutonium 239 would 
last only 1,400 years, rather than 

250,000 years, as was hoped.

Nature, January 11, 2007

■  Not as chimpy: Factoring in 
the number of gene duplicates 

(the gene copy number) and 
not just the difference in 

equivalent genes, humans and 
chimps only have a 94 percent 

genetic similarity.

PLoS ONE, December 20, 2006

ME THANE L AKES dapple Titan’s surface 
in this false-color radar image taken 
by the Cassini probe.

L O N G E V I T Y

A Gene for Aging Smartly 
If you live to 100, as roughly one in every 10,000 people do, you will want both your mind 
and body intact. A certain gene seems to help accomplish just that. Nir Barzilai of the Albert 
Einstein College of Medicine and his colleagues examined 158 elderly people of Ashkenazi 

Jewish descent. Centenarians who passed a 30-question 
test were two to three times as likely to have a common 
variant of the so-called CETP gene as those who did not. 
Those between 75 and 85 who passed the test were fi ve 
times as likely. The CETP gene variant leads to larger 
than normal cholesterol particles in the blood, their size 
perhaps making them less likely to lodge in the lining 
of blood vessels, a process that boosts the risk of heart 
attack and stroke. The fi ndings appear in the December 
26 Neurology.  —Charles Q. Choi

LONG LIFE and mental acuity may 
have a genetic connection.

N E U R O S C I E N C E

Back to the Future
The human mind taps into the same parts of 
the brain while imagining the future as it 
does when recollecting the past. Neurosci-
entists at Washington University in St. Lou-
is put 21 volunteers in a functional magnet-
ic resonance imaging machine and asked 
them to recall or imagine events, such as see-
ing themselves at a party with Bill Clinton. 
Eight different regions displayed extra ac-
tivity—that is, increased blood fl ow—when 

dealing with imagining the future, including 
Brodmann’s area, the medial posterior pari-
etal cortex and the posterior cerebellum. An 
additional 15 regions played a role in either 
remembering the past or imagining the fu-
ture, including those previously identifi ed  
as important for remembering locations al-
ready visited. The Proceedings of the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences USA published 
the study online January 1.  —David Biello
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 In the 19th-century U.S., fi nding a mother 
of young children who worked was rare. 
The big exception was black mothers, 

many of whom were employed as domestics. 
That situation has changed, most likely be-
cause the economy since the early 20th cen-
tury began creating an increasing number of 
white-collar jobs that could help support a 
more affl uent way of life. The movement of 
mothers out of the home and into offi ces and 
shops happened all over the Western world, 
with some countries such as Austria, Belgium 
and the Netherlands substantially exceeding 
the U.S. in the proportion of mothers with 
very young children in the workforce.

Folk wisdom has long held that working 
mothers do severe harm to their children, 
and indeed one academic, University of Al-
berta chemist Gordon Freeman, claimed in 
a 1990 article in the Canadian Journal of 
Physics that they infl ict “serious psychologi-
cal damage” on their children, leading to 
teenage sex, drug use and other problems. 

Extensive research supports neither the 
folk wisdom nor Freeman’s claims. In a 2006 
overview, two well-known researchers in the 
fi eld, Adele E. Gottfried of California State 
University at Northridge and Allen W. Gott-
fried of C.S.U.-Fullerton, documented that 
no link exists between the employment of 
mothers—even mothers of very young chil-
dren—and criminal activity perpetrated by 
their offspring. Whether the mother’s em-
ployment was part-time, full-time, sporadic 
or consistent did not seem to matter. Accord-
ing to one study, children whose mothers had 
recent or long-term employment were in bet-
ter health than those whose mothers had been 
unemployed for more than two years. Anoth-
er positive result of the employment of moth-

ers is that the families’ fathers became more 
involved with their children, particularly on 
weekdays when their wives worked. Paternal 
involvement, once established, continued at 
least through their children’s late teens.

The research has revealed some negatives, 
too. One 2002 study found evidence among 
white, non-Hispanic families of a fairly small 
cognitive defi cit in fi rst-grade schoolchildren 
attributable to maternal employment, a defi -
cit that persisted only to age seven or eight. 
Another study, published in 1996, suggested 
that as the number of children increases, full-
time employment of their mothers may lead 
to lower happiness and increased confl ict in 
marriages. (The opposite, however, appears 
to be true for mother-stepfather families.) 
Another downside is that parents in dual-
earner families feel that they do not spend 
enough time with their children, with their 
spouses or by themselves. On net, however, 
the preponderance of evidence shows that 
the employment of mothers is a positive in-
fl uence on families.

Most studies of working motherhood 
have focused on middle-class people and not 
on the poor, who to a large extent are non-
white and on welfare. For these women, jug-
gling work and child care, often without a 

husband, can be extremely stressful. Still, 
they often fi nd that work is rewarding, as 
it increases self-esteem and self-reliance, 
mitigates depression, provides opportu-
nities to meet new people and allows 
them to buy things for their children.

Rodger Doyle can be reached at 
rodgerpdoyle@verizon.net
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Breaking the Mold
A REAL FAMILY VALUE: MOTHERS WHO WORK OUTSIDE THE HOME   BY RODGER DOYLE
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Percent of Women with Children Who Were Employed in 2005

AGE OF 
CHILDREN TOTAL WHITE BLACK HISPANIC ASIAN

Under 3 55 55 56 41 51

3–5 63 63 66 53 60

6–13 72 72 72 64 69

14–17 78 79 75 66 72

FURTHER
 READING 

A Long-Term Investigation of 
the Role of Maternal and 

Dual-Earner Employment in 
Children’s Development. 

Adele E. Gottfried and Allen W. 
Gottfried in American Behavioral 

Scientist, Vol. 49, No. 10, 
pages 1310–1327; June 2006. 

Working Mothers and the 
Welfare State: Religion and 
the Politics of Work-Family 
Policies in Western Europe 

and the United States. 
Kimberly J. Morgan. Stanford 

University Press, 2006.  R
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Skeptic

(Can’t Get No) Satisfaction
The new science of happiness needs some historical perspective    By MICHAEL SHERMER

Imagine you have a choice between earning $50,000 a year 
while other people make $25,000 or earning $100,000 a year 
while other people get $250,000. Prices of goods and services 
are the same. Which would you prefer? Surprisingly, studies 
show that the majority of people select the fi rst option. As 
H. L. Mencken is said to have quipped, “A wealthy man is one 
who earns $100 a year more than his wife’s sister’s husband.”

This seemingly illogical preference is just one of the puz-
zles that science is trying to solve about why happiness can be 
so elusive in today’s world. Several recent books by research-
ers address the topic, but my skeptic’s eye found a historian’s 
long-view analysis to be ultimately the most enlightening.

Consider a paradox outlined by London 
School of Economics economist Richard Lay-
ard in Happiness (Penguin, 2005), in which he 
shows that we are no happier even though av-
erage incomes have more than doubled since 
1950 and “we have more food, more clothes, 
more cars, bigger houses, more central heating, more foreign 
holidays, a shorter working week, nicer work and, above all, 
better health.” Once average annual income is above $20,000 
a head, higher pay brings no greater happiness. Why? One, our 
genes account for roughly half of our predisposition to be hap-
py or unhappy, and two, our wants are relative to what other 
people have, not to some absolute measure.

Happiness is better equated with satisfaction than plea-
sure, says Emory University psychiatrist Gregory Berns in 
Satisfaction (Henry Holt, 2005), because the pursuit of plea-
sure lands us on a never-ending hedonic treadmill that para-
doxically leads to misery. “Satisfaction is an emotion that 
captures the uniquely human need to impart meaning to one’s 
activities,” Berns concludes. “While you might fi nd pleasure 
by happenstance—winning the lottery, possessing the genes 
for a sunny temperament, or having the luck not to live in 
poverty—satisfaction can arise only by the conscious decision 
to do something. And this makes all the difference in the 
world, because it is only your own actions for which you may 
take responsibility and credit.”

Harvard psychologist Daniel Gilbert goes deeper into our 

psyches in Stumbling on Happiness (Knopf, 2006), in which 
he claims, “The human being is the only animal that thinks 
about the future.” Much of our happiness depends on project-
ing what will make us happy (instead of what actually does), 
and Gilbert shows that we are not very good at this forethought. 
Most of us imagine that variety is the spice of life, for example. 
But in an experiment in which subjects anticipated that they 
would prefer an assortment of snacks, when it actually came 
to eating the snacks week after week, subjects in the no-variety 
group said that they were more satisfi ed than the subjects in 
the variety group. “Wonderful things are especially wonderful 
the fi rst time they happen,” Gilbert explains, “but their won-

derfulness wanes with repetition.”
This habituation to even a multiplicity of 

wonderfulness is what economists call “de-
clining marginal utility” and married couples 
call life. But if you think that an array of sex-
ual partners adds to the spice of life, you are 

mistaken: according to an exhaustive study published in The 
Social Organization of Sexuality (University of Chicago Press, 
1994), married people have more sex than singles—and more 
orgasms. Historian Jennifer Michael Hecht emphasized this 
point in The Happiness Myth (Harper, 2007). Her deep and 
thoughtful historical perspective demonstrates just how time- 
and culture-dependent is all this happiness research. As she 
writes, “The basic modern assumptions about how to be happy 
are nonsense.” Take sex. “A century ago, an average man who 
had not had sex in three years might have felt proud of his health 
and forbearance, and a woman might have praised herself for 
the health and happiness benefi ts of ten years of abstinence.”

Most happiness research is based on self-reported data, 
and Hecht’s point is that people a century ago would most 
likely have answered questions on a happiness survey very 
differently than they do today.

To understand happiness, we need both history and 
 science. 
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Incomes have 
more than doubled 

since 1950, yet 
we are no happier.

Michael Shermer is publisher of Skeptic (www.skeptic.com). 
His new book is Why Darwin Matters.



Sustainable Developments

Although climate change, deforestation and depletion of 
groundwater are all serious threats to sustainable develop-
ment, the biggest threat to future well-being remains the spec-
ter of war. The world was at the brink of a nuclear confl ict 
during the 1962 Cuban missile crisis and could quickly fi nd 
itself there again in South Asia, the Middle East, the Korean 
peninsula or some other hot spot. The Cuban crisis was trans-
formed, through President John F. Kennedy’s political vision 
and dexterity, into the beginning of arms control in the 1963 
Nuclear Test Ban Treaty. That his-
toric breakthrough offers timely 
lessons for today. 

The events of late 1962 through 
mid-1963 are well known. Soviet 
leader Nikita Khrushchev gambled by trying to position of-
fensive surface-to-ground nuclear missiles in Cuba, cheating 
on promises to limit the Soviets’ Cuban arsenal to defensive 
weapons. The U.S. caught the Soviets in midcourse of install-
ing the missiles and imposed a naval quarantine. The Soviets 
agreed to withdraw the offensive missiles in return for a U.S. 
commitment not to invade Cuba and a secret pledge to remove 
nuclear missiles from Turkey at a later date. After coming 
within hours of war, the U.S. and the Soviet Union went on a 
few months later to sign a test ban agreement.

How does one go from the brink of war to a breakthrough 
peace treaty in under a year? Kennedy’s methodological start-
ing point was to avoid vilifying the Soviet Union or declaring 
the adversary to be evil. At every step, Kennedy assumed that 
Soviet counterparts were rational, though not necessarily be-
yond mistakes in their chosen actions. He assumed that the 
Soviet Union would seek tactical advantages where it could 
get them but would pull back from self-annihilation. 

Today’s game theorists would describe Kennedy’s strategy 
as “generous tit-for-tat” (GTFT). A player adopts a position 
of cooperation as long as the other side does, too. If the second 
player begins to cheat, the fi rst player stops cooperating as 
well, to show the cheater that there are adverse consequences 
to the collapse of this arrangement. The door remains forgiv-
ingly open to future cooperation, however, if the cheater re-

verts to form. And generously, the fi rst player might initiate 
renewed cooperation, with a view to enticing the former 
cheater to reciprocate. GTFT is so successful and robust that 
many evolutionary biologists suppose that the basic strategy 
is somewhat hardwired in human attitudes. 

As Kennedy later explained his thinking: “In short, both 
the United States and its allies, and the Soviet Union and its 
allies, have a mutually deep interest in a just and genuine 
peace and in halting the arms race. Agreements to this end are 

in the interests of the Soviet Union 
as well as ours. . . .  And even the 
most hostile nations can be relied 
upon to accept and keep those trea-
ty obligations, and only those treaty 

obligations, which are in their own interest.” He stressed the 
need to avoid humiliating one’s adversary. “And above all, 
while defending our own vital interests, nuclear powers must 
avert those confrontations which bring an adversary to a 
choice of either a humiliating retreat or a nuclear war. To 
adopt that kind of course in the nuclear age would be evidence 
only of the bankruptcy of our policy—or of a collective death-
wish for the world.”

Kennedy’s sentiments were radical at the time, but he be-
lieved that the potential for cooperation was grounded in our 
common humanity. “For in the fi nal analysis, our most basic 
common link is that we all inhabit this small planet. We all 
breathe the same air. We all cherish our children’s futures. And 
we are all mortal.” As we face today’s challenges and threats, 
we will do well to grasp the insight that our counterparts and 
adversaries, like us, are searching for survival and for a future 
for their children. As occurred 45 years ago, that critical insight 
might prove to be the key to keeping us alive and secure.  

Threats of War, Chances for Peace
Preventing the spread of war will depend on strategies that recognize 
the shared interests of adversaries     By JEFFREY D. SACHS
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Kennedy believed the potential 
for cooperation was grounded 

in our common humanity.

Jeffrey D. Sachs is director of the Earth Institute at 
Columbia University.

An expanded version of this essay is available at 
www.sciam.com/ontheweb sa

http://www.sciam.com/ontheweb/index.cfm?ref=digitalpdf
http://www.sciam.com/ontheweb/index.cfm?ref=digitalpdf
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Insights

Graph Theory and Teatime
Deep in the heart of Microsoft, Jennifer Chayes and Christian Borgs lead a who’s who of 
mathematics and computer science. The goal? To explore anything they please   By GARY STIX

Every weekday afternoon some 20 mathematicians 
and theoretical computer scientists gather in the Se-
attle suburbs to share tea. The conversation runs from 
the latest on number theory to the fairest way to de-
cide a closely contested election. The gathering spot 
is not the faculty lounge of an elite university but rath-
er a meeting area in Building 113, the nondescript 
glass and steel structure that houses the Theory 
Group of Microsoft Research.

A decade ago two mathematical physicists—Jen-
nifer Chayes and Christian Borgs—gave up perma-
nent academic positions for the allure of being able to 
go out and hire the best minds in discrete mathemat-
ics, statistical physics and theoretical computer sci-
ence. By most measures, the pair have succeeded in 
re-creating the rarefi ed world of a top university de-
partment, right down to the tea ritual. In essence, the 
group resembles a smaller version of the Mathematical 
Sciences Research Center in its heyday at the old Bell 
Labs, home to Claude E. Shannon, Richard Ham-
ming, Narendra Karmarkar and other quantitative 
luminaries, before corporate upheavals ultimately 
forced a scaling back. “It would be very hard, if not 
just impossible, for a university to assemble such a 
group within a 10-year time frame,” remarks Bart Sel-
man, professor of computer science at Cornell Univer-
sity and also a former Bell Labs researcher. “Clearly, 
Microsoft resources play a role here.” 

Microsoft Research was established in 1991 to 
emphasize basic research in computer science at a 
time when other industrial labs were revamping to 
focus on more applied endeavors. The Theory Group, 
whose members routinely publish papers with titles 
such as “The D4 Root System Is Not Universally Op-
timal,” probably has the least relevance to product 
development of any Microsoft department.

The disconnect is intentional. In 1996 Nathan 
Myhrv old, a former classmate of Chayes at Princeton 
University who was then Microsoft’s chief technology 

offi cer, suggested that Chayes and Borgs come to work 
at Microsoft. “Are you crazy?” Chayes asked Myhr-
vold. “You can’t make money from what we do.” 

Myhrvold promised that they would not be enlist-
ed to write code for a new version of Microsoft Offi ce. 
“He wanted us to do the most way-out stuff,” Chayes 
remembers. “He said, ‘Look, I’m not hiring two engi-
neers,’” Borgs chimes in a moment later. The Micro-
soft offer solved a fundamental problem related to 
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CHRISTIAN BORGS AND JENNIFER CHAYES: 
THEORIZING AT MICROSOFT
■   Co-managers of the Theory Group of Microsoft Research, which explores 

mathematics, computational theory and physics that may provide the 
conceptual framework for critical advances in software and networking.

■   Chayes on the nature of the group’s work: “We do research for the day 
after tomorrow.”
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time and space. The two had married four years earlier. Chayes 
was a tenured professor of mathematics at the University of 
California, Los Angeles. Borgs had a chaired professorship in 
statistical physics at the University of Leipzig in Germany.

“We went from living on the other side of the world to doing 
everything together,” Chayes says. Every paper they write bears 
joint authorship; every intern candidate interviewed receives 
questions from both. The compatible trajectories stretch back 
to their youth. Neither followed the rectilinear path set out for 
them by their parents. Borgs, 49, came from a traditional fam-
ily in Düsseldorf, Germany, and was expected to take over their 
120-year-old chemical business. Chayes, 50, a rebellious “child 
of the sixties” and the daughter of a Jewish father and a Muslim 
mother who had immigrated to the U.S. from Iran, was sup-
posed to become a physician. (Her brother, James Tour, also 
paid no heed to his parents’ plans, going on to become a chem-
ist at Rice University and a major fi gure in nanotechnology.)

The collaborating spouses held Myhrvold to his word and 
went on to hire some of the best and brightest. There are nine 
full-time researchers, eight postdoc-
toral students, five academics on 
sabbatical from other institutions—

and 150 to 200 visitors annually who 
arrive for stays that range from a day 
to a month. “Their list of visitors reads like a veritable who’s 
who of theoretical computer science,” observes Lenore Blum, 
a computer scientist at Carnegie Mellon University.

The quasi-academic environment has enabled notable re-
searchers to continue their work undistracted—or, if they so 
choose, to branch out in new directions. Oded Schramm de-
vised a mathematical proof that shows how certain random 
two-dimensional objects, when distorted, retain the same sta-
tistical properties—a characteristic called conformal invari-
ance. One of Schramm’s colleagues, Wendelin Werner, re-
ceived the Fields Medal for this work. (Schramm was a few 
weeks too old to qualify for the medal, bestowed only on those 
younger than 40.) “Oded basically invented a new branch of 
mathematics, which I predict will be studied 100 years from 
now,” Chayes says.

Another notable was Michael Freedman, who won the 
Fields Medal while at the University of California, San Diego, 
for his work on the Poincaré conjecture. He moved to the 
Theory Group in 1997 and began to explore in earnest how 
topological quantum fi eld theory could be applied to create a 
quantum computer with very low error rates, taking advan-
tage of the fact that topological properties resist perturbations 
(errors). Freedman has since formed his own group within 
Microsoft that focuses on quantum computation.

A younger researcher at 32, Henry Cohn has, along with 
postdoc Abhinav Kumar, published seminal work on how 

densely spheres can be packed together within eight and 24 
dimensions. Mathematicians are fascinated by what Cohn 
calls these “miracle dimensions” because of packing effi cien-
cies generally not found elsewhere. Such calculations may ul-
timately enable better error-correction codes for transmitting 
digital bits on noisy channels.

Chayes and Borgs have also been able to build on their 
original university work on the mathematics of phase transi-
tions: sudden discontinuities in a physical state, such as when 
water turns to ice. Similarly, whenever increasing loads are 
placed on two parallel microprocessors, a phase transition oc-
curs in which balancing work among the processing elements 
becomes much more diffi cult. In their papers, Chayes and 
Borgs have shown that once the transition has occurred, it may 
be virtually impossible to improve on a near-optimal solution 
to partitioning a workload—the programmer of a parallel pro-
cessor cannot just shift some of the load from one processor to 
another to achieve the best balance. “You may as well start 
over,” Chayes says. “That’s a disaster for computation.” 

Besides computer science, this 
type of optimization problem has 
implications for modeling the pre-
cise networks of chemical bonds, 
genes and synapses that are found 

in investigations of protein folding, gene activation in microar-
ray chips, and the changes in neural connections that occur 
during learning. Chayes and Borgs have undertaken a collab-
orative initiative with Riccardo Zecchina of the International 
Center for Theoretical Physics in Trieste, Italy, and other Eu-
ropean researchers to explore a technique, called survey prop-
agation, that might fi nd better solutions for the hard optimiza-
tion problems found after a phase transition occurs.

Chayes and Borgs’s prior university labors on graph theory 
and phase transitions have been of some use to the enterprise. 
Since they joined Microsoft, the World Wide Web has come 
into its own. “All of a sudden the stuff we were doing has be-
come relevant,” Chayes notes. Graph theory serves as a power-
ful tool for modeling the complexity of the Web. Chayes and 
Borgs have shown how the patterns formed by links fanning 
out from spam sites differ in appearance from connections to 
normal sites, a tool that is being incorporated into search en-
gines by Microsoft product developers.

For the pair, the fusion of work and personal life has proved 
essential for building both the Theory Group and continuing 
their own research. Certainly Borgs understands Chayes 
when she gets angry at her husband and shouts, “You’re per-
turbing around the wrong ground state.” The couple’s over-
lapping orbitals have been good for their own careers, for 
Microsoft and for the larger community of mathematicians 
and computer scientists.  

The couple’s overlapping 
orbitals have been good for 

their careers and for Microsoft.
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DO NOT AT TEMP T THIS AT HOME: Looking down the 
barrel of a jet from a supermassive black hole is not 
something you would be advised to do. The jet packs 
enough punch to create bubbles of hot gas with an 
energy equivalent to millions or billions of 
supernova explosions.
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Black Hole 
B L O W B A C K

By Wallace Tucker, Harvey Tananbaum and Andrew Fabian

A single black hole, smaller than the solar system, 
can control the destiny of an entire 

cluster of galaxies
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 I
f you drew a large-scale map of the universe, it would look rather like a map 

of the U.S. Interstate Highway System. Galaxies line up in fi laments that criss-

cross intergalactic space like freeways. In between the roads are regions of 

relatively low density: the cosmic countryside. And at the crossroads, where mul-

tiple fi laments converge, are clusters of galaxies: the cosmic megacities.

The size of these clusters is daunting. It takes light a little more than a second to 

reach Earth from the moon and eight minutes to reach Earth from the sun. Light 

from the center of our Milky Way galaxy must make a journey of 25,000 years to 

reach us. Even that is fairly quick compared with the time required for light to cross 

a galaxy cluster—about 10 million years. In fact, clusters are the largest gravitation-

ally bound bodies in the universe. The roadlike fi laments may be larger in sheer size, 

but they are not coherent bodies held together by gravity.
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The gravitational binding means that the galaxies and  other 
material within a mature cluster have settled into an overall dy-
namic equilibrium. Galaxies buzz around within it and are kept 
from fl ying apart by dark matter, a mysterious form of matter 
that has eluded detection except through its gravitational ef-
fects. The interactions of these components produce a rich array 
of phenomena that astronomers are only beginning to grasp. 

Like metropolises on Earth, clusters are more than the sum 
of their inhabitants. Processes occurring at the scale of a clus-
ter can dictate events on much smaller scales, such as the 
growth of galaxies and the fueling of the supermassive black 
holes at the hubs of those galaxies. In turn, the black holes 
blow out huge amounts of high-speed material that can drive 
the evolution of the entire cluster. At fi rst glance, these inter-

connections between large and small are enigmatic. The di-
ameters of the black holes in question are smaller than the 
solar system. For them to affect an entire galaxy cluster would 
be like a blueberry affecting the entire Earth.

The Case of the Disappearing Gas
these inter act ions  explain some long-standing para-
doxes in the urban life of the cosmos. One is the so-called 
cooling fl ow problem, which has to do with multimillion-
 degree gas that fi lls the space between the galaxies in a cluster. 
If the galaxies within a cluster are the urban cores of the 
megacity, this gas is the suburban sprawl. Like the suburbs 
that surround most American downtowns, the gas is actually 

the more populated region: it contains more mass than all the 
stars in all the galaxies in the cluster.

The gas, which is heated primarily by the slow gravitation-
al collapse of the cluster, gives off x-rays. Optical telescopes 
cannot see the gas, and x-rays cannot penetrate Earth’s atmo-
sphere, so the discovery and study of this gas has depended on 
orbiting observatories. Two decades ago astronomers peering 
with NASA’s Einstein X-ray Observatory and other instru-
ments noticed that the x-rays carry away so much energy that 
the gas should steadily cool off and settle into the center of the 
cluster—thus the term “cooling fl ow.” One of us (Fabian) led 
the way in investigating these fl ows using Einstein and later 
Germany’s ROSAT x-ray satellite. He and his colleagues cal-
culated the fl ows would have quite dramatic effects. If they 

persisted for a billion years, the gas deposited in the central re-
gions of the cluster could form trillions of new stars.

The only trouble was, no one could fi nd them. Observers 
looked in vain for large amounts of cool gas and hordes of new-
ly formed stars. If a black hole had swallowed them all, it would 
weigh as much as a trillion stars, and not even the biggest black 
hole is that massive. Another one of us (Tucker) maintained 
that large-scale, long-term cooling fl ows do not exist. A pos-
sible explanation was that long-lasting outbursts of energy 
from the central galaxy of the cluster heated the gas enough to 
offset the radiative cooling. Radio astronomers had for years 
been accumulating evidence for such activity. But it was ques-
tionable whether the outbursts provided enough energy distrib-
uted over a large enough volume to halt the cooling fl ows, so 
the paradox remained: the hot cluster gas must cool, but the 
end product of the cooling mysteriously escaped detection.

Resolving this paradox was a major goal of two powerful 
x-ray telescopes launched in 1999: NASA’s Chandra X-ray 
Observatory and the European Space Agency’s XMM-
Newton. Because the gas in clusters radiates away its energy 
fairly slowly, it preserves a record of activity in the clusters over 
the past few billion years. For instance, it retains the elements 
and energy injected into it by supernova explosions in the clus-
ter galaxies. Like archaeologists unearthing the past, astrono-
mers have used the new telescopes to excavate the relics pres-
ent in galaxy clusters and piece together their history.

Bubble, Bubble
the br ightest cluster observed by x-ray instruments 
is the Perseus cluster because of its high intrinsic luminosity 
and relative cosmic proximity to Earth (about 300 million 
light-years). In the 1990s ROSAT discovered two vast holes 
in the x-ray gas in the central 50,000 light-years of the cluster. 
They look like an hourglass centered on the giant galaxy 

■   Using a combination of radio and x-ray telescopes, 
astronomers have discovered vast bubbles of high-
energy particles hundreds of thousands of light-years 
across. The energy required to create these structures 
beggars belief—it is as if 100 million stars went 
supernova at once.

■   The only thing capable of creating such a monster is a 
giant black hole. Not all matter that comes close to a black 
hole is doomed. As magnetized hot gas swirls in an 
accretion disk toward a hole, strong electromagnetic 
forces build up and spit out some of the gas in a narrow jet.

■   Not only can the jet create bubbles, it adds heat and 
magnetism to the intergalactic gas in a galaxy cluster, 
explaining long-standing puzzles in astronomy. The 
process appears to be a part of a multimillion-year 
cycle that regulates the growth of supergiant galaxies 
in the centers of clusters.

Overview/Monster Bubbles

For a black hole to affect an entire galaxy cluster would
be like a blueberry affecting the entire EARTH. 
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The largest things in the universe worthy of being called 
“things” are galaxy clusters. They consist of 1,000 or so 
galaxies, buzzing through a ball of hot gas (red) like bees in a 

hive and prevented from dispersing by gravity. At the core of 
the cluster is an especially large galaxy—the site of the most 
violent processes in the modern universe.

ANATOMY OF A CLUSTER

Giant cavity (bubble)

Jet Colliding galaxies

100,000 light-years

10 million light-years

Ripples (sound waves)

Central galaxy

X-rays

Cooling fl ow

Black hole spins 
up, producing jets

Black 
hole 

swallows
matter

Gas cools down and 
starts fl owing in

Black hole exhausts 
fuel; jets stop

Jets dissipate, 
heating gas

Gas 
stops 

fl owing in

As the x-rays carry off energy, the cluster gas should cool 
and fl ow inward. Over billions of years, it should form 
trillions of new stars. Yet few such stars are seen.

Cycle of heating and cooling explains why those stars 
are not seen. Black hole jets return energy to the gas and 
choke off the inward fl ow.
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NGC 1275. With Chandra, Fabian and his colleagues went 
back for a closer look. Their Chandra data showed the cavi-
ties in exquisite detail, revealing that they were aligned with 
previously observed radio jets emanating from the center of 
the giant galaxy [see illustration on page 48]. The x-ray cavi-
ties are not empty but are fi lled with magnetic fi elds and en-
ergetic particles such as protons and electrons. These ener-
getic, low-density bubbles are rising buoyantly and pushing 
aside the x-ray-emitting hot gas.

Other clusters have bubbles, too. Chandra observations re-
vealed x-ray cavities with associated radio emission in the Hy-
dra A, Hercules A and Abell 2597 clusters. The observatories 
also uncovered bubbles that were faint in both radio waves and 
x-rays, indicating that the energetic particles within have dissi-
pated most of their energy. These “ghost cavities” have detached 
from the central galaxy and may be relics of past bubbles.

The most spectacular activity seen by Chandra to date was 
discovered in the cluster MS 0735.6+7421 (MS 0735 for short) 
by Brian R. McNamara, now at the University of Waterloo in 
Ontario, and his colleagues. Although the image of this cluster 
is not as detailed as the one for Perseus, it tells an amazing 
story. Each of the cluster’s two x-ray cavities is 600,000 light-
years across—more than six times larger than the disk of our 

Milky Way galaxy. The size of the cavities and the observed 
density and temperature of the gas around them indicate they 
are 100 million years old and contain as much kinetic energy 
as 10 billion supernovae. Even astronomers, who regularly deal 
in billions and trillions, are impressed by the immensity of the 
bubbles and the titanic amount of energy they represent.

This energy is enough to resolve the paradox of cooling 
fl ows. In fact, John R. Peterson, now at Purdue University, 
and others used spectra measured by the XMM telescope to 
show that cooling fl ows do not occur in clusters that have such 

bubbles—a strong indication that bubbles keep the gas from 
cooling down. But there is a missing link in this argument: 
How does the energy get transferred from bubble to gas?

Sub-Subwoofer
a n obvious a nswer is that the bubbles generate strong 
shock waves in a manner similar to atmospheric explosions on 
Earth. As the energetic material from an explosion pushes into 
the atmosphere at supersonic speeds, it sweeps up surrounding 
air into a thin shell. Collisions between the swept-up particles 
convert the kinetic energy of the explosion into heat. Strong 
shock waves are also observed in a wide range of cosmic phe-
nomena, such as the remnants of supernova explosions.

H. L. Mencken is said to have observed: “For every com-
plex problem there is an answer that is clear, simple, and 
wrong.” Unfortunately, it appears that the heating of cluster 
gas by strong shock waves is a case in point. Telescopes do not 
see the hot, thin shells that would be produced by such heat-
ing. Also, it is likely that heating from strong shock waves 
would be too concentrated in the central regions of a cluster 
to offset widespread cooling of the cluster gas.

A more plausible energy-transfer mechanism is heating by 
sound waves. The intergalactic gas inside clusters may be ten-

uous by human standards (the equivalent of just a few thou-
sand hydrogen atoms per cubic meter), but sound waves can 
still propagate through it. They evolve into weak, barely su-
personic shock waves that heat gas fairly gently.

By special processing of the Perseus cluster images, Fabian’s 
team uncovered the smoking gun for this idea: a series of nearly 
concentric ripples. The density and pressure of the gas, though 
not its temperature, change abruptly at the innermost ripple, 
indicating that this feature is a weak shock wave. At the outer 
ripples, the density and pressure vary gradually, indicating that 
these ripples are sound waves. The spacing of the ripples (35,000 
light-years) and the calculated speed of sound in the gas (1,170 
kilometers a second) imply that 10 million years passed between 
the events producing the ripples. The pitch of the sound waves 
translates to a note of B-fl at, 57 octaves below middle C. What 
they may lack in musicality, they make up for in sheer power.

Similar features show up in the Virgo cluster, the nearest 
cluster to us, about 50 million light-years away. William For-
man of the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics 
and his colleagues observed the central, dominant galaxy in 
this cluster, M87, using Chandra. They found a web of fi la-
mentary structures, each about 1,000 light-years across and 
50,000 light-years long. The fi laments, like the ripples in the 
Perseus cluster, may be the product of sound waves generated 
by a series of buoyant bubbles that in turn arise from out-
bursts—in this case, spaced about six million years apart. 

WALLACE TUCKER, HARVEY TANANBAUM and ANDREW FABIAN have 
been leaders of x-ray astronomy almost as long as there has 
been such a thing. Tucker, science spokesperson for the Chandra 
X-ray Center, studies dark matter, clusters of galaxies, and su-
pernova remnants. On top of research papers, magazine articles 
(including three past Scientifi c American pieces) and half a dozen 
books, he has written three award-winning plays on Native Amer-
icans. Tananbaum is director of the Chandra X-ray Center, a mem-
ber of the National Academy of Sciences, and recipient of the 
2004 Rossi Prize in astronomy. His research delves into x-ray 
binaries, quasars and active galaxies, and optically quiet x-ray 
bright galaxies. Fabian is a professor at the University of Cam-
bridge, a Fellow of the Royal Society, and recipient of the 2001 
Rossi Prize. He has co-authored more than 500 research papers 
on clusters of galaxies and accreting black holes of all sizes.
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Thus, the sound waves are about an octave higher in pitch 
than those in Perseus. Forman’s team also detected a ring of 
hotter emission with a radius of about 40,000 light-years, 
which is probably a weak shock front, as well as a large x-ray 
cavity about 70,000 light-years from the galaxy’s center.

The question then becomes one of how energy in the sound 
waves heats the gas. The observation from Perseus that the 
temperature of the inner ripples does not increase across the 
shock front may be the key. Heat conduction could be rap-
idly carrying away the energy of gas particles heated by the 
shock waves, or high-energy electrons escaping from the bub-
bles or from behind the waves could speed away and heat the 
gas. Either process would keep down the temperature at the 
shock front itself.

Electromagnetic Tornadoes
the biggest quest ion of all, though, is what blew the 
bubbles to begin with. Only one type of object known to sci-
ence could generate that much energy: a supermassive black 
hole. Although most people think of black holes as the ulti-
mate sinkholes, they can also whip up and shoot out matter 
at high speeds. Exactly how they do so has been the subject 
of intense study in recent years.

Simulations show that a black hole can act as a giant mo-
tor. Gas falling into the hole revs it up. Magnetic fi elds then 
convert this rotational energy to linear motion, catapulting 
out a portion of the gas. This process was fi rst proposed in the 
late 1970s by Roger D. Blandford, now at Stanford Univer-
sity, and Roman Znajek, who was at the University of Cam-

Black holes are not just cosmic sinkholes; they are also 
motors that can transform rotational motion into linear 
motion. The infalling material transfers its spin to the hole, 
causing its outer boundary to move near the speed of light. 
Then the magnetic fi eld of the hole funnels some of the 
infalling material into outward jets. A rapidly spinning hole 
can shoot out one unit of gas for every three it swallows.

THE MOST POWERFUL ENGINE KNOWN TO SCIENCE
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bridge at the time but has since left academia. The rotating 
black hole twists up the fabric of space around it, forcing the 
magnetic fi eld in the infalling gas into a funnellike shape—an 
electromagnetic tornado that fl ings fi elds and charged parti-
cles outward in two opposing jets. Slowly spinning black 
holes produce feeble jets; most of the infl owing gas continues 
down into the hole and is lost forever. Rapidly spinning black 
holes, though, expel roughly a quarter of the infl owing gas.

Supermassive black holes in the centers of galaxies are ex-
pected to spin up over time as they accrete gas. By the time the 
black hole has swallowed enough gas to double its mass, its 
horizon, or outer boundary, should be whipping around at 
nearly the speed of light. According to Einstein’s theory of 
relativity, the hole can never reach the speed of light no matter 
how much gas it devours; each additional clump of gas pro-
duces diminishing returns. A variety of observational meth-
ods for estimating the spin of black holes confi rm that many 
are whirling rapidly enough to produce powerful jets. A sim-
ilar phenomenon happens on a smaller scale. Stellar-mass 
black holes, with masses of a dozen suns (rather than a bil-
lion), can pump out powerful jets of particles at near the speed 
of light, heating and pushing aside ambient gas.

Calculations show that black hole jets have two major com-
ponents: a matter-dominated outfl ow that moves at about a 
third of the speed of light, forming the outer sheath of the fun-
nel, and an inner region along the axis of the funnel that con-
tains a rarefi ed gas of extremely high energy particles. It is the 
inner region that carries much of the energy and creates the 
dramatic structures observed by radio and x-ray astronomers.

One of the most astounding features of jets is the pencil-
thin shape that they can maintain despite traveling hundreds 
of thousands of light-years, far beyond the confi nes of their 
parent galaxies. Moreover, they manage to do this while ra-
diating hardly any of their energy. The pressure of the gas near 
a black hole can get a jet started as a narrow beam, and it may 
be that inertia keeps the jet narrow, much the way a blast of 
water emerges from a hose or steam erupts from a high-pres-
sure tea kettle. The tightly coiled magnetic fi eld that is spun 
out with the jet may also play a role.

Regardless of the confi ning mechanism, the pressure of 
the gas through which jets move gradually takes its toll. The 
jets slow down and billow out, creating enormous magnetized 
clouds of high-energy particles. These clouds continue to ex-
pand, pushing out the surrounding gas to create the dark 
x-ray cavities observed by Chandra.

The Cosmic Hydrologic Cycle
this sequence of events—gas falls into a rapidly spin-
ning black hole to form outward-moving megajets that carve 
out gigantic bubbles of high-energy particles and heat vast 
volumes of space—is a blowback of truly cosmic proportions. 
The black hole is both responding to and infl uencing events 
on the scale of the entire galaxy cluster.

A likely scenario goes as follows. Initially the gas in the 
cluster is very hot, and the supermassive black hole in a cen-
trally located large galaxy is quiet. Over about 100 million 
years, gas in the central region of the cluster cools and drifts 
toward the central galaxy in a cooling fl ow. Some of the gas 
in this cooling fl ow condenses into stars that become part of 
the central galaxy, and some sinks all the way down to feed 
the supermassive black hole. In so doing, it creates an accre-
tion disk and activates high-power jets.

The jets blast through the galaxy and out into the cluster 
gas, where their energy converts to heat. The heat greatly di-
minishes the cooling fl ow, if not shutting it off altogether. It is 
a case of biting the hand that feeds: by shutting down the cool-
ing fl ow, the supermassive black hole chokes off its own supply 
of gas and gradually goes dormant. The jets fade away, leaving 
the cluster gas without a heat source. Millions of years later 
the hot gas in the central region of the cluster fi nally cools suf-
fi ciently to initiate a new season of growth for the galaxy and 
its supermassive black hole, and thus the cycle continues.

This scenario is supported by high-resolution x-ray and 
radio images of the Virgo, Perseus, Hydra and other clusters, 
which show evidence of repetitive outbursts from the vicinity 
of the central galaxies’ supermassive black holes. Magnetized 
rings, bubbles, plumes and jets ranging in size from a few 
thousand to a few hundred thousand light-years strongly sug-

PERSEUS CLUS TER looks sedate when viewed in visible light (left) but 
comes alive when viewed in x-rays (center). The space between the 
galaxies is fi lled with hot gas threaded by bright loops, fi laments and 
streaks. Two bubbles, which appear vacant in these images but actually 

contain high-energy particles, straddle the central galaxy, NGC 1275. 
Increasing the image contrast (right) brings out ripples, thought to be 
sound waves that transport energy to the intergalactic gas. For anima-
tions, visit chandra.harvard.edu/photo/2003/perseus/animations.html
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gest that intermittent violent activity has been going on in 
these clusters for hundreds of millions of years.

One startling implication is that supermassive black holes 
are still growing at a rapid rate even in the present day. As-
tronomers had thought their growth had tapered off. In the 
case of cluster MS 0735, the activity indicates that the super-
massive black hole has gulped down the equivalent of 300 
million suns in the past 100 million years—nearly doubling 
in size and mass over that relatively brief interval. Yet the cen-
tral black hole shows no other signs of activity, such as bright 
x-rays or visible light, which are usually emitted by active 
holes. It is only through the x-ray cavities that we can discern 
the properties of this extraordinary system.

Cosmic Consequences
t h e sce na r io is  e n r iched by galaxy collisions, an 
ever present hazard in the central regions of galaxy clusters. 
A smaller galaxy passing too close to the giant central galaxy 
is torn asunder—its stars assimilated, some of its gas lost 
down the black hole drain, its own central black hole merged 
with the one in the giant galaxy. The enormous cavities ob-
served in MS 0735 were probably the end result of a sequence 
of events initiated when a merging galaxy caused a huge in-
fl ux of gas into a supermassive black hole.

The role of collisions in clusters may help scientists under-
stand the evolution of galaxies in the early universe. In a 
sense, clusters are living fossils, the only places in the universe 
that retain the conditions that prevailed billions of years ago, 
when galaxies were closer together and mergers were com-
mon. A growing body of research indicates that many aspects 
of galaxy formation and evolution—the size and shape of 
 galaxies, the rate of star formation—can be understood in 
terms of a cosmic cycle involving mergers of galaxies. Large-
scale computer simulations by Philip F. Hopkins of the Har-
vard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics and his colleagues 
show that the mergers of gas-rich galaxies trigger bursts of 
star formation and infl ow of gas into the central region. The 
infl owing gas fuels rapid growth of the supermassive black 
hole and intense radiation from its vicinity. Blowback ejects 

much of the gas from the galaxy, star formation abruptly 
slows, and accretion onto the black hole declines—until an-
other merger occurs.

Most of the black hole feedback that shaped the evolution 
of galaxies occurred about eight billion to 10 billion years 
ago. Since then, the universe has thinned out too much—ex-
cept in clusters. The blowback processes in clusters are similar 
(though not identical) to those that occurred in the ancient 
universe, allowing astronomers to study the jets, bubbles and 
waves that shaped our galaxy and others.

It may seem strange that supermassive black holes, objects 
with masses that range from a few million to hundreds of mil-
lions of solar masses, can have such an impact on galaxies 
whose masses range from a few billion to a few hundred 
 billion solar masses, let alone galaxy clusters with masses 
measured in the hundreds of trillions of solar masses. The 
reason is the concentrated nature of supermassive black holes 
and their gravitational fi elds. Supermassive black holes are by 
far the largest supply of gravitational potential energy in an 
entire galaxy. By tapping this energy through accretion disks 
and the launching of megajets, blowback vastly increases the 
reach of these black holes—making it one of the most impor-
tant processes at work in the universe. 
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MOST POWERFUL ERUPTION E VER SEEN has been under way 
for 100 million years in the cluster MS 0735. The bubbles 
(blue) seen in this composite radio and x-ray image are 250 
times more powerful than those in the Perseus cluster.
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JE TS POKING OUT OF GAL A X Y M87 in the Virgo cluster are relative weaklings—just 
0.01 percent of the power of those in MS 0735—but make up for it with their fi ne details, 
including curved plumes (which are possibly the remnants of previous outbursts), 
arcs (possibly shock waves) and faint rings (possibly sound waves).
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Pinpointing the genes involved in cancer will help chart a new 
course across the complex landscape of human malignancies

 ‘‘I
f we wish to learn more about cancer, we must 
now concentrate on the cellular genome.” No-
bel laureate Renato Dulbecco penned those 
words more than 20 years ago in one of the 
earliest public calls for what would become 

the Human Genome Project. “We are at a turning point,” 
Dulbecco, a pioneering cancer researcher, declared in 
1986 in the journal Science. Discoveries in preceding 
years had made clear that much of the deranged behavior 
of cancer cells stemmed from damage to their genes and 
alterations in their functioning. “We have two options,” 
he wrote. “Either try to discover the genes important in 
malignancy by a piecemeal approach, or … sequence the 
whole genome.”

Dulbecco and others in the scientifi c community 
grasped that sequencing the human genome, though a 
monumental achievement itself, would mark just the fi rst 
step of the quest to fully understand the biology of can-
cer. With the complete sequence of nucleotide bases in 
normal human DNA in hand, scientists would then need 
to classify the wide array of human genes according to 
their function—which in turn could reveal their roles in 
cancer. Over the span of two decades Dulbecco’s vision 
has moved from pipe dream to reality. Less than three 

years after the Human Genome Project’s completion, the 
National Institutes of Health has offi cially launched the 
pilot stage of an effort to create a comprehensive cata-
logue of the genomic changes involved in cancer: The 
Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA).

The main reason to pursue this next ambitious ven-
ture in large-scale biology with great urgency is cancer’s 
terrible toll on humankind. Every day more than 1,500 
Americans die from cancer—about one person every min-
ute. As the U.S. population ages, this rate is expected to 
rise signifi cantly in the years ahead unless investigators 
fi nd ways to accelerate the identifi cation of new vulner-
abilities within cancerous cells and develop novel strate-
gies for attacking those targets.

Still, however noble the intent, it takes more than a 
desire to ease human suffering to justify a research enter-
prise of this magnitude. When applied to the 50 most 
common types of cancer, this effort could ultimately 
prove to be the equivalent of more than 10,000 Human 
Genome Projects in terms of the sheer volume of DNA to 
be sequenced. The dream must therefore be matched 
with an ambitious but realistic assessment of the emerg-
ing scientifi c opportunities for waging a smarter war 
against cancer.

By Francis S. Collins and Anna D. Barker

MAPPING THE 
CANCER 
GENOME
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A Disease of Genes
the idea that alter at ions  to the cellular genome lie 
at the heart of all forms of cancer is not new. Since the fi rst 
identifi cation in 1981 of a cancer-promoting version of a hu-
man gene, known as an oncogene, scientists have increas-
ingly come to understand that cancer is caused primarily by 
mutations in specifi c genes. The damage can be incurred 
through exposure to toxins or radiation, by faulty DNA re-
pair processes or by errors that occur when DNA is copied 
prior to cell division. In relatively rare cases, a cancer-predis-
posing mutation is carried within a gene variant inherited 
from one’s ancestors. 

Whatever their origin, these mutations disrupt biological 

pathways in ways that result in the uncontrolled cell replica-
tion, or growth, that is characteristic of cancer as well as 
other hallmarks of malignancy, such as the ability to invade 
neighboring tissues and to spread to sites throughout the 
body. Some mutations may disable genes that normally pro-
tect against abnormal cell behavior, whereas others increase 
the activity of disruptive genes. Most cells must acquire at 
least several of these alterations before they become trans-
formed into cancer cells—a process that can take years.

Over the past two decades many individual research 
groups have used groundbreaking molecular biology tech-
niques to search for mutations in genes that are likely candi-
dates for wreaking havoc on normal patterns of cell growth 
and behavior. This approach has identifi ed about 350 cancer-
related genes and yielded many signifi cant insights into this 
diabolical disease. A database of these changes, called the 
catalogue of somatic mutations in cancer, or COSMIC, is 
maintained by Michael Stratton’s group at the Wellcome 
Trust Sanger Institute in Cambridge, England. But no one 
imagines that it is the complete list.

So does it make sense to continue exploring the genomic 
basis of cancer at cottage-industry scale when we now possess 
the means to vastly increase the scope and speed of discovery? 
In recent years a number of ideas, tools and technologies have 
emerged and, more important, converged in a manner that 

■   Changes in the structure or activity of genes underlie 
the malignant behavior of cancer cells.

■   Identifi cation of genes involved in certain cancers is 
already advancing diagnosis and treatment. 

■   The Cancer Genome Atlas is a monumental initiative to 
eventually identify all the genetic alterations in 
different forms of cancer so that gene changes driving 
the disease can be targeted directly.

Overview/Cancer Connections

MANY PATHWAYS TO MALIGNANCY

▲ COMPLEX CIRCUITRY
The extraordinarily complex 
molecular interactions in a 
human cell can be viewed as 
a network of parallel and 
intersecting pathways. A 
simplifi ed depiction (right) 
of just one such pathway that 
promotes cell proliferation 
begins with a family of 
epidermal growth factor 
receptors (EGFR) in the cell 
membrane. Their stimulation 
by growth factors outside the 
cell transmits signals to 
additional proteins and genes, 
ultimately prompting the cell 
to “grow” by dividing.

▲ ONCOGENIC MUTATIONS
In a signifi cant portion of lung and breast tumors, members of the EGFR gene family are mutated or 
duplicated, which boosts the number or function of the receptors they encode, overstimulating this growth 
pathway. Damage to downstream genes can have similar results. Changes in the B-RAF gene, seen in some 
70 percent of melanomas, also promote hyperactive cell proliferation. Versions of the RAS gene are mutated 
in many cancer types, which can affect cell growth as well as intersecting pathways—for example, 
interfering with a suicide program that normally destroys damaged cells.

SOS

RAF

B-RAF gene mutated in 
most melanomas 

ERK

RSK
CELL 

GROWTH

Gene malfunctions underlie the ability of cancer cells to escape normal constraints on a cell’s behavior. Because genes 
give rise to proteins that serve as cellular building blocks, signals and regulators of other genes, a mutation that 

disables one gene, or causes it to be overactive, can have multiple deranging effects on the cell (below). 
Nevertheless, cells usually need to accrete several cancer-promoting, or oncogenic, mutations in separate genes 
to acquire the hallmark properties of malignancy (box at right). Identifying all the genes whose alteration can 
produce those traits should one day reveal which mutations are the true drivers of specifi c types of cancer—even 
of a specifi c patient’s malignancy—and therefore the most effective ways to intervene in the disease.
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has convinced many leading minds in the cancer and molecu-
lar biology communities that it is time for a systematic, col-
laborative and comprehensive exploration of the genomics of 
cancer. 

The Human Genome Project laid a solid foundation for 
TCGA by creating a standardized reference sequence of the 
three billion DNA base pairs in the genome of normal human 
tissues. Now another initiative is needed to compare the DNA 
sequences and other physical characteristics of the genomes 
of normal cells with those of cancerous cells, to identify the 
major genetic changes that drive the hallmark features of can-
cer [see box above]. The importance of international partner-
ships in large-scale biology to pool resources and speed sci-
entifi c discovery was also demonstrated by the Human Ge-
nome Project, and TCGA is exploring similar collaborations. 

Finally, the Human Genome Project spurred signifi cant 
advances in the technologies used to sequence and analyze 
genomes. At the start of that project in 1990, for example, the 
cost of DNA sequencing was more than $10 per “fi nished” 
nucleotide base. Today the cost is less than a penny per base 
and is expected to drop still further with the emergence of in-
novative sequencing methods [see “Genomes for All,” by 
George M. Church; Scientifi c American, January 2006]. 
Because of these and other technological developments, the 
large-scale approach embodied in TCGA—unthinkable even 

a few years ago—has emerged as perhaps the most effi cient 
and cost-effective way to identify the wide array of genomic 
factors involved in cancer.

Proofs of Concept 
pil es of data are, of course, not worth much without 
evidence that comprehensive knowledge of cancer’s molecular 
origins can actually make a difference in the care of people. 
Several recent developments have provided proofs of concept 
that identifying specifi c genetic changes in cancer cells can 
indeed point to better ways to diagnose, treat and prevent the 
disease. They offer encouraging glimpses of what is to come 
and also demonstrate why the steps toward those rewards are 
complex, time-consuming and expensive.

In 2001, when the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute began 
its own effort to use genomic technologies to explore cancer, 
the project’s immediate goal was to optimize robotics and 
information management systems in test runs that involved 
sequencing 20 genes in 378 cancer samples. But the group hit 
pay dirt a year later when they found that a gene called B-
RAF was mutated in about 70 percent of the malignant mela-
noma cases they examined. A variety of researchers swiftly 
set their sights on this potential new therapeutic target in the 
most deadly form of skin cancer. They tested multiple ap-
proaches—from classic chemical drugs to small interfering 
ribonucleic acids—in cell lines and in mice, to see if these in-
terventions could block or reduce the activity of B-RAF or 
inhibit a protein called MEK that is overproduced as a result 
of B-RAF mutations. Just fi ve years later the most promising 
of these therapies are being tested in clinical trials. 

Other research groups have already zeroed in on genetic 
mutations linked to certain types of breast cancer, colon can-
cer, leukemia, lymphoma and additional cancers to develop 
molecular diagnostics, as well as prognostic tests that can 
point to an agent in the current arsenal of chemotherapies to 
which a particular patient is most likely to respond. Cancer 
genomics has also helped to directly shape the development 
and use of some of the newest treatments. 

The drug Gleevec, for example, was designed to inhibit an 
enzyme produced by a mutant fused version of two genes, 
called BCR-ABL, that causes chronic myelogenous leukemia. 
Gleevec is proving dramatically effective against that disease 
and showing value in the treatment of more genetically com-
plex malignancies, such as gastrointestinal stromal tumor 
and several other relatively rare cancers that involve similar 

FRANCIS S. COLLINS and ANNA D. BARKER are leaders of The Can-
cer Genome Atlas initiative in their positions as, respectively, 
director of the National Human Genome Research Institute and 
deputy director for Advanced Technologies and Strategic Part-
nerships of the National Cancer Institute. Collins led the Human 
Genome Project to its completion of the human DNA sequence, 
and Barker has headed drug development and biotechnology 
research efforts in the public and private sectors, with a par-
ticular focus on fi ghting cancer.
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Hallmarks of Cancer
The six abnormal capabilities listed below together give tumors their 
lethal power to overrun their native tissue and spread through the body.

Self-suffi ciency in growth signaling
Cancer cells amplify external growth cues or generate their own.

Insensitivity to antigrowth signals
Cancer cells become deaf to quiescence cues from surrounding tissue.

Evasion of cell suicide
Mechanisms that should trigger or carry out a self-destruct program 
in damaged cells are disabled or overridden.

Limitless replicative potential
Cancer cells evade intrinsic limits on the number of times a normal 
cell can divide.

Sustained blood vessel growth
Tumors emit signals promoting the development of new 
blood vessels to deliver oxygen and nutrients.

Invasiveness and motility
Cancer cells defy multiple signals and 
forces that hold a cell in place and prevent 
it from traveling to—and thriving in—
other tissues.

A d a p ted fr o m “ Th e Ha l l ma r k s o f Ca n cer,” b y 
D o u g l a s Ha n a h a n a n d Ro b er t A .  Wei n b er g , 
i n C el l ,  Vo l .  10 0 ; J a n u a r y 7, 20 0 0.

Dividing lung 
cancer cells
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enzymes. Herceptin, an agent that targets a cellular signal–
receiving protein called HER2, is successful against breast 
cancers with an abnormal multiplication of the HER2 gene 
that causes overproduction of the receptor protein.

Strategies for selecting treatments based on specifi c gene 
mutations in a patient’s cancer are also being tested in studies 
of the drugs Iressa and Tarceva for lung cancer, as well as 
Avastin for lung, colon and other cancers. The performance 
of these new gene-based diagnostics, prognostics and thera-
peutics is certainly good news, although the list of such inter-
ventions remains far shorter than it would be if researchers in 
academia and the private sector had ready access to the entire 
atlas of genomic changes that occur in cancer. 

A recent study led by investigators at Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity illustrates both the power of large-scale genomics ap-
plied to the discovery of cancer genes and the tremendous 
undertaking a comprehensive cancer genome atlas will be. 
The group sequenced about 13,000 genes in tumor tissues 
taken from 11 colorectal cancer patients and 11 breast cancer 
patients and reported fi nding potentially signifi cant muta-
tions in nearly 200 different genes. Interestingly, only about 
a dozen genes had previously been linked to these two types 
of cancer, and most scientists had generally expected to fi nd 
just a few more.

Among the major challenges encountered by researchers 
sequencing cancer cell genomes is the diffi culty of distin-
guishing meaningless mutations in the tumor samples from 
those that are cancer-related. Somewhat surprisingly, early 
sequencing studies have also found very little overlap among 
the genetic mutations present in different types of cancer and 
even substantial variation in the pattern of genetic mutations 
among tumor samples from patients with the same type of 
cancer. Such fi ndings underscore the idea that many different 
possible combinations of mutations can transform a normal 
cell into a cancer cell. Therefore, even among patients with 
cancers of the same body organ or tissue, the genetic profi le 
of each individual’s tumor can differ greatly.

To grasp the full scope of what TCGA hopes to achieve, 
one must consider the complexities identifi ed in such early ef-
forts and imagine extending the work to more than 100 types 
of cancer. It is enough to give even veterans of the Human 
Genome Project and seasoned cancer biologists pause. Yet 
TCGA participants and other scientifi c pioneers from around 
the world are forging ahead, because we are convinced that 
amid the intricacies of the cancer genome may lie the greatest 
promise for saving the lives of patients. 

Although researchers will probably take many years to 
complete a comprehensive catalogue of all the genomic muta-
tions that cause normal cells to become malignant, fi ndings 
with the potential to revolutionize cancer treatment are likely 
to appear well before this compendium is fi nished, as the 
proofs of concept have shown. As each new type of cancer is 
studied and added to TCGA, investigators will gain another 
rich new set of genomic targets and profi les that can be used 
to develop more tailored therapies.

Genes and Cancer
A connection between genetic abnormalities and the aberrant 
features of cancer cells was fi rst suggested more than 100 
years ago by German biologist Theodor Boveri and others. But 
over the past few decades evidence that gene alterations 
directly cause the deranged behavior of cancer cells began 
accumulating. Calls arose by 1986 to sequence the normal 
human genome to study malignant gene changes comprehen-
sively. The Human Genome Project was completed in 2003. The 
Cancer Genome Atlas project will start cataloguing the gene 
mutations found in three types of human cancer this year.

1890–1914 
Studies of abnormal chromosome distribution 
during cell division suggest a role in malignancy. 

1950s–1960s
Multiple discoveries reveal that tumor viruses can cause cancer 
by injecting their genes into cells.

1960
First genetic defect associated with a specifi c 
cancer—an abnormality known as the Philadelphia 
chromosome—is discovered in chronic myelogenous 
leukemia (CML) cells.

1976
Scientists discover that src, a nonviral gene found in animal cells, 
can cause cancer.

1979
P53, later found to be the most frequently mutated gene in human 
cancer, is discovered.

1981
H-RAS is the fi rst human oncogene (a gene whose alteration is 
cancer-promoting) to be discovered.

1983
Altered methylation of DNA, suspected to affect gene activation, 
found in cancer cells. 

1986
Renato Dulbecco, writing in Science, calls for sequencing the human 
genome to advance cancer research.

1986
U.S. Department of Energy considers sequencing the
human genome to further study of radiation effects.

1986
First tumor suppressor gene, RB1, is identifi ed.

1987
Fused gene BCR-ABL in the Philadelphia chromosome 
is found to cause CML.

1990
Model of multistep tumor genesis clarifi es 
the role of accumulated gene changes in 
cellular transformation to malignancy.

1990
Human Genome Project begins. P
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Compiling a Colossal Atlas
a phased-in str ategy that proved successful at the be-
ginning of the Human Genome Project was to test protocols 
and technology before scaling up to full DNA sequence “pro-
duction.” Similarly, TCGA is beginning with a pilot project to 
develop and test the scientifi c framework needed to ultimately 
map all the genomic abnormalities involved in cancer. 

In 2006 the National Cancer Institute and National Hu-
man Genome Research Institute selected the scientifi c teams 
and facilities that will participate in this pilot project, along 
with the cancer types they will begin examining. Over the next 
three years these two institutes will devote $100 million to 
compiling an atlas of genomic changes in three tumor types: 
glioblastomas of the brain, lung cancer and ovarian cancer. 
These particular cancers were chosen for several reasons, in-
cluding their value in gauging the feasibility of scaling up this 
project to a much larger number of cancer types. Indeed, only 
if this pilot phase achieves its goals will the NIH move forward 
with a full-fl edged project to develop a complete cancer atlas.

The three malignancies that we selected for the pilot col-
lectively account for more than 210,000 cancer cases in the 
U.S. every year and caused an estimated 191,000 deaths in 
this country in 2006 alone. Moreover, tumor specimen col-
lections meeting the project’s strict scientifi c, technical and 
ethical requirements exist for these cancer types. Last Sep-
tember our institutes announced the selection of three biore-
positories to provide such specimens, along with new tumor 
samples as needed, and normal tissue from the same patients 
for comparison. Those facilities will deliver materials to a 
central Biospecimen Core Resource, one of four major struc-
tural components in TCGA’s pilot project. 

Cancer Genome Characterization Centers, Genome Se-
quencing Centers and a Data Coordinating Center constitute 
the project’s other three main elements [see illustration at right], 
and all these groups will collaborate and exchange data open-
ly. Specifi cally, the seven Cancer Genome Characterization 
Centers will use a variety of technologies to examine the activ-
ity levels of genes within tumor samples and to uncover and 
catalogue so-called large-scale genomic changes that contrib-
ute to the development and progression of cancer. Such altera-
tions include chromosome rearrangements, changes in gene 
copy numbers and epigenetic changes, which are chemical 
modifi cations of the DNA strand that can turn gene activity on 
or off without actually altering the DNA sequence. 

Genes and other chromosomal areas of interest identifi ed by 
the Cancer Genome Characterization Centers will become tar-
gets for sequencing by the three Genome Sequencing Centers. 
In addition, families of genes suspected to be important in can-
cer, such as those encoding enzymes involved in cell-cycle con-
trol known as tyrosine kinases and phosphatases, will be se-
quenced to identify genetic mutations or other small-scale 
changes in their DNA code. At present, we estimate that some 
2,000 genes—in each of perhaps 1,500 tumor samples—will be 
sequenced during this pilot project. The exact numbers will, of 
course, depend on the samples obtained and what is discovered 

1993 
Preclinical testing starts on drug that would 

become Gleevec, the fi rst therapy developed to 
target a known gene-based cause of a cancer.

1999
Gene-activity profi les are fi rst shown to distinguish between 

cancer types and to predict chemotherapy response. 

2001
Gleevec earns FDA approval.

2002
Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute tumor genome survey discovers

a mutation in B-RAF gene common to 70 percent of melanomas.

2003
Human Genome Project is completed.

2005
The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) pilot project is 
announced by the National Institutes of Health.

2006
TCGA names pilot project participants and three 

cancer types for sequencing and genetic analysis. 

2007–2010
TCGA will collect and analyze tumor samples obtained from designated 

biorepository institutions treating patients with cancer. The project’s 
four primary components—a Biospecimen Core Resource, seven Cancer 

Genome Characterization Centers, three Genome Sequencing Centers 
and a Data Coordinating Center — will cooperate to test methods 

and technologies and to generate and manage data that will be made 
available to the wider research community. 

How Will It Work?
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Gleevec model▲

Patient samples from 
biorepositories

Biospecimen Core 
Resource

Research 
Databases 

Cancer Genome 
Characterization 

Centers

Data Coordinating 
Center

Technology
Development

Genome Sequencing 
Centers 
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about them by the Cancer Genome Characterization Centers.
Both the sequencing and genome characterization groups, 

many of which were participants in the Human Genome Proj-
ect, can expect to encounter a far greater level of complexity 
than that in the DNA of normal cells. Once cells become can-
cerous, they are prone to an even greater rate of mutation as 
their self-control and repair mechanisms fail. The genomic 
makeup of individual cells can therefore vary dramatically 
within a single tumor, and the integrated teams will need to 
develop robust methods for effi ciently distinguishing the “sig-
nal” of a potentially biologically signifi cant mutation from 

the “noise” of the high background rate of mutations seen in 
many tumors. Furthermore, tumors almost always harbor 
some nonmalignant cells, which can dilute the sample. If the 
tumor DNA to be sequenced is too heterogeneous, some im-
portant mutations may be missed. 

Following the lead of the Human Genome Project and oth-
er recent medical genomics efforts, all these data will be made 
swiftly and freely available to the worldwide research com-
munity. To further enhance its usefulness to both basic and 
clinical researchers and, ultimately, health care professionals, 
TCGA will link its sequence data and genome analyses with 

When in 1986 I suggested a new project directed at identifying 
all human genes, one of my overriding goals was to fi nd those 
genes involved in cancer development—a feat I hoped would 
lead to new tools for cancer research and, ultimately, to new 
therapies. That original human genome project has now been 
carried out and has demonstrated its usefulness for the 
discovery of genes involved in many diseases, including 
cancer. Moreover, the genome sequencing effort has been 
extended to other organisms—from bacteria to chimpanzees—

and is showing the unity of life by revealing how many genes 
distant species share in common.

In the course of this work, new technologies have 
also provided a much more detailed understanding 
of the complicated processes by which genes 
give rise to a variety of functional molecules. An 
important outcome of this research is the 
realization that genes do not act alone but are 
participants in extensive networks of activity 
within cells. Any change in the functioning of one 
gene can therefore be accompanied by changes in the 
workings of multiple genes and proteins involved in the cells’ 
 self-maintenance.

The complexity of this system in normal cells 
is evident in what we already know about 

cancer—that it results from the stepwise 
loss of such cellular self-control, which 
becomes more and more complete as the 
disease progresses. That progression is 
caused only in part by physical alterations, 

or mutations, in specifi c genes; mostly it is 
the result of consequent changes in the activity 

of many other genes involved in cell 
regulation. Single genes may 
therefore be responsible in the 
initiation of cancer and so potential 
therapeutic targets. To reach the 
more advanced stages of these 
cancers (such as the acute phase 

of myeloid leukemia or the metastatic phase of other cancers), 
however, the participation of many other genes is required. 
Most of them are still unknown.

An exception is the recently observed phenomenon 
of oncogene addiction in certain tumor cells: despite the 
presence of numerous mutations to the cellular genome, 
turning off the activity of one so-called oncogene causes 
the cells to commit suicide via a mechanism known as 
apoptosis. But how generally this phenomenon occurs is 
also unknown. To approach these questions, it will be 

necessary to have a complete catalogue of the structural 
and functional alterations of genes and other cellular 

comp onents that cause the loss of regulation 
in cancer cells. This process, in turn, will require 
a complete determination of their connections 
into networks by computational means—a task 
for the future.

On the way to this goal, however, many other 
unanswered questions can be explored by the 

research community. A possible role for stem cells in 
cancer, for example, is supported by similarities in the 
behavior of stem cells and cancer cells: both have an 
unlimited ability to divide; both are very sensitive to the 
cellular environment, or niche, in which they grow; and many 
of the genes known to be active in stem cells are also 
activated in cancer cells.

The advent of genomics has provided welcome insight into 
the mechanisms by which normal cells become cancerous, but 
our picture is still incomplete. The time has come to obtain a 
truly comprehensive catalogue of the genes involved in cancer, 
bringing to bear all the power of the new tools of genomics and 
molecular biology to the problem. The Cancer Genome Atlas 
project aims to do just that. 

Renato Dulbecco is president emeritus of the Salk Institute 
for Biological Studies and co-recipient of the 1975 Nobel Prize 
in Physiology or Medicine for discoveries related to the 
interaction of tumor viruses and the genetic material of the cell.

From Genome to Cancer—Why the Time Is Right
By Renato Dulbecco

Cancer 
results from 
the stepwise 

loss of cellular 
self-control.
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information about observable characteristics of the original 
tumors and the clinical outcomes of the sample donors. Devel-
oping the bioinformatic tools to gather, integrate and analyze 
those massive amounts of data, while safeguarding the confi -
dentiality of patient information, is therefore another hurdle 
that must be cleared to turn our vision into reality.

Uncharted Territory
the road ahead is fraught with scientifi c, technological 
and policy challenges—some of which are known and others 
as yet unknown. Among the uncertainties to be resolved: Will 
new sequencing technologies deliver on their early promise in 
time to make this effort economically feasible? How quickly 
can we improve and expand our toolbox for systematically 
detecting epigenetic changes and other large-scale genomic 
alterations involved in cancer, especially those associated 
with metastasis? How can we harness the power of computa-
tional biology to create data portals that prove useful to basic 
biologists, clinical researchers and, eventually, health care 
professionals on the front lines? How can we balance intel-
lectual-property rights in a way that promotes both basic re-
search and the development of therapies? When will Congress 
fi nally pass genetic nondiscrimination legislation so that 
knowledge gained through TCGA will have the maximum 
positive infl uence on Americans’ health? The list goes on.

To avoid raising false expectations, we also must be clear 
about the questions this project will not attempt to answer. 
Although it will serve as a resource for a broad range of bio-
logical exploration, TCGA is only a foundation for the future 
of cancer research and certainly not the entire house. And we 
face the sobering issue of time—something that is in short 
supply for many cancer patients and their families. As we sur-
vey the considerable empty spaces that exist in our current 
map of genomic knowledge about cancer, the prospect of fi ll-
ing those gaps is both exhilarating and daunting. Scientists 
and the public need to know up front that this unprecedented 
foray into molecular cartography is going to take years of 
hard work and creative problem solving by thousands of re-
searchers from many different disciplines. 

Where all this work will lead can only be dimly glimpsed 
today. In this sense, our position is similar to that of the early 
19th-century explorers Meriwether Lewis and William Clark. 
As they ventured up the Missouri River into the largely un-
charted Northwest Territory in 1804, their orders from Pres-
ident Thomas Jefferson were to “take observations of latitude 
and longitude at all remarkable points. . . .  Your observations 
are to be taken with great pains and accuracy; to be entered 
distinctly and intelligibly for others, as well as yourself.” 

Although Lewis and Clark did not fi nd the much-longed-
for water route across the continent, their detailed maps 
proved valuable to their fl edgling nation in myriad ways that 
Jefferson could never have imagined. For the sake of all those 
whose lives have and will be touched by cancer, we can only 
hope our 21st-century expedition into cancer biology exceeds 
even Renato Dulbecco’s grandest dreams. 

M O R E  T O  E X P L O R E
The New Era in Cancer Research. Harold Varmus in Science, Vol. 312, 
pages 1162–1165; May 26, 2006. 
The Consensus Coding Sequences of Human Breast and Colorectal 
Cancers. Tobias Sjöblom et al. in Science, Vol. 314, pages 268–274; 
October 13, 2006. (Published online September 7, 2006.)
The Cancer Genome Atlas: http://cancergenome.nih.gov 

Targeting Gene Changes in Cancer 
TCGA pilot project teams will examine the DNA of some 
1,500 tumor samples from patients with cancers of the lung, 
ovaries or brain (glioblastoma), looking for genetic changes. 
Approximately 2,000 suspect genes in each sample will be 
sequenced to identify specifi c mutations. The list of target 
genes will be tailored to each cancer type and largely 
determined by what the Cancer Genome Characterization 
Centers fi nd in the samples, although candidates 
will also be drawn from categories of genes already 
associated with cancer.

From left to right: Glioblastoma, lung cancer, ovarian cancer

GENE CATEGORIES EXAMPLES

Genes identifi ed by TCGA 
Cancer Genome Character-
ization Centers as having 
aberrant structure or 
activity in a signifi cant 
number of tumor samples

In some brain tumor cell lines, a gene 
encoding the intracellular protein 
NF-KAPPA B is much more active than 
in normal brain tissue

Well-known oncogenes 
(genes whose overactivity 
or alteration is 
cancer-promoting)

•  Growth factor receptor genes: 
HER2 (breast and lung cancers), 
EGFR (lung and colon cancers)

•  Signaling protein genes: 
BCR-ABL (chronic myelogenous
leukemia), RAS (many cancers), 
B-RAF (skin cancers)

•  Regulators of cell death:
BCL-3 (lymphoma)

Well-known tumor 
suppressors 
(genes that protect 
cells from malignant 
transformation, unless 
disabled by mutation)

•  Controllers of cell division: 
RB1 (retinoblastoma)

•  DNA repairers: HNPCC (colon 
cancer, endometrial cancer)

•  Promoters of programmed cell 
suicide: P53 (lung, colon, breast 
and brain tumors)

Genes related to known 
oncogenes and tumor 
suppressor genes by 
similarity or pathway 
membership

The oncogenes HER2 and EGFR are 
part of the epidermal growth factor 
receptor signaling pathway, which 
contains at least half a dozen other 
genes suspected of playing key 
roles in cancer development 
and progression
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By Gordon Bell 
and Jim Gemmell

A Digital Life
 H

uman memory can be maddeningly elusive. We stumble upon its limitations 
every day, when we forget a friend’s telephone number, the name of a business 
contact or the title of a favorite book. People have developed a variety of strate-

gies for combating forgetfulness—messages scribbled on Post-it notes, for example, or 
electronic address books carried in handheld devices—but important information con-
tinues to slip through the cracks. Recently, however, our team at Microsoft Research 
has begun a quest to digitally chronicle every aspect of a person’s life, starting with one 
of our own lives (Bell’s). For the past six years, we have attempted to record all of Bell’s 
communications with other people and machines, as well as the images he sees, the 
sounds he hears and the Web sites he visits—storing everything in a personal digital 
archive that is both searchable and secure.

Digital memories can do more than simply assist the recollection of past events, con-
versations and projects. Portable sensors can take readings of things that are not even per-
ceived by humans, such as oxygen levels in the blood or the amount of carbon dioxide in 
the air. Computers can then scan these data to identify patterns: for instance, they might 
determine which environmental conditions worsen a child’s asthma. Sensors can also log 
the three billion or so heartbeats in a person’s lifetime, along with other physiological 
indicators, and warn of a possible heart attack. This information would allow doctors to 
spot irregularities early, providing warnings before an illness becomes serious. Your phy-
sician would have access to a detailed, ongoing health record, and you would no longer 
have to rack your brain to answer questions such as “When did you fi rst feel this way?”

Our research project, called MyLifeBits, has provided some of the tools needed to 
compile a lifelong digital archive. We have found that digital memories allow one to 
vividly relive an event with sounds and images, enhancing personal refl ection in much 
the same way that the Internet has aided scientifi c investigations. Every word one has 
ever read, whether in an e-mail, an electronic document or on a Web site, can be found 
again with just a few keystrokes. Computers can analyze digital memories to help with 

“He often needed a portable, infallible, artificial memory.”   

New systems may allow people to record everything 
      they see and hear—and even things they cannot 
          sense—and to store all these data in a personal 
              digital archive 
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GORDON BELL, one of the authors, launched a research project 
aimed at creating a digital archive of all his interactions with the 
world. Bell’s digital memories include documents from his long 
career in the computer industry, all the photographs he takes and 
conversations he records, every Web site he visits, and every e-mail 
he sends and receives. Some of the actual screen shots from Bell’s 
archive are incorporated in this image.

—Patrick O’Brian, The Fortune of War
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time management, pointing out when 
you are not spending enough time on 
your highest priorities. Your locations 
can be logged at regular intervals, pro-
ducing animated maps that trace your 
peregrinations. Perhaps most impor-
tant, digital memories can enable all 
people to tell their life stories to their 

descendants in a compelling, detailed 
fashion that until now has been reserved 
solely for the rich and famous.

A Web of Trails
t h e  v i s ion  of machine-extended 
memory was fi rst expounded at the end 
of World War II by Vannevar Bush, then 

director of the U.S. government offi ce 
that controlled wartime research. Bush 
proposed a device called the Memex 
(short for “memory extender”)—a mi-
crofi lm-based machine that would store 
all of an individual’s books, records and 
communications. The Memex was to be 
built into a desk and equipped with a 
keyboard, a microphone and several 
display surfaces. The person behind the 
desk could use a camera to make micro-
fi lm copies of photographs and papers 
or create new documents by writing on 
a touch-sensitive screen. The Memex 
user could also mount a camera on his 
or her forehead to capture pictures while 
away from the desk. One of the most 
prescient of Bush’s ideas was the sugges-
tion that the Memex should be designed 
to imitate the associative thinking of the 

■   Because human memory is fallible, researchers are striving to develop 
systems that can automatically record communications, documents, images 
and video, storing everything in a searchable archive.

■   Ongoing advances in sensors and data storage promise to make digital 
recording easier. The bigger challenge is devising software that can organize 
the information.

■   Digital memories may yield benefi ts in medical care, job productivity and 
other areas, but developers must ensure that the archives are secure. 

Overview/Digital Memories
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Dave takes his seven-year-
old daughter, Laura, to the 

doctor. Laura’s health 
analysis program 

recommended a checkup 
because her weight gain over 

the past six months (as 
logged daily by her bathroom 

scale) is lower than expected. 
The doctor says this 

symptom could be a side 
effect of Laura’s asthma 
medication. Because her 

breathing has been excellent 
for several months, the 

doctor suggests taking her 
off the medication for a while.

Anne Digital, a chemistry professor, needs to review 
an article written by a colleague but cannot recall the 
name of the author. Anne does, however, remember 
viewing the document during a phone call with a 
student last summer. She limits her document search 
to those viewed during phone calls with the student—
which were automatically logged at the time—and 
immediately sees the one she needs.

Access to lifelong digital memories can improve job 
productivity, medical treatment, school performance 
and much else. A glimpse of the daily routines of the 
Digitals, a fi ctitious family living in the not so distant 
future, illustrates some of the potential benefi ts.

Dave Digital, a stockbroker, archives 
all his documents, e-mails, phone 
calls and Web site visits over the 
course of the workday. As Dave 
composes an e-mail, his time 
management program warns that he 
is spending too many hours 
communicating with an unimportant 
customer. He forgoes polishing the 
message and sends it off as is, then 
goes to work on a higher-priority 
account. Dave also reviews recent 
records of his weight, heart rate and 
caloric input to determine the 
negative effects of two days of 
stressful corporate meetings.

A DAY IN THE DIGITAL LIFE
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human mind, which he described in 
lively terms: “With one item in its grasp, 
it snaps instantly to the next that is sug-
gested by the association of thoughts, in 
accordance with some intricate web of 
trails carried by the cells of the brain.” 

Over the next half a century intrepid 
computer science pioneers, including 
Ted Nelson and Douglas Engelbart, de-
veloped some of Bush’s ideas, and the 
inventors of the World Wide Web bor-
rowed the concept of the “web of trails” 
to build their system of linking sites. But 
the Memex itself remained technologi-
cally out of reach. In recent years, how-
ever, rapid advances in storage, sensor 
and processor technologies have paved 
the way for new digital recording and 
retrieval systems that may ultimately go 
far beyond Bush’s vision.

The growth of digital storage capac-
ity has been staggering: today a $600 
hard drive can hold a terabyte (one tril-
lion bytes) of data, which is enough to 
store everything you read (including e-
mails, Web pages, papers and books), all 
the music you purchase, eight hours of 
speech and 10 pictures a day for the next 
60 years [see table on page 64]. If cur-
rent trends continue, within a decade 
you will be able to carry the same amount 
of information in your cell phone’s fl ash 
memory, while connecting wirelessly to 
a $100 four-terabyte drive on your PC. 
In 20 years $600 will buy 250 terabytes 
of storage—enough to hold tens of thou-
sands of hours of video and tens of mil-
lions of photographs. This capacity 
should be able to satisfy anyone’s record-
ing needs for more than 100 years. 

At the same time, manufacturers are 
producing a new generation of inexpen-
sive sensors that may soon become ubiq-
uitous. Some of these devices can record 
a wealth of information about the user’s 
health and physical movements. Others 
can gauge the temperature, humidity, air 
pressure and light level in the surround-
ing environment and even detect the pres-
ence of warm bodies nearby. Some mon-
itors are meant to be worn, and others 
are designed to be placed in rooms or in-
corporated into appliances such as refrig-
erators. (A fridge sensor could keep track 
of your snacking habits by measuring the 
number of times the door is opened.) And 
microphones and cameras are now cheap 
enough to be installed virtually any-
where—particularly in cell phones, where 
camera inclusion is becoming the norm, 

Anne’s mother, Jean, is a senior citizen living 
in an assisted-care home. The staff at the home 

have access to parts of Jean’s digital memories; 
they will be automatically alerted if any heart or 
breathing irregularities occur or if her wearable 

monitors show that she is failing to take her 
usual walks. Anne has found that watching her 

mother’s dishwasher log is insightful: when 
Jean feels run down, she often gets behind on 

the dishes. At bedtime Jean watches old 
photographs and videos from her digital 

archive, using an interactive display to take an 
extended walk down memory lane.

At dinner Dave and Anne argue 
with their 14-year-old son, 

Steve. Anne is frustrated that 
Steve leaves his homework 

assignments to the last minute 
and wants him to start his next 

essay immediately. But Steve 
shows his parents the results of 
his education analysis program, 

which indicate that his grades 
are just as high when he does his 

homework late. Steve’s digital 
memories also reveal that he is 
an auditory learner, benefi ting 

more from group discussion 
than from reading.
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with voice recording soon to follow.
Finally, the dramatic increase in 

computing power over the past decade 
has led to the introduction of processors 
that can effi ciently retrieve, analyze and 
visualize vast amounts of information. 
An ordinary notebook PC can run a da-
tabase that is more powerful and almost 
100 times as large as that of a major 
bank of the 1980s. An inexpensive cell 
phone can surf the Web, play videos and 
even understand some speech.

As the hardware for digital record-
ing has improved, more and more peo-
ple have started to create electronic 
chronicles of their lives. The advent of 
cheap, high-quality digital cameras (in-
cluding those incorporated into cell 
phones) has triggered a boom in pho-
tography. Blogs that incorporate photo-
graphs are now becoming more com-
mon than personal Web sites. Young 
people in particular are embracing blog-
ging and the use of mobile devices. The 

fact that this proliferation of digital 
chronicling is taking place with only 
very rudimentary tools demonstrates 
how deep the desire must be. And the 
interest will surely grow once the pro-
cess of digital recording becomes easier 
and more comprehensive.

One Man’s Memories
our ow n exper ience with digital 
memories began in 1998, when Bell de-
cided to go paperless, doing away with 
a messy mountain of articles, books, 
cards, letters, memos, posters and pho-
tographs. To transfer this heap of mem-
ories to a digital record, Bell became ob-
sessed with scanning all the documents 
and artifacts from his personal life and 
his long career in the computer business. 
(He even went so far as to scan the logos 

on coffee mugs and T-shirts.) He also 
began digitizing home movies, video-
taped lectures and voice recordings. Bell 
is now paperless, but the cost was high: 
it took a personal assistant working for 
several years to complete the task. (Ar-
chiving more recent items has not re-
quired such strenuous effort, because 
the great majority of documents, images 
and videos are now created in digital 
formats, so capture is automatic.)

After scanning all this information, 
however, Bell became frustrated with 
his inability to make real use of it with 
the software available to him at the 
time. This frustration led to the MyLife-
Bits project. When we started the proj-
ect in 2001, the search tools that had 
been developed for desktop computers 
were cumbersome. We set out to create 
a database that would give us the ability 
not only to do full-text searches of our 
PCs (a capability that is now common-
place) but also to quickly retrieve digital 
memories using attributes called meta-
data: for example, the date, place and 
subject of a photograph or written or 
spoken comments that the database ap-
pends to the fi le. Metadata are frequent-

GORDON BELL and JIM GEMMELL have been working together on the MyLifeBits project 
at Microsoft Research since 2001. One of the pioneers of the computer industry, Bell 
oversaw the development of the famous VAX minicomputer for Digital Equipment Corpora-
tion in the 1970s. During the 1980s he became involved in public policy for computer 
science, and in 1995 he joined Microsoft as a principal researcher with its eSciences 
Research Group in San Francisco. Gemmell is a senior researcher in Microsoft’s Next Me-
dia research group. His current focus is on personal lifetime storage, but his interests 
also include personal media management, telepresence and reliable multicast. 
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DAILY JOURNE YS can be documented with the SenseCam (hanging from Bell’s neck in photograph 
above), a camera that automatically takes pictures when its sensors indicate changes in light 
levels or the presence of people nearby. A Global Positioning System device continually tracks 
Bell’s location, enabling the creation of visual diaries of his travels. 
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ly a crucial part of recall; a person seek-
ing a specifi c e-mail, for instance, may 
remember that it was sent at a certain 
time of year. By linking these metadata, 
much of which are obtained automati-
cally, to digital memories, the database 
allows users to effi ciently comb through 
even the largest archives. 

MyLifeBits has also provided Bell 
with a new suite of tools for capturing his 
interactions with other people and ma-
chines. The system records his telephone 
calls and the programs playing on radio 
and television. When he is working at his 
PC, MyLifeBits automatically stores a 
copy of every Web page he visits and a 
transcript of every instant message he 
sends or receives. It also records the fi les 
he opens, the songs he plays and the 
searches he performs. The system even 
monitors which windows are in the fore-
ground of his screen at any time and how 
much mouse and keyboard activity is go-
ing on. When Bell is on the go, MyLife-
Bits continually uploads his location from 
a portable Global Positioning System de-
vice, wirelessly transmitting the infor-
mation to his archive. This geographic 
tracking allows the software to automat-
ically assign locations to Bell’s photo-
graphs, based on the time each is taken.

To obtain a visual record of his day, 
Bell wears the SenseCam, a camera de-
veloped by Microsoft Research that au-
tomatically takes pictures when its sen-
sors indicate that the user might want a 
photograph. For example, if the Sense-
Cam’s passive infrared sensor detects a 
warm body nearby, it photographs the 
person. If the light level changes signifi -
cantly—a sign that the user has proba-
bly moved in or out of a room and en-
tered a new setting—the camera takes 
another snapshot. A recent study led by 
researchers at Addenbrooke’s Hospital 
in Cambridge, England, showed that a 
memory-impaired patient who reviewed 
SenseCam images every night was able 
to retain memories for more than two 
months. (In contrast, a nightly review of 
a written diary resulted in almost no im-
provement in memory retention.) Neu-
ropsychologist Martin Conway of the 
University of Leeds in England specu-
lates that the SenseCam could become 

“the fi rst truly powerful 21st-century 
memory stimulant.”

After six years, Bell has amassed a 
digital archive of more than 300,000 re-
cords, taking up about 150 gigabytes of 
memory. The information is stored on 
Bell’s dual-disk notebook computer and 
his assistant’s desktop PC, which are 
backed up locally and off-site. Video fi les 
grab the lion’s share of the storage 
space—more than 60 gigabytes—where-
as images take up 25 gigabytes and audio 
fi les (mostly music) occupy 18 gigabytes. 
The remainder is shared by 100,000 
Web pages, 100,000 e-mails, 15,000 
text fi les, 2,000 PowerPoint fi les,  and so 
on. Bell has found the system particu-
larly useful for contacting old acquain-
tances and fi nding other people with 
whom he needs to communicate. He has 
also employed MyLifeBits to retrieve 
Web sites for citations in his research pa-
pers, to provide doctors with records of 
a 25-year-old coronary bypass, and to 
obtain a photograph of a deceased friend 
for a newspaper obituary.

Some features of MyLifeBits, such as 
full-text search, have already been in-
corporated into commercial products. 
As a whole, though, the system requires 
more development to improve its ease of 
use and its management of the data. Bet-
ter software for converting speech to 
text would greatly enhance the system 
by allowing users to search for words or 
phrases in phone conversations or other 
voice recordings. Similarly, automatic 
face recognition would solve the pesky 
problem of photograph labeling. And 
the retrieval of information could be-
come easier if the system automatically 
identifi ed the nature of each of the sev-
eral hundred document types, perhaps 
by analyzing their form and content. But 
our research project has already drama-
tized the evolution of the PC from a word 
processor and number cruncher to a 
transaction processor that can log every-
thing about the user’s life in high-fi delity 
multimedia. Many experts have predict-
ed the demise of the personal computer, 
but it is clear that the “P” in “PC” is not 
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FAMILY VAC ATIONS may become more memorable if they are digitally recorded and archived. 
Vacation snapshots are linked to GPS records (pink dots on map) in this diary of a trip to Los 
Angeles taken by Jim Gemmell, one of the authors, and his children. 
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going away. If anything, PCs will be-
come even more personal. What will 
change is the “C.” Our machines will 
evolve into computing ecosystems that 
encompass not just computers but stor-
age services on the Internet, new access 
devices (such as cell phones and enter-
tainment centers), and ubiquitous sen-
sors. Most likely our LifeBits will even-
tually be housed in a home server con-
nected to various Web services.

Realizing the Vision
to illustr ate the potential impact 
of digital memories, we have imagined a 
day in the life of a fi ctitious family mak-
ing full use of this technology in the not 
so distant future [see box on pages 60 
and 61]. Various pieces of the family’s 
digital memories are stored in their per-
sonal devices—their cell phones, lap-

tops, home computers and so on—but all 
that information is also securely trans-
mitted over the Internet to a host server 
run by a hypothetical company called 
LifeBits, Inc. This company manages the 
storage of the data, performs regular 
backups (so as to recover any inadver-
tently deleted material) and places copies 
of the archive in various locations to en-
sure that it is not destroyed in a natural 
or man-made disaster.

Because most of their information is 
available via secure Web access, the fam-
ily members can retrieve it anywhere 
and at any time. Particularly sensitive in-
formation that might put someone in le-
gal jeopardy can be kept in an offshore 
data storage account—a “Swiss data 
bank,” if you will—to place it beyond 
the reach of U.S. courts. The children in 
the family can encrypt their recordings, 

but the LifeBits service will give the par-
ents access to the data in case of an emer-
gency. Likewise, some of the parents’ 
digital memories may be covered by em-
ployment contracts that stipulate that 
the data related to their jobs belong to 
their employers. When such employees 
leave their jobs, they may have to per-
form a “partial lobotomy” on their cop-
ies of the memories, expunging every-
thing deemed to be company property.

Some of the scenarios we have de-
scribed are not all that futuristic. Wear-
able sensor platforms that collect health 
data and monitor vital signs such as 
heart rate, breathing and the number of 
calories burned are already being com-
mercialized by companies such as Vivo-
Metrics in Ventura, Calif., and BodyMe-
dia in Pittsburgh. In the meantime, Dust 
Networks in Hayward, Calif., has devel-
oped a wireless hub for relaying signals 
among a network of sensors. The Hu-
man Speechome Project, led by Deb Roy 
at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology Media Lab, is engaged in record-
ing nearly every waking hour of the fi rst 
three years of a child’s life—the child is 
Roy’s son, now a one-year-old—to study 
how people acquire language. And Kiyo-
haru Aizawa and his colleagues at the 
University of Tokyo are working on 
wearable video camera systems that 
would identify interesting moments to 
capture for posterity by monitoring the 
alpha waves in the user’s brain.

Microsoft Research is supporting 14 
universities undertaking a variety of 
projects in the fi eld of digital memories. 
One of them is MyHealthBits, led by 
Bambang Parmanto of the University of 
Pittsburgh; this effort is taking on the 
challenge of recording huge amounts of 
health data and managing the volumi-
nous records that result. Recent studies 
at the University of Washington have 
shown the benefi ts of continuous health 
monitoring in diabetic patients and in-
dividuals with sleep disorders. 

This early progress is encouraging, 
but the advent of the digital-memories era 
will not be trouble-free. Some countries 
and U.S. states currently impose restric-
tions on recording conversations or pho-
tographing people. Many individuals are 
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60-YEAR STORAGE 
(BILLIONS OF BYTES)

Books/reports 1,000,000 1 0.4 21.9

E-mails 5,000 100 0.2 11.0

Scanned pages 100,000 5 0.2 11.0

Web pages 50,000 100 1.8 109.5

Purchased songs 
(MP3)

4,000,000 1 1.5 87.6

Recorded speech 1,000/
second

Eight 
hours

10.5 630.7

Photos (JPEG) 1,000,000 10 3.7 219.0

TOTAL 18.2 1,090.6
Numbers may not add up because of rounding.
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equally concerned about recording infor-
mation that could be used against them 
in court. Digital memories, unlike those 
in our brains, would be fair game in a le-
gal proceeding. Richard Nixon famously 
advised his aides to say “I can’t recall” 
when testifying before a grand jury, but 
tape recordings of his own conversations 
were his downfall. For those of us who 
view digital memories as an extension of 
our own minds, the use of such materials 
in court would feel like self-incrimina-
tion. New technologies, however, can 
help minimize the potential dangers. 
When recording others, for instance, it 
may be possible to obscure their images 
or speech to avoid illegal recording.

Guarding the privacy of digital 
memories will be critical. The prospect 
that identity thieves, gossipmongers or 
authoritarian states could gain access to 
such records is frightening. Most peo-
ple, however, already have quite a lot of 
sensitive information on their PCs. Se-
curity is an important concern regard-
less of how far you go with the concept 
of digital memories (although storing a 
lifetime of personal data in a single ar-
chive does at least make the problem 
quantitatively worse, if not qualitative-
ly). Furthermore, even if our computer 
systems can be made as secure as Fort 
Knox, users must be very careful when 
sharing their information; with a single 
errant keystroke, one’s medical records 
might inadvertently be distributed to 
the entire world. To prevent such mis-
takes, the user interfaces for digital 
memories must be better than the ones 
we have now, and we will need intelli-
gent software to provide warnings when 
sharing data looks risky. 

Another technical challenge will be 
ensuring that users are able to open their 
digital fi les decades after storing them. 
We have already run into cases where we 
could not access documents because their 
formats were obsolete. Digital archivists 
will have to constantly convert their fi les 
to the latest formats, and in some cases 
they may need to run emulators of older 
machines to retrieve the data. A small in-
dustry will probably emerge just to keep 
people from losing information because 
of format evolution.

An even bigger challenge will be de-
vising software that can enable comput-
ers to perform useful tasks by tapping 
into this gigantic store of collected 
knowledge. The ultimate goal is a ma-
chine that can act like a personal assis-
tant, anticipating its user’s needs. At a 
minimum, computers must do a better 
job of organizing the information. 
Search strategies that work well for a 
few shelves of books may not work at all 
for a collection the size of the Library of 
Congress. Most of us do not want to be 
the librarians of our digital archives—we 
want the computer to be the librarian! 

Consequently, our research group is 
very interested in applying artifi cial in-
telligence (AI) to digital memories. Al-
though many experts are skeptical 
about AI efforts, we believe that such 
software may yield practical results if it 
can draw on the tremendous stores of 
data in personal archives. An AI system 
designed to work with a wealth of infor-
mation is bound to perform better than 
one that has to make a recommendation 
based on very few data points. We have 

begun work in this area, developing 
software that could organize fi les based 
on their content, but much remains to 
be done.

In a sense, the era of digital  memories 
is inevitable. Even those who recoil at 
our vision will have vastly more storage 
on their computers in the coming years 
and will expect software to help them 
more and more in utilizing it. Although 
some may be frightened at the prospect 
of ubiquitous recording, for us the ex-
citement far outweighs the fear. Digital 
memories will yield benefi ts in a wide 
spectrum of areas, providing treasure 
troves of information about how people 
think and feel. By constantly monitor-
ing the health of their patients, future 
doctors may develop better treatments 
for heart disease, cancer and other ill-
nesses. Scientists will be able to get a 
glimpse into the thought processes of 
their predecessors, and future historians 
will be able to examine the past in un-
precedented detail. The opportunities 
are restricted only by our ability to imag-
ine them.  
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WE AR ABLE MONITORS that constantly record and archive an individual’s vital signs can enable 
doctors to detect illnesses before they become serious. For example, the SenseWear armband, 
produced by a Pittsburgh company called BodyMedia, can calculate the number of calories burned 
by measuring the skin’s temperature, heat loss and impedance of electric current.
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Many dams are being torn down  these days, 

allowing rivers and the ecosystems they 

support to rebound. But ecological risks  

abound as well. Can they be averted?  

B Y  J A N E  C .  M A R K S

DOWN GO THE 
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t the start of the 20th century, Fossil Creek was a 
spring-fed waterway sustaining an oasis in the middle 
of the Arizona desert. The wild river and lush ripar-
ian ecosystem attracted fi sh and a host of animals and 
plants that could not survive in other environments. 

The river and its surrounds also attracted prospectors and set-
tlers to the Southwest. By 1916 engineers had dammed Fossil 
Creek, redirecting water through fl umes that wound along steep 
hillsides to two hydroelectric plants. Those plants powered the 
mining operations that fueled Arizona’s economic growth and 
helped support the rapid expansion of the city of Phoenix. By 
2001, however, the Fossil Creek generating stations were provid-
ing less than 0.1 percent of the state’s power supply.

Nearly two years ago the plants were shut down, and an ex-
periment began to unfold. In the summer of 2005 utility work-
ers retired the dam and the fl umes and in so doing restored most 
of the fl ow to the 22.5 kilometers of Fossil Creek riverbed that 
had not seen much water in nearly a century. Trickles became 
waterfalls, and stagnant shallows became deep turquoise pools. 
Scientists are now monitoring the ecosystem to see whether it 
can recover after being partially sere for so long, to see whether 
native fi sh and plants can again take hold. They are also on the 
lookout for unintended ecological consequences of the project.

Decommissioning dams (particularly small ones, as is the 
case in Fossil Creek) is becoming a regular occurrence as struc-
tures age, provide an inconsequential share of a region’s power, 
become unsafe or too costly to repair, or as communities decide 
they want their rivers wild and full of fi sh again. But simply 
removing a dam does not automatically mean a long-altered 
ecosystem will fl ourish once more. As with all things natural, 
reality often proves far more complex and intricate than people 
anticipate. Those of us who have witnessed many of the unex-
pected consequences of dam removals are now using that 
knowledge to try to minimize negative results in the future.

A Global Trend
today about 800,000 dams operate worldwide, 45,000 of 
which are large—that is, greater than 15 meters tall. Most were 
built in the past century, primarily after World War II. Their 
benefi ts are clear. Hydroelectric power makes up 20 percent of 
the globe’s electric supply, and the energy is largely clean and 
renewable, especially when contrasted with other sources. Dams 
control fl ooding, and their reservoirs provide a reliable supply of 
water for irrigation, drinking and recreation. Some serve to help 
navigation, by stabilizing fl ow.

S ANDY RIVER DAM removal is part of the long-term restoration of Maine’s 
Kennebec River. In 1999 the Edwards Dam on the Kennebec was taken 
down; soon after, many of the river’s native fi sh returned and their 
populations grew dramatically. Unconstrained fl ow of the Sandy River, 
a tributary of the Kennebec, was restored last summer to ensure that no 
barriers prevent migratory fi sh from moving freely. 
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Their costs are obvious as well. Dams 
displace people and as a result have be-
come increasingly controversial in the 
developing world [see “The Himba and 
the Dam,” by Carol Ezzell; Scientifi c 
American, June 2001]. The structures 
ruin vistas, trap sediments (needed for 
deltas, riverbanks and beaches), stymie 
migratory fi sh and destroy ecosystems in 
and around waterways. Conservation-

ists have a long history of opposing 
dams: John Muir tried to block the dam 
in Yosemite’s Hetch Hetchy Valley; Ed-
ward Abbey’s novel The Monkey 
Wrench Gang targeted Arizona’s Glen 
Canyon Dam for guerrilla demolition. 
In recent years, as the downsides of 
dams have become more widely recog-
nized, groups made up of several inter-
ested parties—utility offi cials, regulators, 

policymakers, conservationists, native 
peoples, researchers and the public—have 
fought to decommission aging dams.

In the U.S., where hydropower dams 
must be relicensed every 30 to 50 years, 
the rate of dam removal has exceeded 
the rate of construction for the past de-
cade or so. In the previous two years 
alone, about 80 dams have fallen, and 

researchers following the trend 
expect that dams will continue 
to come down, especially small 
ones. Although the U.S. is cur-
rently leading the effort, it is not 
alone. France has dismantled 
dams in the Loire Valley; Austra-
lia, Canada and Japan have also 
removed, or are planning to re-
move, dams.

Clear successes have driven 
much of this activity. In 1999 en-
gineers took apart the Edwards 
Dam on Maine’s Kennebec River 
after a long battle waged by envi-
ronmentalists culminated in the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Com-
mission’s denial of a renewal per-
mit. Within years, biologists ob-
served with some surprise the return 
of scores of striped bass, alewives, 
American shad, Atlantic salmon, 
sturgeon, ospreys, kingfi shers, cor-

morants and bald eagles. They also 
found that the water became well aer-
ated and that populations of important 
food-chain insects such as mayflies, 
stonefl ies and caddisfl ies grew.

In the Loire Valley, the story is simi-
lar. Salmon were abundant in the 19th 
century—about 100,000 would migrate 
each year—but by 1997, only 389 were 
counted making the trip. Despite the in-
corporation of fi sh ladders and eleva-
tors, the eight dams along the Loire and 
its major tributaries—as well as their 
turbines and pumps—had decimated 
the salmon population. Nongovern-
mental organizations, including the Eu-
ropean Rivers Network, led a campaign 
to bring the salmon back. In response, 
the French government decommissioned 
four of the dams—two in 1998, one in 
2003 and one in 2005. Within a few 
months of each dam removal, fi ve spe-
cies of fi sh, Atlantic salmon and shad 

■   Some 800,000 dams exist around the world, but small ones—and even some 
large ones—are increasingly being removed so rivers and streams can recover.

■   Ecologists are learning, however, that removing or lowering dams takes a 
great deal of careful planning and active intervention because sometimes the 
dams confer environmental benefi ts, such as holding back toxic sediments or 
blocking the progress of invasive species.

■   Before decommissioning a dam on Fossil Creek in Arizona, managers poisoned 
exotic fi sh and airlifted native species to safety. Such strategies could prove 
key to the success of future dam removal projects.

Overview/Restoring River Flows

FOS SIL CREEK , which is fed by seven 
underground springs, went from merely 
a trickle (above) to a bubbling fl ow of 
314 gallons a second after engineers 
redirected the water around an old 
hydropower dam (right). Scientists are 
now studying the creek to see how the 
food chain changes and to determine 
whether native species fl ourish. The 
dam was one of more than 30 removed 
in the U.S. in 2005 (graph).
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among them, began to reestablish their 
historic migratory pathways. 

In most places where dams have been 
eliminated, the stories of the Kennebec 
and the Loire have been repeated. Water 
clarity and oxygen levels increase as fl ow 
comes back, and aquatic insects thrive 
again. Warm stagnant water runs from 
behind the dam along with the fi sh, such 
as nonnative carp, that love it. As the 
water moves freely, its temperature falls 
and cold-loving fi sh species, such as trout, 
proliferate or return. The carp popula-
tion, which tends to squeeze out others, 
dwindles, sometimes disappearing com-
pletely. People, in addition to fl ora and 
fauna, return to enjoy the rivers. Biolo-
gists have observed these benefi ts from 
Wisconsin—one of the U.S. leaders in 
small dam removal—to New South 
Wales in Australia. Even restoring some 
water to rivers without removing a dam 
has had positive effects [see “Experi-
mental Flooding in Grand Canyon,” by 
Michael P. Collier, Robert H. Webb and 
Edmund D. Andrews; Scientific 
American, January 1997]. 

The Downsides
biologists have also recorded unex-
pected problems. The release of sedi-
ments trapped behind a dam’s walls can 
choke waterways, muddying the envi-
ronment and wiping out insects and al-
gae, which are important food for fi sh. 
This wave of turbidity can also eliminate 
habitat for sessile fi lter feeders, such as 
freshwater mussels. Sometimes the mud 
that had been held back by the structures 
is rife with contaminants. When engi-
neers removed the Fort Edward Dam on 
the Hudson River in 1973, concentra-
tions of PCBs rose in downstream fi sh 
and remained high for many years; even 
today the striped bass fi shery remains 
closed because of high levels of PCBs. 

Sediments that are not washed down-
stream can become problematic as well. 
As they dry out, they may provide fertile 
ground for potentially noxious exotic 
plants whose seeds they harbored. Eur-
asian reed canary grass—which homog-
enizes wetlands by outcompeting native 
plant species—grew explosively after 
Wisconsin’s Oak Street Dam fell, even 

though restoration scientists had seeded 
the area with native prairie plant species.

In some cases, dams have blocked in-
vasive species from moving upriver and 
into zones above the dam. The dam at 
Fossil Creek, for example, halted the ad-
vance of exotic fi sh such as bass and sun-
fish, creating a sanctuary above the 
structure for imperiled southwestern 
fish, including headwater chub and 
speckled dace. The reservoir also pro-
vided habitat for a locally threatened 
species, the lowland leopard frog.

And dam removal can pose dangers 
for people living nearby. In places where 
fl ood control is crucial, government or-
ganizations have had to devise safety 

strategies before dams could come 
down. In the case of the Loire basin, the 
government computerized data on 
weather patterns, rainfall and river lev-
els so fl ood warnings could be released 
at least four hours before danger ar-
rived. Engineers also redesigned river-
beds to be wider and deeper, so the wa-
ters of the Loire Valley could move more 
freely without overfl owing the banks.

Delicate Decommissioning 
t he fossil cr eek restoration proj-
ect offers a prime example of the kind of 
planning that could help minimize the 
damaging effects of dam removal. Re-
searchers carefully planned to control 
possible disadvantages of the operation. 
Their principal concerns were what to 
do with the accumulated sediments, 
whether to manage the fi shery as a na-
tive one (which would mean removing 
exotic species) and how to protect the 

reservoir-res ident frogs. Ultimately en-
gineers decided to reroute water around 
the dam, keeping it as a barrier to exot-
ics and permitting the frogs to survive in 
the backwater. 

In addition, biologists decided to ac-
tively manage the native fi sh. They caught 
as many as they could from the creek it-
self and airlifted them to a holding tank. 
They then doused the creek with fish 
 poison to kill exotic species and returned 
the natives to the water once the poison 
had dissipated. The U.S. Bureau of Rec-
lamation built a fi sh barrier 12 kilome-
ters below the existing dam to further 
impede exotics. Now managers are wait-
ing to see how the Fossil Creek species 

do. The dam’s fate will be decided in 
2010: if the leopard frog becomes estab-
lished downstream and exotic fi sh have 
not reinvaded the creek, the dam will 
come out. If not, it will be lowered but 
not eliminated.

Interestingly, restoring Fossil Creek 
involves the creation of many more 
dams—but these will be made of traver-
tine, formed naturally as the calcium 
carbonate–rich water of the springs in-
teracts with algae to form layers of lime-
stone. These barriers create small, deep 
pools, the perfect habitat for a variety of 
fi sh and insects. They also trap leaf lit-
ter, a crucial food source for the river’s 
denizens—one that the presence of man-
made dams often eliminates by trapping 
it permanently behind the barrier. 

Wrangling Sediment 
sediments stuck behind dams are 
proving crucial variables when dams are 

JANE C. MARKS owes her career as an ecologist to algae. After completing her undergradu-
ate degree in English at the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor, Marks became fascinated 
with aquatic plants and earned an M.S. in biology from Bowling Green State University and 
then a doctorate from the University of California, Berkeley. In 1995 she began working 
for the U.S. Agency for International Development, advising the organization about con-
servation and resource management issues all over the world. In 1999 she joined the 
faculty at Northern Arizona University. Her work on Fossil Creek is being featured in a new 
documentary, A River Reborn: The Restoration of Fossil Creek (see www.riverreborn.org). 
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taken down. Often the biggest issue fac-
ing managers is how to contend with 
what can be a massive accumulation of 
dirt and debris. Because of the legacy of 
releasing PCBs downstream in the Hud-
son River, scientists now routinely test 
these materials for toxicity. If the sedi-
ments contain high levels of pollutants, 
the cost of removing them—especially 
from remote locations—has to be weighed 
against the ability of the waterway to 
wash them away. If the sediment load is 
very high and the river’s fl ushing capacity 
low, engineers might opt to remove the 
dam in stages, allowing small amounts 
of sediment to be released at a time. 
Sometimes engineers build channels 
through reservoirs, planting vegetation 
to stabilize sediments or placing physical 
barriers such as rocks or temporary fenc-
ing to hold the dirt in place. 

In Fossil Creek, where roughly 
25,000 cubic yards of sediment are 
trapped behind the dam, geologists and 
others predicted that the river would 
naturally flush the sediments down-
stream within a decade, without any ad-

verse effects. So the project did not have 
to weigh the cost and negative environ-
mental impacts of transporting heavy 
machinery into a wilderness area.

Sediments pose a much bigger prob-
lem in many other places, however. Six 
million cubic yards of dirt lie behind the 
Matilija Dam on the Matilija Creek in 
southern California. (So much sediment, 
in fact, that the dam no longer serves to 
store water for irrigation or drinking.) At 
the same time, the downstream beaches 
are starved of sediment: they badly need 
dirt and sand to stave off ongoing ero-
sion from wind and rain. 

Matilija Dam is scheduled to be de-
commissioned in 2009, and managers 
have devised an elaborate sediment plan. 
They intend to transport fi ne sediments 
from behind the dam through a slurry 
pipe to sites fi ve to 11 kilometers down-
stream. From there, the river will do the 
work by redistributing these materials 
during fl ood events to form beaches and 
sandbars. The larger, or coarse-grained, 
sediments that have accrued upstream 
of the dam will be left in place, but en-

gineers will regrade the river channel 
there into a more naturally sinuous one, 
which will better protect against fl ood-
ing by allowing sediments to settle and 
rebuild the banks.

Going Forward
at  fossi l  c r e e k  and elsewhere, 
managers and scientists are using all 
available information about dam re-
moval and restoration ecology, as well 
as what they know of the entire water-
shed, to make decisions. But many gaps 
in our knowledge about ecosystems re-
main, and those working on decommis-
sioning dams recognize they are con-
ducting long-term experiments that may 
have unanticipated results. Fossil Creek, 
for example, was the fi rst such project in 
which exotic fi sh were removed. If suc-
cessful, this strategy could become rou-
tine, especially in smaller streams where 
chemical treatment is feasible. 

At Fossil Creek our research team will 
now document how the river recovers. 
Among many unanswered questions we 
hope to focus on in the next fi ve to 10 
years are: Will native fi sh prosper without 
intervention? Will exotic fi sh come back? 
One interesting but problematic twist in 
the Fossil Creek story is that the chemi-
cal used to eliminate the exotic fi sh does 
not harm exotic crayfi sh, which are no-
torious for wreaking havoc on the food 
chain. The exotic fish had consumed 
crayfish, thereby keeping the crusta-
cean’s population down. Perhaps we will 
have exchanged one adverse situation for 

NATIVE FISH return to Fossil Creek in buckets (above), after having been 
airlifted out and placed in holding tanks. Biologists treated the river with 
fi sh poison to get rid of the exotic species before returning the natives. 
Nonnative species were also a problem after engineers removed the Oak 
Street Dam on the Baraboo River in Wisconsin. Eurasian reed canary 
grass dominated the riverbanks, even though managers had planted 
native species (right). C
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another. In addition, as Fossil Creek re-
bounds, so do the numbers of visitors to 
it. With more hiking trails in place along 
the river, managers now need to devise 
rules that can allow people access but 
also protect the fragile ecosystem.

To supplement the in situ experi-
ments such as the one at Fossil Creek, 
researchers are using computer simula-
tions and are conducting indoor studies. 
The National Center for Earth-surface 
Dynamics in Minnesota has created a 
model ecosystem of miniature streams, 
dams and reservoirs. Investigators there 
use time-lapse photography to deter-
mine how sediments move downstream 
as dams are removed in different ways 
and to different extents. 

Many engineers who were once ded-
icated to building dams now fi nd them-
selves instead working on decommis-
sioning them. U.S. government agencies 
such as the Bureau of Reclamation and 
the Army Corps of Engineers, as well as 
their European counterparts, are study-
ing not only how to remove dams but 
also how to provide the benefi ts of the 
structures without their injurious ef-
fects—for instance, how to extract wa-
ter from rivers without building block-
ades. In response to a 2000 report by 
the World Commission on Dams, engi-
neers are also trying to incorporate de-
commissioning into the original designs 
of future dams. 

Societies will continue to balance 
the pros and cons of dams, weighing 
their utility and benefi ts against their 
destructive costs. And scientists must 
continue to learn about how best to re-
move dams so natural ecosystems and 
human communities both can thrive. In 
the next few years the decommissioning 
of several large dams will provide fur-
ther important knowledge. In 2009 two 
dams will be removed from Washington 
State’s Olympic National Park: the 210-
foot-high Glines Canyon Dam and the 
108-foot-high Elwha Dam. Scientists in 
both locations are now collecting base-
line data about salmon and steelhead, as 
well as oxygen levels, insect populations 
and sediment loads. Japan’s Arase Dam 
will come down in 2010 in response to 
a long campaign by citizen activists con-

cerned about poor water quality and a 
decline in fi sheries. Australia will trans-
form the 19,500-acre Lake Mokoan 
into a wetlands again when its dam is 
removed, while France contemplates the 
fall of a fi fth Loire Valley dam. 

In most cases, controversy about de-
commissioning arises—and sometimes 
the debate is unexpected. In the Loire 
Valley, a father and son ended up on dif-
ferent sides of the divide. The father re-
membered the wild rivers and the salm-
on runs; the son had grown up swim-
ming and boating in the reservoir. In the 
case of Fossil Creek, the local commu-
nity wanted to preserve components of 
the generating station, the Childs-Irving 
facility. Built by one of the few female 
engineers of that era, Iva Tutt, and main-

tained by generations of engineers who 
lived at the site with their families, the 
plant was culturally signifi cant, and, ac-
cordingly, its preservation became part 
of the restoration plan. 

The same proved true of the Wel-
lington Dam in New South Wales, Aus-
tralia. In 2002 the State Water Corpora-
tion ensured that a one-meter-high foot-
print of the structure remained (minus 
one gap for fl ow) across Bushrangers 
Creek so the public could still appreci-
ate the dam that was built in 1898. With 
compromises such as these, along with 
further ecological insights and more 
fl exible engineering, it seems possible to 
think of the world’s waterways as ulti-
mately fulfi lling their promise for all 
parties—from plants to people.  
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RI V ER MODEL at the National Center for Earth-surface Dynamics in Minnesota provides 
scientists with a way to study how sediments move. This research can help experts plan what 
to do with the dirt and other material that accumulates behind dams.
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A middle-aged woman—call her Anne—

was taken aback when one day her right hand 
refused to hold a pen. A few weeks later her right 
foot began to drag reluctantly behind her left. Af-
ter her symptoms worsened over months, she con-
sulted a neurologist. Anne, it turned out, was suf-
fering from multiple sclerosis, a potentially dis-
abling type of autoimmune disease. The immune 
system normally jumps into action in response to 
bacteria and viruses, deploying antibodies, other 
molecules and various white blood cells to recog-
nize and destroy trespassers. But in autoimmune 
disorders, components of the body’s immune sys-
tem target one or more of the person’s own tis-
sues. In Anne’s case, her defensive system had be-
gun to turn against her nerves, eroding her abil-
ity to move.

Every story of autoimmune disease is sad—

but collectively the impact of these illnesses is 
staggering. More than 40 autoimmune condi-
tions have been identifi ed, including such com-
mon examples as type 1 (insulin-dependent) dia-
betes, rheumatoid arthritis and celiac disease. 
Together they constitute the third leading cause 
of sickness and death after heart disease and can-
cer. And they affl ict between 5 and 8 percent 

of the U.S. population, racking up an annual 
medical bill in the tens of billions of dollars.

Recent fi ndings offer a way to brighten this 
gloomy picture. In the past 10 years a growing 
number of studies have revealed that the body 
makes certain antibodies directed against itself—
otherwise known as autoantibodies—years, and 
sometimes a decade, before autoimmunity causes 
clinical disease, damaging tissues so much that 
people begin showing symptoms. This profound 
insight is changing the way that doctors and re-
searchers think about autoimmune conditions 
and how long they take to arise. It suggests that 
physicians might one day screen a healthy per-
son’s blood for certain autoantibodies and fore-
tell whether a specifi c disease is likely to develop 
years down the line. Armed with such predic-
tions, patients could start fi ghting the ailment 
with drugs or other available interventions, there-
by preventing or delaying symptoms.

Those interventions may not be easy to fi nd; 
most likely, preventive therapy would have to be 
tailored specifi cally for each condition. In certain 
disorders, such as myasthenia gravis, autoanti-
bodies participate in the disease process, and so 
blocking the activity of the particular autoanti-

Molecules called predictive autoantibodies appear 
in the blood years before people show symptoms of various 
disorders. Tests that detected these molecules could warn 
of the need to take preventive action

By Abner Louis Notkins 

NOVEL CRYS TAL BALL: One day Y-shaped molecules 
called autoantibodies in a patient’s blood may tell 
doctors whether a patient is “brewing” certain 
diseases and may even indicate roughly how soon 
the individual will begin to feel symptoms.
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bodies at fault could be therapeutic. Au-
toantibodies that presage certain other 
conditions, though, probably are more si-
ren than fi re, announcing brewing dis-
ease actually caused by other components 
of the immune system, such as cells 
known as T lymphocytes and macro-
phages. In those cases, preventive treat-
ments would have to target the offend-
ing cells.

The revolution in predictive medicine 
and preventive care will take time and ef-
fort to effect. Many autoantibodies have 
been uncovered, but only a few large-
scale trials have been conducted to evalu-
ate how accurately they can predict dis-
ease. If inexpensive, quick tests for pre-
dictive autoantibodies can be developed, 
though, they could become as standard a 
part of routine checkups as cholesterol 
monitoring.

Early Insight from Diabetes
people fa mil i a r with advances in 
genetics might wonder why researchers 
would want to develop tests for predictive 
autoantibodies when doctors might soon 
be able to scan a person’s genes for those 
that put the individual at risk of various 
disorders. The answer is that most chron-
ic diseases arise from a complex interplay between environ-
mental infl uences and multiple genes (each of which makes but 
a small contribution to a disease). So detection of susceptibil-
ity genes would not necessarily reveal with any certainty 
whether or when an individual will come down with a particu-
lar autoimmune condition. In contrast, detection of specifi c 
autoantibodies would signal that a disease-causing process was 
already under way. Eventually, genetic screening for those with 

an inherited predisposition to a disease 
may help reveal those who need early au-
toantibody screening.

Studies of patients with type 1 dia-
betes provided the fi rst clues that auto-
antibodies could be valuable for predict-
ing later illness. In this condition, which 
typically arises in children or teenagers, 
the immune system ambushes the beta 
cells in the pancreas. These cells are the 
manufacturers of insulin, a hormone 
that enables cells to take up vital glucose 
from the blood for energy. When the 
body lacks insulin, cells starve and 
blood glucose levels soar, potentially 
leading to blindness, kidney failure, and 
a host of other complications.

Forty years ago type 1 diabetes was 
not yet recognized as an autoimmune 
disease, and no one knew what caused 
the beta cells to die. But in the 1970s 
Willy Gepts of Vrije University of Brus-
sels in Belgium examined the pancreas-
es of children who had died of the dis-
ease and found that the islets of Langer-
hans, where the beta cells reside, had 
been infi ltrated by lymphocytes—a sign 
of probable autoimmune activity. Soon 
thereafter Franco Bottazzo of Middle-
sex Hospital Medical School in London 

established that blood from patients with type 1 diabetes re-
acted to islets but that blood of nondiabetics did not, which 
suggested that autoantibodies targeted to the diabetics’ own 
beta cells were circulating in the patients’ blood. This fi nding 
set off a hunt for the autoantigens—the specifi c molecular tar-
gets of the autoantibodies—in the beta cells, because research-
ers hoped that discovery of the autoantigens would clarify how 
diabetes arises.

Intensive research over the past 20 years has uncovered three 
major pancreatic autoantigens produced in people with newly 
diagnosed type 1 diabetes: insulin itself, an enzyme called glu-
tamic acid decarboxylase (GAD) and a protein known as islet 
antigen-2 (IA-2), which was discovered by my group at the Na-
tional Institutes of Health and is a component of the tiny sacs 
that ferry insulin around in beta cells. Experts still do not know 
whether the autoantibodies that bind these proteins play a part 
in killing beta cells. But they do know, based on highly sensitive 
detection tests, that one or more are present at diagnosis in 
some 70 to 90 percent of patients with type 1 diabetes. Today 
research laboratories use these tests to diagnose type 1 diabetes 
and distinguish it from type 2 diabetes, which usually arises in 
overweight adults and does not stem from autoimmunity. (Sur-
prisingly, such tests have uncovered autoantibodies in about 5 
percent of patients otherwise diagnosed with type 2 diabetes, 
which suggests that those individuals have been misclassifi ed or 

Potential Uses
Predictive autoantibodies could:

PREDICT RISK 
Project one’s probability of coming 
down with a particular disease so the 
person can consider preventive therapy

ANTICIPATE TIMING
Reveal how soon a disease process is 
likely to cause symptoms

PROJECT COURSE OF DISEASE 
Predict the severity and probable rate 
of progression of a disorder

SIMPLIFY HUMAN TRIALS
Make trials of preventives for rare dis-
orders f easible by identifying subjects 
at high risk (thus avoiding the need for 
prohibitively large numbers of volun-
teers from the general population)

■   In autoimmune diseases, such as type 1 diabetes, the 
immune system mistakenly manufactures antibodies 
that target the body’s tissues.

■   Certain of these “autoantibodies” appear many years 
before overt symptoms of disease, suggesting that 
screening for these molecules could be used to predict 
who is at risk of falling ill. 

■   Autoantibodies might also serve as guides to disease 
severity and progression and might even warn of risk for 
some nonimmune disorders.

■   Screening for predictive autoantibodies could one day 
become routine, although a dearth of preventive 
treatments currently stands in the way.

Overview/Predictive Antibodies
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Other islet 
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Autoantibody 
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Years Later

The idea that autoantibodies (immune system molecules that 
mistakenly react to the body’s own tissues) might serve as 
early warning signs of later disease came from research into 
how type 1 diabetes arises. The work revealed that this form of 
diabetes stems from an autoimmune attack on the beta cells of 

the pancreas, which are the insulin producers (diagrams), 
and that autoantibodies targeted to substances made by beta 
cells appear years before symptoms do (graph). Symptoms  
arise when too few beta cells are left to meet the body’s 
insulin requirements.

Pancreas
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HOW DIABETES 
DEVELOPS
The attack on beta cells begins 
when immune cells called 
T lymphocytes and B lymphocytes 
invade the islets of Langerhans, 
where the beta cells reside. The 
T cells probably cause most of the 
damage (top detail), but as those 
cells work their mischief, the B 
lymphocytes spit out antibodies 
against proteins made by beta 
cells, usually starting with insulin. 

As the attack on the islets contin-
ues, damaging them severely, 
other types of autoantibodies may 
appear, such as ones targeted to 
the proteins GAD and IA-2 (bottom 
detail). The order and time at 
which the additional autoantibodies 
arise can vary.

Autoantibody 
to insulin

AUTOANTIBODIES AND DIABETES RISK
Whether autoantibodies to insulin, GAD and IA-2 contribute to the beta cell 
killing is not known, but studies have shown that the molecules can signal 
greatly enhanced risk for diabetes. Risk increases with the number of 
diabetes-related autoantibody types in the blood. 

Islet of Langerhans

Insulin
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have a combination of type 1 and type 2 
diabetes.)

Interest in the three autoantibodies 
escalated with the discovery that they 
appear long before the onset of diabetic 
symptoms. In studies conducted by var-
ious laboratories, investigators took 
blood samples from thousands of 
healthy schoolchildren and then moni-
tored the youngsters’ health for up to 10 
years. When a child came down with 
type 1 diabetes, the researchers pulled 
the individual’s blood sample out of 
storage to see whether it contained au-
toantibodies. The vast majority of chil-
dren destined to become diabetic had 
one or more of the three signature diabe-
tes-related autoantibodies in their blood 
as long as 10 years before any recognizable symptoms arose.

Before this work, some experts thought that type 1 diabe-
tes developed suddenly, perhaps within a matter of weeks. The 
new data demonstrated, instead, that in most cases the im-
mune system silently assails the pancreas for years until so 
many beta cells die that the organ can no longer make enough 
insulin for the body’s needs. That is the point when the classic 
early symptoms of diabetes arise, such as excessive hunger, 
thirst and urination.

More important, these studies also raised the prospect that 
doctors might forecast whether a child is at risk for type 1 dia-
betes by testing blood for the presence of these autoantibodies. 
Clinical researchers found that an individual with one auto-
antibody has a 10 percent risk of showing symptoms within 
fi ve years. With two autoantibodies, the chance of disease 
jumps to 50 percent; with three autoantibodies, the threat 
rockets to between 60 and 80 percent.

The ability to predict whether a person is likely to fall ill 
with type 1 diabetes has had major repercussions for medical 
researchers trying to better understand and prevent the dis-
ease. Before the discovery of predictive autoantibodies, for 
example, it was almost impossible to conduct clinical trials of 
new preventive therapies, because the disorder is relatively 
rare, affecting about one individual in 400. Such odds meant 
that more than 40,000 subjects would have to be entered into 
a trial in order to assess the effects of an intervention on the 

100 who would eventually be affected.
Now scientists can select for study 

those people whose blood shows two or 
more of the diabetes-related autoanti-
bodies, because at least half the sub-
jects, if untreated, will most likely come 
down with the disease within fi ve years. 
Slashing the number of subjects who 
must be enrolled in a prevention trial 
has made such experiments feasible for 
the fi rst time. In one investigation, doc-
tors identifi ed several thousand individ-
uals at high risk of diabetes and tested 
whether injections of insulin could 
avert the disease. Sadly, this treatment 
proved unsuccessful; efforts to fi nd use-
ful interventions continue.

The discovery that autoantibodies 
frequently herald the onset of type 1 diabetes prompted scien-
tists to examine whether the same might be true in other au-
toimmune diseases. One that has been the focus of especially 
intense research is rheumatoid arthritis, a debilitating condi-
tion that is highly prevalent, affl icting about 1 percent of the 
world’s population. In those affected, the immune system at-
tacks and destroys the lining of the joints, causing swelling, 
chronic pain and eventual loss of movement.

Predicting Other Diseases
immunologists h ave recently unearthed an auto-
antibody that is present in 30 to 70 percent of patients diag-
nosed with rheumatoid arthritis. The antibody latches onto 
citrulline (a modifi ed version of the amino acid arginine), 
which is present in certain proteins. Studies have now revealed 
that the autoantibody appears in the bloodstream before the 
fi rst symptoms turn up, in some cases more than 10 years be-
fore. Further, the likelihood that the illness will develop is as 
much as 15 times greater in people carrying that antibody 
than in those who lack it.

The knowledge that the anticitrulline autoantibody might 
serve as a predictive marker is particularly exciting because, 
in contrast to the situation in type 1 diabetes, doctors already 
have medicines that might be delivered to prevent or slow the 
onset of arthritis. Rheumatologists know that quickly and 
aggressively treating newly diagnosed patients with certain 
drugs, such as ones that combat infl ammation, can retard or 
sometimes stop the devastating loss of joint fl exibility. It is not 
unreasonable to think therefore that earlier intervention 
might be even more protective. The hope now is that doctors 
will be able to screen the general population, or those with a 
family history of the condition, and then start treating those 
who make anticitrulline antibodies before autoimmunity ir-
revocably harms their tissues. First, however, further clinical 
trials must be carried out to confi rm that these autoantibodies 
accurately predict the onset of joint symptoms. In addition, a 
reasonably priced test suitable for screening will have to be 

ABNER LOUIS NOTKINS is chief of the Experimental Medicine Sec-
tion of the National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research 
(NIDCR) at the National Institutes of Health (NIH). He received his 
B.A. from Yale University and his M.D. from New York University 
and trained in internal medicine at Johns Hopkins Hospital. Not-
kins has spent his entire professional career as a research physi-
cian at the NIH, where he was scientifi c director of the NIDCR be-
fore taking up his current post. He has done extensive research 
in virology, immunology and diabetes. In 1986 he received the 
Paul Ehrlich Prize. This is his third article for Scientifi c American. 
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cence in a micrograph of a human islet exposed 
to blood from a patient with type 1 diabetes. The 
surrounding area is dark because it lacks islets.
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introduced, along with protocols for deciding exactly who 
should be tested, when and how often.

For certain other autoimmune disorders, the detection of 
predictive autoantibodies could potentially enable people to 
shut down autoimmune activity by avoiding certain triggers 
in their environment. A case in point is celiac disease. In peo-
ple with this condition, the gluten protein found in wheat, rye 
and barley incites the immune system to attack the lining of 
the small intestine, which then fails to absorb food properly; 
diarrhea, weight loss and malnourishment then ensue. Pa-
tients must eliminate gluten from their diet, bypassing most 
bread, pasta and cereal for the rest of their lives.

Investigations into the underpinnings of celiac disease have 
revealed that many patients make an autoantibody that reacts 
with tissue transglutaminase, an enzyme that modifi es many 
newly made proteins. This autoantibody emerges up to seven 
years before symptoms do, suggesting that high-risk individu-
als might forestall the disease entirely by eliminating gluten 
from their diet. This idea has not yet been tested, however. 

More Uses for Autoantibody Tests
immunologists a r e e x plor ing whether autoanti-
bodies can serve as early warnings in other ways as well. For 
instance, some autoantibodies might help doctors to gauge 
the rate at which an already diagnosed autoimmune condition 
is likely to progress or how severe it will become.

Patients with multiple sclerosis often start off with relative-
ly mild symptoms that then disappear for a while. Some people 
continue in remission for a long time or have manageable recur-
rences. But others grapple with more frequent or severe symp-
toms, and a few enjoy no remissions at all. Doctors struggle to 
discern which individuals with early symptoms will go on to 

suffer from the harshest effects, so that they can counsel the 
patients accordingly. In 2003 a study of more than 100 indi-
viduals with newly identifi ed multiple sclerosis revealed that 
those who made autoantibodies directed against two proteins 
that insulate nerve cells were almost four times more likely to 
suffer a relapse after the initial symptoms abated than were 
those without the autoantibodies. In addition, the antibody-
positive patients relapsed more quickly than the others. These 
results suggest that testing for these autoantibodies could offer 
a quick way to predict whether, and how rapidly, multiple scle-
rosis will advance, although further study is needed before such 
testing can be put into practice and used to guide therapy.

In the past few years, researchers have made the intriguing 
fi nding that autoantibodies can also appear in people with  
certain disorders not typically thought of as autoimmune con-
ditions, such as some cancers. These autoantibodies probably 
do not control tumor growth, but laboratories around the 
world are examining whether they can be useful for the early 
detection of cancer. In other conditions, such as atherosclero-
sis, investigators are looking into the possibility that autoan-
tibodies might show which patients are more prone to a block-
age in the arteries to the brain and therefore to stroke.

Scientific Challenges 
so fa r much of t he work I have discussed has been 
confi ned to a small number of academic laboratories and to a 
few of the major autoimmune diseases. Investigators and 
companies, however, are now beginning to recognize the po-
tential value of these proteins for improving patient care. 
They are trying to extend the fi ndings and unearth predictive 
autoantibodies linked to other autoimmune disorders.

This task is challenging, however, in part because research-

Disorders under Study
Investigators have found autoantibodies that might serve as predictors of risk or of progression for a number 
of autoimmune conditions beyond diabetes, including those listed below.

DISORDER STATUS OF RESEARCH

Addison’s disease (a disorder of the adrenal glands; 
results in low blood pressure, weakness and weight loss)

Autoantibodies to adrenal tissue and the enzyme 21-hydroxylase are highly 
predictive in children

Antiphospholipid syndrome (marked by recurrent clots 
in blood vessels and pregnancy loss)

Autoantibodies to various molecules appear to signal risk for complications 
of the disorder

Celiac disease (a digestive disorder triggered by 
gluten in foods)

Predictive autoantibodies have been identifi ed that target an enzyme called tissue 
transglutaminase

Multiple sclerosis (neurological condition causing loss of 
movement)

Autoantibodies to proteins in the myelin sheath that insulates nerve cells appear 
to predict risk of relapse

Rheumatoid arthritis (chronic joint infl ammation) Autoantibodies to citrulline, a component of many modifi ed proteins, have been found 
to appear as many as 10 years before symptoms occur

Systemic lupus erythematosus (can affect many organs, 
including the joints, kidneys and skin)

Several related autoantibodies have been found; one or more of these appear 
in up to 80 percent of patients before symptoms arise
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ers will have to follow large populations for years to prove that 
particular autoantibodies can signal future disease. That is, 
many thousands of healthy people must be recruited to give 
blood samples and then tracked carefully for 10 years or more 
to see if they fall sick. Aside from posing logistical diffi culties, 
these prospective studies can cost tens of millions of dollars.

An alternative to conducting prospective studies from 
scratch might be to tap into existing health databases and 
carry out retrospective studies. For example, blood samples 
and medical information have already been collected over 
many years from members of the U.S. military and from sub-
jects in the Women’s Health Initiative, a vast, ongoing study 
of more than 100,000 women. Experts in autoimmunity 
could team up with investigators in these and other projects, 
identify individuals who have been diagnosed with an autoim-
mune disease and then examine their stored blood for the pres-
ence of predictive autoantibodies. This approach would be 
relatively inexpensive and could yield rapid results—and a few 
researchers have already embarked on such collaborations.

A second avenue of attack would involve identifying here-
tofore unrecognized autoantigens. One could search human 
genetic databases for the sequences that encode proteins and 
use this information to manufacture these proteins in the lab. 

Scientists could pinpoint those that are autoantigens by mix-
ing each of the manufactured proteins with blood from pa-
tients who have an autoimmune disease and allowing com-
plexes of proteins and antibodies to form. Analyses of such 
complexes could identify both the autoantigens in the collec-
tion and the autoantibodies that recognize them. That done, 
the predictive value of the autoantibodies could be determined 
in a prospective or retrospective study.

This full-genome approach to isolating autoantigens is 
diffi cult. Nevertheless, a handful of research groups are now 
screening smaller batches of proteins in this way. In my labo-
ratory, for example, we are hunting for new autoantigens in-
volved in type 1 diabetes by manufacturing dozens of selected 
pancreatic proteins known to be involved in the secretion of 
insulin and testing whether autoantibodies in blood from di-
abetics bind these proteins.

Practical Challenges
medicine as we know it is evolving from diagnosing 
and treating diseases after they develop to predicting and pre-
venting them. Ten or 20 years from now autoantibody screen-
ing for at least some diseases will almost certainly become a 
familiar part of the standard medical examination. 

1A blood sample would be 
given to a laboratory, 

which would extract the 
plasma (the acellular part). 

2The plasma would be washed over a chip 
containing an array of autoantigens—

molecules known to be capable of eliciting 
autoimmune reactions—at known positions. 
Any autoantibodies in the blood would bind to 
the autoantigens, triggering signals 
indicating the identity and quantity of the 
bound autoantibodies. 

3This information would be 
translated into a prediction of 

the patient’s risk for becoming 
affl icted with specifi c conditions.

Blood sample

Chip

Autoantibody

Signal

CHECKUPS OF THE FUTURE 

Patient #35622b
Disorder Five-year risk

Type 1 diabetes 70%
Rheumatoid arthritis No sign
Multiple sclerosis No sign
Lupus  No sign
Thyroid disease 15%

(SCROLL FOR MORE)

Autoantigen

Someday physicals could routinely include screening 
for autoantibodies. 

Detail of chip segment

Blood plasma
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In the future, patients vis-
iting their doctors for a phys-
ical might have their blood 
tested for multiple predictive 
autoantibodies in a single 
test. In one plausible scenar-
io, the doctor would send a 
blood sample to a lab for an 
autoantibody analysis, along 
with standard tests for cho-
lesterol, blood glucose and 
other health indicators. There 
a machine would pass the 
blood over a tiny chip dis-
playing an array of known 
autoantigens. Autoantibod-
ies in the blood that bound to 
one or more of these antigens 
would trigger pulses of light 
that would be picked up by a 
detector. Within hours, the 
doctor would receive a read-
out translating this informa-
tion into a health forecast. 
The presence of predictive 
antibodies would not mean 
that a patient will defi nitely 
get sick, but would give a per-
centage risk of diabetes and 
numerous other conditions 
developing over some number of months or years.

These tests might even be combined with other biological 
assays to give more accurate health predictions. In the case of 
type 1 diabetes, possession of certain forms of genes that reg-
ulate the immune system, called HLA genes, are also known 
to correlate with disease risk. A prognostic assay might com-
bine tests for those HLA variants with tests for predictive 
autoantibodies.

The vision of prediction is an enticing one, but even after 
the challenges of identifying predictive autoantibodies have 
been overcome, other issues will need to be resolved in prepa-
ration for their use in the clinic. One critical question relates 
to cost. At present, lab screening for predictive autoantibodies 
is cumbersome and labor-intensive. Widespread population 
screening for multiple autoantibodies will become practical 
only when rapid, inexpensive automated methods for detect-
ing them are designed. To date, only a few small biotechnol-
ogy companies are trying to devise such methods.

Another issue to be decided is which people should be 
screened and how often. It is unreasonable to test children for 
diseases that occur only in adults, and the converse would 
also hold true. Similarly, the frequency of screening would 
have to depend in part on whether autoantibodies tend to 
arise many years or just a few months before the onset of 
clinical symptoms.

By far the most impor-
tant factor controll ing 
whether predictive autoanti-
body screening will become 
widespread is the availability 
of therapy. Some would ar-
gue that embarking on pre-
dictive testing for diseases 
makes little sense if patients 
can be offered no preventive 
or ameliorating treatment. A 
large and intensive research 
effort is under way to devel-
op new therapies for autoim-
mune diseases, but because 
the conditions are so compli-
cated and varied, progress 
may not come quickly.

Of course, the ability to 
forecast someone’s life and 
death raises thorny ethical 
issues. Some people may 
choose not to know that they 
are likely to come down with 
a given disease, and doctors 
must be careful to respect 
that decision. Patients may 
also be concerned that insur-
ers or employers could ob-
tain medical information 

and use it to discriminate against them, even while they are 
healthy. As is true of genetic testing, such issues call for in-
depth discussion.

Forecasts of the future have always intrigued and fright-
ened people. Handled properly, though, such knowledge could 
benefi t the millions of patients and doctors destined to battle 
autoimmune diseases. By making early intervention possible, 
predictive autoantibodies have the potential to alleviate much 
misery and to help provide extra years of healthy life.  
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Problems of Prediction
Before autoantibodies are widely used to foretell a 
patient’s risk of future disease, many tough ethical and 
practical issues must be considered.

Should doctors test for diseases that have no 
preventive treatment or cure?

What is the best way to make sure patients 
understand that a positive test does not mean 
disease will defi nitely develop but indicates a given 
probability of risk?

How can the risks of false positive or negative tests 
be minimized so that few patients are unnecessarily 
alarmed or mistakenly reassured?

Is the cost of routine screening justifi ed by the 
number of patients who would be found to be at risk 
and able to benefi t from early treatment?

For autoimmune diseases that run in families, should 
family members of affl icted individuals be tested, and 
will the worry over a result indicating high risk be 
easier to live with than the anxiety of not knowing?

Will a positive test lead to discrimination from 
employers, health insurers or society in general?
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 S
winging his truck door open, the driver obligingly steps onto the cab seat and 
reaches for the roof. Extending himself upward, he slings a handkerchief over 
the exhaust stack of his late-model diesel rig. In mere moments, black fumes 
begrime a section of the white square with soot. “This good?” he asks, hand-

ing down the fl uttering fabric. Nodding, I thank the man and retrieve the hankie. A 
short stroll away from his idling truck and its fellow 18-wheelers parked in this New 
Jersey Turnpike rest area sits their newborn brother, a Mercedes-Benz E320 Bluetec 
sedan. With a turn of the key, its diesel engine springs to life. Moments later, I kneel 
behind the car and cover its tailpipe with an unsoiled patch of cloth. It remains 
nearly spotless, even after a full minute. 

As the so-called handkerchief test shows, the words “clean diesel” are no longer 
a contradiction in terms. Diesels have long been regarded as among the dirtiest of 
power plants, a reputation that lingers because so many decades-old examples of 
this durable technology still work the roads today. But the E320 is the vanguard of 
a new wave of diesel cars, SUVs and pickups that release far fewer air pollutants 

By Steven Ashley

Diesels
come

Improved engines 
and exhaust scrubbers, 
combined with a new fuel, will
make energy-eff icient diesels 
nearly as green as hybrids

Clean
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NOT E X AC TLY GREEN, perhaps, 
but diesel engines are cleaner 

than ever before. Near-term 
technologies will further reduce 

their emissions of nitrogen oxide, 
soot and carbon dioxide.
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without compromising the engine’s traditionally excellent 
fuel economy. Powered by a 3.0-liter V-6 engine, the E320, 
for instance, gets 36 miles per gallon (combined) and can 
travel as much as 780 miles between fi ll-ups. 

To bring about this transformation, modern diesels take 
advantage of advanced power plants that produce fewer pol-
lutants, new exhaust systems that remove soot and convert 
tailpipe emissions into harmless gases, and cleaner low-sulfur 
fuels that just became available in North American markets 
this past fall. What is more, the improvements do not come 
with an exorbitant price tag. “The E320 Bluetec diesel costs 
only $1,000 more than the gasoline version,” says Thomas 
Weber, the board member in charge of research and develop-
ment at DaimlerChrysler (manufacturer of the Mercedes). 

Volkswagen, Audi, BMW, Honda, General Motors, Ford, 
PSA Peugeot Citroën and others are also planning to intro-
duce cleaner diesels in the next few years. These vehicles will 
be almost as green as gasoline-electric hybrids but without 
much of the added cost and complexity of their extra drive sys-
tems. Automakers intend the new diesels, together with hy-
brids and advanced gasoline-powered vehicles, to bridge the 
gap between today’s cars and the hydrogen fuel cell machines 
of the future [see “Hybrid Vehicles Gain Traction,” by Joseph 
J. Romm and Andrew A. Frank; Scientifi c American, 
April 2006, and “On the Road to Fuel-Cell Cars,” by Steven 
Ashley; Scientifi c American, March 2005]. 

The drive to more effi cient, cleaner vehicles has grown in 

■   Diesels have a bad reputation as dirty engines, but 
modern diesel automotive power plants put out 
signifi cantly less pollution—principally carbon soot and 
nitrogen oxides—than their predecessors and get good 
gas mileage as well. Add cleaner fuel grades and new 
exhaust after-treatment systems, and diesel cars, 
sport utility vehicles and trucks can approach the 
environmental acceptability of hybrid vehicles.

■   Ultralow-sulfur fuel, which recently became available in 
the U.S., is one key to the prospects of clean diesel 
technology. Sulfur otherwise would degrade the 
operation of exhaust-control systems over time.

■   Tailpipe systems that scrub much of the soot and 
nitrogen oxide emissions from diesel exhaust are 
starting to appear in new models.

Overview/Greener Diesels

Elements of Clean Diesel Cars 

ULTRALOW-SULFUR DIESEL FUEL
The fuel contains 97 percent less sulfur than 
previous diesel grades. Sulfur, a natural 
component of crude oil, would otherwise 
pollute the air and degrade the exhaust-
treatment systems. Refi ners add hydrogen 
to diesel distilled from crude, which bonds 
with the sulfur, allowing the resulting 
hydrogen sulfi de to be separated out.
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Ultralow-sulfur 
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The diesel engine is the 
most fuel-effi cient 
internal-combustion 
technology because its 
fuel has a higher energy 
content. Diesels rely on 
compression rather than 
igniting fuel with spark 
plugs, as gasoline power 
plants do. The piston 
stroke in a diesel 
compresses the air 
so intensely that injected 
fuel explodes 
spontaneously.
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signifi cance because cutting fossil-fuel consumption (and there-
fore carbon dioxide output) has become central to fending off 
global climate change as well as reducing our dependence on 
foreign oil. According to the Environmental Protection Agen-
cy (EPA), if diesels were to power one third of all light-duty 
vehicles (comprising cars, SUVs and small trucks) in the U.S., 
the shift would save about 1.4 million barrels of oil a day—

equal to the daily shipments from Saudi Arabia (from which 
this country imports about 7 percent of its oil supply).

Compression Ignition
the diesel engine already has a long and storied past, 
having served as the backbone of modern heavy industry and 
transport since shortly after German engineer Rudolf Diesel 
invented it in the 1890s. Whereas the gasoline engine requires 
an electric spark to ignite a compressed mixture of fuel and 
air in a cylinder, a diesel relies on compression: the piston 
stroke squeezes the air in the cylinder more tightly, raising its 
temperature so that injected fuel explodes spontaneously. To-
day this so-called compression-ignition engine produces more 
energy per unit of fuel, and therefore 25 to 30 percent better 
mileage, than its gasoline-powered counterpart, explains 
Charles Freese, executive director of diesel engineering at GM 

Powertrain. Compact diesel cars can get 40 to 50 miles to the 
gallon, for instance, whereas comparably sized gasoline-fueled 
vehicles rarely surpass 35 mpg.

The diesel provides “a lot of low-end torque [rotational 
force during starts], which, together with modern [power-
boosting] turbochargers, gives diesels the good pickup and ac-
celeration that makes them fun to drive,” Freese says. But the 
technology’s fuel characteristics and higher-temperature com-
bustion conditions also yield more ultrafi ne carbon particu-
lates (soot) and smog- and acid-rain-forming nitrogen oxide 
(NOx) tailpipe pollutants than gasoline engines. Richard Kas-
sel, director of the clean fuels and vehicles project at the Natu-
ral Resources Defense Council, estimates that diesel emis-
sions from all sources—cars, trucks, locomotives and off-road 
equipment—annually cause as many as 25,000 premature 
deaths and 2.5 million lost workdays from cancer, asthma, 
bronchitis and other conditions in the U.S. Avoiding release 
of these aerial contaminants, he states, will save around $150 
billion a year in nationwide health costs by 2030.

Despite certain advantages, the diesel automobile has re-
mained stuck in neutral in the U.S.—accounting for just 3 to 
4 percent of sales, according to the J.D. Power market re-
search fi rm. (Diesel’s worldwide share for cars and smaller 

EFFECTIVE EMISSIONS CONTROLS 
Exhaust treatment systems use particulate 
traps, or fi lters, to lower soot emissions by 85 to 
95 percent. A catalyst then converts NOx into 
harmless nitrogen gas and water, reducing 
emissions of NOx by 50 to 80 percent [see 
illustration on next page for operational details].

CONTROLLED-BURN ENGINE
A key to the clean, turbocharged diesel is the cooled 
exhaust gas recirculation system that reduces 
nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions that would 
otherwise result from burning fuel at high 
temperatures in the presence of nitrogen and 
oxygen, which are naturally in the air when it is 
mixed with fuel (left). Outdoor air cools some of the 
engine exhaust, which is then pumped back into the 
combustion chamber to dilute the fuel-air mixture. 
The injected inert exhaust gases slow the fuel 
burning, thus lowering the combustion temperature, 
which cuts NOx output.

Intake turbocharger
Exhaust turbocharger

Exhaust

Exhaust 
gases 

cooled by 
outdoor 

air
Fuel pump

System 
controller

Nitrogen, water 
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Exhaust treatment system
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Exhaust Treatment Systems 
Advanced diesel exhaust emissions-control systems from Mercedes-Benz and Honda can lower tailpipe output 
of hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides (NOx) and soot.

An oxidizing catalytic 
converter employs oxygen 
to transform hydrocarbons 
and carbon monoxide into 
water and carbon dioxide.

A diesel particulate 
fi lter, a ceramic brick 
that is honeycombed 
with one-way 
passages, forces the 
fumes through the 
catalyst-coated walls, 
sieving out soot. 

Another catalytic 
converter 
transforms an 
injected urea 
solution called 
AdBlue into 
ammonia—in the 
fi rst step of the 
de-NOx process.

Next, the ammonia from the 
urea reacts with NOx and 
oxygen (in a chemical 
reduction process) on a 
catalyst to produce harmless 
nitrogen gas and water vapor.

Last, an oxidation catalyst 
changes any residual ammonia 
into nitrogen gas and water.

A NOx-absorbing material in the lower 
layer of the catalyst creates its own 
ammonia from NOx by fi rst temporarily 
latching onto NOx from the exhaust 
stream during normal, lean-burn 
(low fuel/high oxygen combustion 
ratio) engine operations.

When the engine management 
system briefl y adjusts the 
fuel-burning ratio to rich burn 
(high fuel/low oxygen), the NOx 
stored in the lower layer can 
react with hydrogen created 
from the exhaust on a catalyst 
to produce ammonia.

Adsorbent material in the upper 
layer stores the ammonia until the 
engine switches back to lean 
operation, at which point the 
ammonia reacts with the NOx in the 
exhaust and chemically reduces it 
to nitrogen and water vapor.

Nitrogen, water 
and exhaust gases

Nitrogen, water 
and exhaust gases
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BLUETEC 

HONDA 
PROTOTYPE

Urea tank
Injection control
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trucks is reportedly also relatively small: 13 percent are diesel-
fueled, whereas 85 percent run on gasoline.) Diesels never 
sold well because of a poor reputation among U.S. buyers and 
unfavorable domestic environmental standards. Negative im-
ages conjured up by smoke-belching tractor-trailers and bad 
memories of American-made, diesel-powered lemons of the 
1970s put most drivers off the engines. Meanwhile federal 
regulations placed harsher restrictions on the NOx and soot 
emitted by diesels than on carbon monoxide and hydrocar-
bons, the principal air pollutants generated by gasoline en-
gines. NOx standards are particularly stringent in North 

America, where new rules require that diesels produce no 
more than one sixth the levels permitted in Europe. 

The picture is quite different across the Atlantic, where 
somewhat lower-sulfur fuels have been available for several 
years because European refi neries have incentives to produce 
more diesel than gasoline. In countries of that region, diesels 
make up more than 40 percent of the new cars purchased. 
European regulators, concerned more about fuel effi ciency, 
have encouraged the use of diesels in recent decades with tax-
based fuel-pricing strategies that make gasoline less attrac-
tive, and emissions standards that have deemphasized NOx 
and soot output. For decades in Europe, these policies kept 
diesel cheaper than gasoline, although prices there have tend-
ed to level off in recent years—diesel currently costs about $5 
a gallon and gasoline is priced at around $6, whereas in the 
U.S. they both go for $2.25 to $2.50. The tilt toward diesels 
in these countries has spurred auto engineers to develop small-
er (2-liter) diesel engines that over the years have shed most of 
the technology’s former undesirable characteristics, including 
loud engine noise and diffi culty starting up in cold weather. 

Engine and Fuel Upgrades
so-called clean diesels get that way from engineers’ 
efforts to improve the engines, fuels and exhaust systems. A se-
ries of engine innovations (most initially introduced in trucks) 
brought about the fi rst category of improvements, Freese says. 
These upgrades include high-pressure fuel systems that reduce  
diesel injection time and boost cylinder compression, as well as 
optimized chamber and valve designs for good air-fuel mixing 
and hence uniform, stable and effi cient combustion. Turbo-
chargers—exhaust gas–driven compressors—boost power out-
put by ramming air into the combustion chamber to raise the 
amount of oxygen available for burning. Meanwhile sophisti-
cated control systems use sensors to monitor engine operations 
and adjust running parameters to fi ne-tune their workings. 

Of particular importance to diesel emissions control was 
the development of an engine component called the exhaust gas 

recirculation system in the early 1970s. This component dilutes 
the fl ame-supporting oxygen in the cylinder with injected (in-
ert) exhaust, which slows combustion and therefore avoids 
NOx-creating temperature spikes. Since its introduction, it has 
already cut raw NOx production by about three quarters, ac-
cording to industry claims. A relatively recent advance in this 
area is the cooled exhaust gas recirculation system, which low-
ers the temperature of exhaust fumes (by mixing them with 
outside air or cooling them in a heat exchanger) before they are 
pumped into the combustion cylinder, further reducing NOx 
output.

These improved technologies cut emissions production, 
but they were not enough by themselves to clean up diesel’s 
act. Another key was the availibility of an ultralow-sulfur 
diesel fuel that made their operation possible. Sulfur, which 
is naturally present in crude oil, not only corrodes engine 
components but “poisons,” or renders ineffective, catalytic 
converters because it bonds preferentially to catalytic com-
pounds and clogs particulate traps, causing exhaust systems 
to back up. To extract sulfur, refi neries process diesel with 
hydrogen, which bonds preferentially with the sulfur. The 
new federally mandated ultralow-sulfur fuel contains 97 per-
cent less sulfur than prior grades; levels have dropped from 
500 parts per million to 15, which is equivalent to just an 
ounce of sulfur in an entire tanker truck of diesel. 

Cleansing the Tailpipe
t he l ast pieces of the clean diesel puzzle are the supe-
rior exhaust-scrubbing techniques that are just now being in-
troduced in cars. When exhaust emerges from a modern die-
sel engine, it typically enters the fi rst stage of the emissions 
control system, the oxidizing catalytic converter, which strips 
it of a signifi cant portion of its carbon monoxide and un-
burned hydrocarbon constituents by chemically binding some 
of these compounds to oxygen in the exhaust fl ow. 

The gases then often run into a diesel particulate fi lter, or 
particle trap, which strains out their carbon soot. A trap usu-
ally contains a brick of heat-resistant ceramic (such as silicon 
carbide or cordierite) honeycombed with passages that are al-
ternately blocked at opposite ends. Any exhaust that fl ows into 
a passage is forced to pass through substrate walls that are 
coated with a catalyst, which sieves out the ultrafi ne carbon 
particles. Such particle fi lters can reduce soot emissions by as 
much as 98 percent. 

When clogged, some of these fi lters operate “something like 
a self-cleaning oven,” says GM’s Freese. If sensors indicate a 
slowdown in exhaust fl ow, the engine controls raise the amount 
of fuel injected into the cylinder for a short time, which increas-G
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es hydrocarbon output. These chemicals get caught in the oxi-
dation catalytic converter and then ignite, which elevates the 
exhaust temperature to around 650 degrees Celsius, enough to 
burn off the carbon and regenerate the fi lter’s capabilities. 

NOx Removal
in t he n ew cl e a n diesel vehicles, the exhaust next 
goes into a de-NOx after-treatment system, which has been a 
main focus of recent engineering efforts in the diesel industry. 
Some of these components, called lean-NOx traps or lean-
NOx catalysts, accomplish their functions during lean-engine 
operations. “Lean” refers to the concentration of fuel in the 
combustion mixture in the engine cylinder. An engine runs 
lean when fuel is injected sparingly, which means there is 
relatively more oxygen in the mix. “Rich” operation occurs 
when more fuel is burned. To maintain good fuel effi ciency, 
engineers design diesels to run lean, but the consequent in-
creased availability of oxygen promotes the formation of NOx 
during fuel combustion. 

Several basic approaches to de-NOx systems exist, says 
Ben Knight, vice president of R&D for American Honda. One 
is known as continuous hydrocarbon selective catalytic reduc-
tion. This method involves running the diesel engine rich to 
place hydrocarbons in the exhaust stream, where they work 
with a catalyst to chemically reduce NOx—that is, to ready 
the NOx for conversion into nitrogen gas by adding an elec-
tron in a partial reaction. The method has cut NOx output by 
as much as 40 percent during certain European test driving 
cycles but also adds a 5 percent fuel penalty, which is not con-
sidered cost-effective. In addition, it yields lower conversion 
effi ciency at low temperatures.

Another de-NOx technique is NOx storage and conversion, 
which is currently used in vehicles with gasoline direct-injec-
tion engines. This so-called discontinuous technology stores 
NOx on a barium-containing catalyst under normal lean-burn 
conditions; it then releases and chemically reduces the stored 
NOx during the interval when the cylinder mixture is tempo-
rarily enriched with fuel, which leads to a dearth of oxygen in 
the exhaust. Applying this approach to diesel power plants 
requires major alterations in their design as well as in how they 

are run. Like the hydrocarbon selective catalytic reduction 
technique, it exhibits reduced NOx conversion effi ciencies at 
low temperatures.

A third, more common method is urea-injection selective 
catalytic reduction. It employs a reducing agent, usually an 
ammonia-containing fl uid called urea, to transform NOx into 
nitrogen on a catalytic substrate. (Chemists formulate the usu-
ally strong-smelling additive to have a relatively benign aro-
ma.) The principal drawbacks to this technique are that it uses 
a urea-injection system, needs a new commercial distribution 
infrastructure for the liquid and requires maintenance to keep 
the onboard reservoir fi lled. 

The next generation of Bluetec technology (which will be 
used by DaimlerChrysler, Volkswagen and others) will rely on 
injecting a urea solution, which makers have dubbed AdBlue 
[see box on page 84]. Weber says that DaimlerChrysler engi-
neers worked with researchers at Bosch to develop the system, 
which can cut NOx emissions by as much as 80 percent. And 
when fi tted with this next-generation exhaust after-treatment 
technology, the next version of the E320 has every prospect of 
satisfying the strict federal Tier 2, Bin 5 levels (which in part 
mandate 0.07 gram of NOx and 0.01 gram of particulate per 
mile). These standards constitute more than a 10-fold reduc-
tion for soot and a twofold cut for NOx over the previous 
regulations. Standards almost identical to Bin 5 levels are due 
to come into effect this year in California (whose huge auto 
market tends to set de facto national standards), whereas Bin 
5 itself will be applied countrywide in 2009. Both are expect-
ed to continue to be enforced for the foreseeable future. The 
new E320 sedan, he notes, uses an average of 0.1 liter of the 
urea reducing agent per 100 kilometers traveled. The urea 
tank is to be sized large enough that it can span the standard 
oil change interval.

Solid-State Catalyst 
honda recently announced an elegant new approach to 
de-NOx technology, a lean-NOx catalyst that demonstrates 
NOx conversion rates of 90 percent yet requires no added re-
ducing agents [see box on page 84]. This innovative technique 
converts some NOx into ammonia and then recombines it with 
the remaining NOx to make nitrogen gas. The prototype pro-
cess, which was developed by a team led by chief engineer Hi-
roshi Ohno, is expected to fi rst appear in a diesel-powered 
2009 Honda Accord, according to news reports. 

The Honda system centers around a compact dual-layer 
catalyst, Knight says. The top layer contains zeolites, micro-
porous materials that act as high-surface-area, solid-state acid 
substrates that facilitate chemical reactions. The bottom layer 
incorporates two other common catalysts, cerium oxide and 
platinum.

“During normal lean engine operations,” Knight explains, 
“the top layer simultaneously absorbs incoming NOx and con-
verts part of it into nitrogen. In the brief periods when the die-
sel is set to run rich, the bottom catalytic layer generates am-
monia from the exhaust gases. But rather than passing this 

CLE ANER DIESEL C AR, the 2007 Mercedes-Benz E320 sedan.
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ammonia directly back into the fl ow, it is stored in the upper 
layer’s zeolite substrate until the engine fl ips back over to lean-
burn, at which point the ammonia reduces the NOx into nitro-
gen gas.” The lower layer forms ammonia in two ways: it 
chemically combines ambient NOx and hydrogen to yield the 
compound ammonia, and it also performs what chemists call 
a water-gas shift reaction with carbon monoxide and water 
vapor to form ammonia. Because the NOx storage burden is 
lessened (compared with other methods), he says, there is less 

NOx to trap during lean operation, which keeps the system 
compact and cuts down on rich operation time, thereby lower-
ing the fuel penalty. 

Knight emphasizes that the lean-NOx catalyst’s advanced 
control system is important because it determines how much 
ammonia is made. The controls realize this goal by monitor-
ing and modifying the engine operation to set the durations 
of its lean and rich periods. “The controls are adaptive and 
optimize the system even if the catalysts degrade over time,” 
Knight says—a key to enabling future Honda diesels to 
achieve EPA Tier 2, Bin 5 output over the required 125,000 
miles of driving.

A Diesel Future?
e x actly w her e this new chapter in the diesel story will 
lead remains uncertain. Although companies including Daim-
lerChrysler, Honda and VW are bullish on the diesel’s pros-
pects in the North American market, others are less sanguine 
about its future there, particularly in smaller vehicles. Both 
GM and Ford, for example, believe that light-duty diesel en-
gines are better suited, at least initially, to pickup trucks and 
larger SUVs, where their extra torque output and high fuel ef-
fi ciency can clearly shine. Toyota is even gloomier regarding 
domestic diesels. Says company spokesman John Hanson: 
“Toyota is not looking to promote diesels soon in North Amer-
ica. Although we continue to develop advanced diesels for the 
European and Asian markets, we don’t think that the U.S. 
market is receptive to the technology and won’t be for some 
time.” Toyota thinks of the latest generation as “cleaner die-
sels,” Hanson adds, but “none of the new models will rank 
high with regard to the EPA and California criteria for envi-
ronmental friendliness . . .  Even the cleanest among them will 
only barely qualify for use in California.” 

Questions about fuels also exist. Although ultralow-sulfur 
fuel is here, it typically has a lower and a wider range 
of cetane values than that available in Europe (cetane is 
the diesel equivalent of gasoline’s octane). Better, more con-
sistent fuel would help promote clean diesel technology. 
But because North American refineries are designed to 

produce gasoline rather than diesel, improved diesel fuel could 
require substantial capital investment in equipment. 

In the meantime, despite the recent media buzz, industry 
observers expect that sulfur-free biodiesel (which can be de-
rived domestically from crops such as soybeans) will remain a 
niche product. Says NRDC’s Kassel: “biodiesel supplies will 
grow in the coming decades but will be a tiny piece of the entire 
diesel pie.” He also cites “the need for national technical spec-
ifi cations for biodiesel grades” to ensure even performance 

when engines are fueled from different sources. Elsewhere, 
European diesel manufacturers and some energy companies 
say they are interested in recent efforts to produce sulfur-free 
diesel fuel from suitable coal and natural gas grades using vari-
ants of Fischer-Tropsch chemistry, a fuel-synthesis method 
fi rst developed during World War II. 

One issue that is clear is that most of today’s diesel engines 
will stay on the road for another two and a half decades or 
more. That reality means that the gross benefi ts of clean diesel 
technology are unlikely to start to show up in the atmosphere 
for at least a decade or so. Nevertheless, it should have a posi-
tive impact before too long. The EPA estimates that by 2030, 
when the entire diesel-powered vehicle fl eet (on- and off-high-
way equipment) in the U.S. will fi nally turn over as a result of 
retirement, NOx emissions will be reduced by four million 
tons annually and cancer-causing particulates by 250,000 
tons per year. The benefi ts in the fi ght against climate change 
should also be signifi cant, although perhaps not as apparent.

“The recent availability of low-sulfur fuel is a sea change 
in the car world,” Kassel says. “It resembles the period in the 
early 1970s when the government removed lead from gaso-
line.” This action not only halted lead emissions but also per-
mitted engineers to use the catalytic converter to deal with the 
other exhaust pollutants. “It took more than 30 years to go 
from leaded gas and no effective emissions controls to today’s 
extremely clean and increasingly fuel-effi cient cars,” he states. 
“By next year, in less than a decade, the car world will have 
undergone a similar change with diesels.”  

Steven Ashley is a staff editor and writer.

M O R E  T O  E X P L O R E
Diesel Technology Forum discussion of clean diesels: 
www.dieselforum.org/meet-clean-diesel/what-is-clean-diesel/
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s National Clean Diesel Campaign: 
www.epa.gov/cleandiesel/
Mercedes-Benz Bluetec technology: 
www4.mercedes-benz.com/specials/scr/en/index–nocom–en.htm
Honda clean diesel technology: 
http://world.honda.com/news/2006/c060925DieselEngine/

New diesels will help bridge the gap 

to future fuel-cell vehicles.
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& By John S. Werner, Baingio Pinna 
and Lothar Spillmann

Novel illusions suggest that the brain 
does not separate perception of color 
from perception of form and depth

Illusory Color
theBrain

AUTUMN LE AVES and refl ections in a fountain highlight the 
way color contributes to perception. Much of the depth and 
detail disappears in a black-and-white version of the scene.
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 A 
world without color appears to be missing crucial 
elements. And indeed it is. Colors not only en-
able us to see the world more precisely, they also 
create emergent qualities that would not exist 
without them. The color photograph on the op-

posite page, for example, reveals autumnal leaves in the plac-
id water of a fountain, along with the refl ections of trees and 
of a dark-blue afternoon sky behind them. In a black-and-
white picture of the same scene, the leaves are less distinct, the 
dark-blue sky is absent, the refl ections of the light are weak, 
the water itself is hardly visible, and the difference in apparent 
depth among the sky, trees and fl oating leaves is all but gone. 

Yet this role for color, and even the true nature of color, is 
not well recognized. Many people believe that color is a defi n-
ing and essential property of objects, one depending entirely 
on the specifi c wavelengths of light refl ected from them. But 
this belief is mistaken. Color is a sensation created in the 
brain. If the colors we perceived depended only on the wave-
length of refl ected light, an object’s color would appear to 
change dramatically with variations in illumination through-
out the day and in shadows. Instead patterns of activity in the 
brain render an object’s color relatively stable despite changes 
in its environment. 

Most researchers who study vision agree that color helps 
us discriminate objects when differences in brightness are in-
suffi cient for this task. Some go so far as to say that color is a 
luxury and not really needed: after all, totally color-blind 
people and many species of animals seem to do well without 
the degree of color perception that most humans have. The 
pathway in the brain that serves navigation and movement, 
for example, is essentially color-blind. People who become 
color-blind after a stroke appear to have normal visual per-
ception otherwise. Such observations have been taken as sup-
port for the insular nature of color processing, suggesting it 
has no role in processing depth and form—in short, that color 
is only about hue, saturation and brightness.

But the study of illusory colors—colors that the brain is 
tricked into seeing—demonstrates that color processing in the 
brain occurs hand in hand with processing of other proper-
ties, such as shape and boundary. In our decade-long attempt 
to discern how color infl uences perceptions of other proper-
ties in objects, we have considered a number of novel illusions, 
many created by us. They have helped us understand how the 
neural processing of color results in emergent properties of 
shape and boundary. Before we begin our discussion of these 

illusions, however, we need to recall how the human visual 
system processes color.

Pathways to Illusions 
visual perception begins with the absorption of light—
or, more precisely, the absorption of discrete packets of energy 
called photons—by the cones and rods located in the retina [see 
box on next page]. The cones are used for day vision; rods are 
responsible for night vision. A cone photoreceptor responds 
according to the number of photons it captures, and its re-
sponse is transmitted to two different types of neurons, termed 
on and off bipolar cells. These neurons in turn provide input 
to on and off ganglion cells that sit side by side in the retina. 

The ganglion cells have what is called a center-surround re-
ceptive fi eld. The receptive fi eld of any vision-related neuron is 
the area of space in the physical world that infl uences the activ-
ity of that neuron. A neuron with a center-surround receptive 

WATERCOLOR EFFEC T, in which the lighter of two colors seems 
to spread, shows how important color can be in delineating the 
extent and shape of a fi gure. The map of the Mediterranean Sea 
emerges at once when the tint that at fi rst seems to cover the sea 
(top) spreads to the land area.JO
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fi eld responds differently depending on the relative amount of 
light in the center of the fi eld and the region around the  center.

An on ganglion cell fi res maximally (at a high rate) when 
the center is lighter than the surround, fi ring minimally when 
the receptive fi eld is uniformly illuminated. Off cells behave in 
the opposite way: they fi re maximally when the center is dark-
er than the surround and minimally when the center and sur-
round are uniform. This antagonism between center and sur-
round means that ganglion cells respond to contrast and in this 
way sharpen the brain’s response to edges and borders.

Most of the ganglion cell axons (fi bers) relay their signals 
to the brain, specifi cally to the lateral geniculate nucleus of 
the thalamus (near the center of the brain) and from there to 
the visual cortex (at the back of the brain). Different popula-
tions of ganglion cells are sensitive to somewhat different fea-
tures of stimuli, such as motion and form, and their fi bers 
conduct signals at different velocities. Color signals, for ex-
ample, are carried by the slower fi bers. 

About 40 percent or more of the human brain is thought 
to be involved in vision. In the areas stimulated early in vi-
sual processing (parts of the visual cortex called V1, V2 and 
V3), neurons are organized into maps that provide a point-to-
point representation of the visual fi eld. From there, visual 
signals disperse to more than 30 different areas, intercon-
nected by more than 300 circuits. Each of the areas has spe-
cialized functions, such as processing color, motion, depth 
and form, although no area mediates one perceptual quality 
exclusively. Somehow all this information is combined, in the 
end, into a unitary perception of an object having a particular 
shape and color. Neuroscientists do not yet understand the 
details of how this comes about.

Interestingly, bilateral damage to certain visual areas leads 
to defi cits in the perception of form as well as color, which 
offers another piece of evidence that color is not disembodied 
from the other properties of an object. The intermingling of 

color signals in the brain with signals carrying information 
about the form of objects can result in perceptions not ex-
pected from an analysis of the wavelengths of light refl ected 
from those objects—as our illusions make startlingly clear. 

The Watercolor Effect
one of our ea rly exper imen ts with illusory color 
illustrates how important color can be in delineating the ex-
tent and shape of a fi gure. Under certain conditions, color 
changes in response to the surrounding color; it can become 
more different (called contrast) or more similar (called as-
similation). The spreading of similar color has been described 
only over rather narrow areas, in agreement with the fi nding 
that most connections among visual neurons in the brain are 
relatively short range. We were therefore surprised to fi nd that 
when an uncolored area is enclosed by two differently colored 
boundary contours—with the inner contour lighter than the 
outer contour—tint emanates from the inner contour, spread-
ing across the entire area, even over rather long distances [see 
illustration on preceding page]. 

Because the color resembles a faint veil such as that seen 
in watercolor painting, we call this illusion the watercolor ef-

■   Vision researchers have long held that color processing 
in the brain is separate from the processing of other 
features, such as depth and form.

■   The study of illusory colors, however, demonstrates 
that the perception of color generates emergent 
properties of form and depth.

■   In particular, the authors have adapted a fi gure called the 
Ehrenstein illusion to reveal how color, shape and form 
are linked in the brain’s perception of the visual world.

Overview/Color Vision 

Seeing Color
Perception of color begins with the absorption of light by 
the cone cells in the retina (detail below). A cone photo-
receptor responds in only one way, but its activity is 
conveyed by two different types of neurons, called on and 
off bipolar cells. The bipolar cells in turn provide input to on 
and off ganglion cells. The ganglion cell axons relay their 
signals to the brain, fi rst to the lateral geniculate nucleus 
and from there to the visual cortex.

Retina

Optic nerve

Lateral geniculate 
nucleus

V3A

V3

V2

V1

Visual 
cortex

On ganglion cell On bipolar cell

Off ganglion cell Off bipolar cell Cone 
photoreceptor

Axon
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fect. We found that the spreading requires the two contours 
to be contiguous so that the darker color can act as a barrier, 
confi ning the spreading of the lighter color to the inside while 
preventing it from spreading to the outside. The fi gure defi ned 
by the illusory watercolor appears dense and slightly elevated. 
When the colors of the double contour are reversed, the same 
region appears a cold white and slightly recessed. 

The watercolor effect defi nes what becomes fi gure and 
what becomes ground even more powerfully than the proper-
ties discovered by the Gestalt psychologists at the turn of the 
20th century, such as proximity, smooth continuation, clo-
sure, symmetry, and so on. The side of the double contour 
that has the lighter color fi lls in with watercolor and is per-
ceived as fi gure, whereas the side that has the darker color is 
perceived as ground. This asymmetry thus helps to counteract 
ambiguity. The phenomenon is reminiscent of the notion of 
Edgar Rubin, one of the pioneers of fi gure-ground research, 
that the border belongs to the fi gure, not the ground. 

A possible neural explanation for the watercolor illusion is 
that the combination of a lighter contour fl anked by a darker 
contour (on an even lighter background) stimulates neurons 
that respond only to a contour that is lighter on the inside than 
the outside or to a contour that is darker on the inside than the 
outside, but not to both. Border ownership most likely is en-
coded at early stages of processing in the visual cortex, such as 
in brain areas V1 and V2. In experiments with monkeys, neuro-
physiologists have found that approximately half the neurons 
in the visual cortex respond to the direction of contrast (wheth-
er it gets lighter or darker) and therefore could delineate the 
border. These same neurons have a role in depth perception 
that might contribute to fi gure-ground segregation.

Our investigations showed that wiggly lines produce 
stronger watercolor spreading than straight ones do, probably 
because the undulating borders engage more neurons respon-
sive to orientation. The color signaled by these uneven edges 
must be propagated across regions of cortex that serve large 
areas of the visual fi eld, continuing the spread of color until 
border-sensitive cells on the other side of the enclosed area 
provide a barrier to the fl ow. Color and form are thus bound 
together inextricably in the brain and perception at this level 
of cortical analysis.

Radial Lines
the r adial line illusion offers further evidence of the 
role color plays in distinguishing fi gure from ground. In 1941 
German psychologist Walter Ehrenstein demonstrated that a 
bright circular patch conspicuously fi lls the central gap be-
tween a series of radial lines. The patch and the circular border 
delineating it have no correlate in the physical stimulus; they are 
illusory. The bright illusory surface seems to lie slightly in front 
of the radial lines [see top illustration on this page]. 

The length, width, number and contrast of the radial lines 
determine the strength of this phenomenon. The spatial con-
fi guration of the lines necessary for the illusion to take effect 
implies the existence of neurons that respond to the termina-

EHRENS TEIN FIGURE, developed by German psychologist Walter 
Ehrenstein in 1941, provides the foundation for the illusions that follow. 
Adding a circle (bottom) destroys the illusion of a bright central disk. 

 ●1  Bright circular patches fi ll the central gap of an Ehrenstein fi gure 
modifi ed to enhance that illusion. 
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tion of a line. Such cells, called end-stopped neurons, have 
been identifi ed in the visual cortex, and they may explain this 
effect. These local signals combine and become inputs to an-
other (second-order) neuron, which fi lls in the central area 
with enhanced brightness. 

In our studies of the Ehrenstein illusion, we evaluated vari-
ations in the number, length and width of the radial lines, and 
the examples we present in this article use the most striking 
combination that we found [see numbered illustrations]. We 
show four copies of each pattern, arranged as a quartet, to 
enhance the effects. Once we determined the characteristics 
for the radial lines that produced the brightest central circle ●1 , 
we experimented with variations in the chromatic properties 
of the central gap. First we added a black annulus, or ring, to 
the Ehrenstein fi gure, and the brightness of the central gap dis-
appeared entirely—the illusion was destroyed, as Ehrenstein 
had already noticed. We suspect that this effect arises because 
the ring silences the cells that signal line terminations. 

If the annulus is colored, however, other cells may be ex-
cited by this change. When we added a colored annulus, the 
white disk not only appeared much brighter (self-luminous) 
than it did in the Ehrenstein fi gure, it also had a dense appear-
ance, as if a white paste had been applied to the surface of the 
paper  ●2 . This phenomenon surprised us; self-luminosity and 
surface qualities do not ordinarily appear together and have 
even been considered opposing, or mutually exclusive, modes 
of appearance. We call this phenomenon anomalous bright-
ness induction. As with the watercolor effect, cells in early 
cortical areas are candidates for causing this illusion.  

Next we inserted a gray disk into the central gap of an Eh-
renstein fi gure  ●3 . Another phenomenon, called scintillating 
luster, arose, in which illusory brightness gives way to the 
perception of a glossy shimmer that occurs with each move-
ment of the pattern or of the eye. The scintillation, or fl ashing, 
may come about by a competition between the on and off sys-
tems: line-induced brightness (illusory increment) competes 
with the dark gray of the disk (physical decrement). When we 
replaced the central white disks within the colored ring with 
black disks and used a black surround  ●4 , the disks looked 
even darker than the physically identical surrounding area. 
Instead of appearing self-luminous, as white disks do, black-

JOHN S. WERNER, BAINGIO PINNA and LOTHAR SPILLMANN have 
worked on the illusions presented in this article over the past 
decade. Werner received a Ph.D. in psychology from Brown Uni-
versity and conducted research at the Institute for Perception-
TNO in the Netherlands. He is a professor at the University of 
California, Davis. Pinna, a professor at the University of Sas-
sari in Italy, received his undergraduate and graduate educa-
tion at the University of Padua. Spillmann, who is head of the 
Visual Psychophysics Laboratory at Freiburg University in Ger-
many, spent two years at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology and fi ve years at the Retina Foundation and Massachu-
setts Eye and Ear Infi rmary. Both Pinna and Spillmann have vi-
sual illusions on display at the Exploratorium in San Francisco.
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 ●3  Scintillating luster: gray disks cause shimmering circular patches 
to fi ll the central gap. 

 ●2  Anomalous brightness induction: the addition of colored rings 
makes the illusory patches appear even whiter. 
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ness seems to generate a void, or a black hole, that absorbs all 
the light. 

When the central disk within the chromatic ring was gray 
instead of white or black, the disk appeared to become tinted 
with the complementary color of the annulus—for example, 
greenish-yellow when the surrounding ring was purple  ●5 . 
Furthermore, the disk appeared to fl ash with each eye move-
ment, or when the pattern moved back and forth, and to move 
in relation to its surround. Flashing anomalous color contrast 
depends on radial lines and a chromatic annulus the way the 
other effects do, but it also has unique qualities that do not 
appear to be a simple combination of the other known effects. 
In this illusion, the induced color appears both self-luminous 
and scintillating. Strikingly, it appears to fl oat above the rest 
of the image. The surface color and the self-luminous color 
do not mix; instead one belongs to the disk on the page, and 
the other emerges from a combination of the other character-
istics of the stimuli.

In fl ashing anomalous color contrast, the radial lines may 
activate local end-stopped neurons, as has been proposed for 
the fi lling in of gaps by illusory contours, but activity by those 
cells does not account completely for the combined fl ashing 
and complementary color. It is not clear whether the radial 
lines have a direct effect on color contrast or whether the viv-
idness of the color is derived indirectly from the luster and 
scintillation caused by the combination of radial lines and the 
gray center. 

Current understanding of the brain cannot explain all the 
things going on in this illusion. The complexity of the illusion 
suggests that it is unlikely to result from a single unitary pro-
cess but may represent an attempt by the brain to reconcile 
competing signals from multiple specialized pathways. Scien-
tists clearly have much more to learn about how the brain 
perceives the physical world. Fortunately, ongoing work on 
illusory colors will continue to offer a tantalizing portal into 
the complexities of the human visual system.  

 ●4  Anomalous darkness induction: black disks within a colored ring 
appear much blacker than the physically identical surrounding black.

 ●5  Flashing anomalous color contrast: gray disks ringed in purple 
appear as greenish-yellow fl ashing lights when the pattern or 
the eye moves back and forth.
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LEFT VENTRICULAR ASSIST DEVICES

Restoring Flow
Although artif icial hearts are stymied by complica-
tions, left ventricular assist devices (LVADs) are extend-
ing lives. Doctors began implanting them two decades 
ago to keep heart failure patients alive while they waited 
for weeks or months for an available transplant organ. 
Today improved designs are being installed as fi nal fi xes. 
Indeed, the distinction between an LVAD used as a 
bridge to transplant and as a permanent aid “is disap-
pearing,” says Kiyotaka Fukamachi, head of the Cleve-
land Clinic’s Cardiovascular Dynamics Laboratory. 

“Some patients who received an LVAD as a bridge have 
been living with it for two or three years.” 

A healthy left ventricle pumps freshly oxygenated 
blood through the aorta to the body. LVADs help the 
ventricle or take over its operations if the chamber is 
weak or has stopped functioning. First-generation de-
signs, which still prevail, are pulsatile: an implanted 
pump pushes blood in pulses like a natural heart. Sec-
ond-generation LVADs are smaller, relying on a rotor 
that continuously streams blood. Engineers are evalu-
ating experimental, third-generation devices that use 
magnetically levitated rotors, reducing moving parts.

Yet “no one approach is necessarily better than the 
others,” Fukamachi says. “The choice depends on a 
patient’s circumstances.” The pulsatile machines, in-
cluding Thoratec Corporation’s HeartMate I and 
World Heart Corporation’s Novacor, may still provide 
the best option if a patient needs a full takeover. Con-
tinuous-fl ow models such as MicroMed Cardiovascu-
lar’s DeBakey can be smaller and simpler because they 
do not require valves or a vent tube. Levitated machines 
may show less wear over time. (In the U.S., HeartMate 
I is approved for bridge and permanent therapy; Nova-
cor is approved for bridge. Other models are in trials.)

Complications are involved, of course. A wire must 
protrude from the body to a controller and batteries, 
leading to infection in up to 15 percent of patients. Blood 
clots can form inside pumps, so patients must live on 
anticoagulants, which increase the chance for problem-
atic bleeding. Device failure occurs, too. But doctors are 
likely to implant more LVADs because heart donors re-
main scarce. Only 2,100 transplants are performed in 
the U.S. every year, whereas 3,500 to 4,000 people are 
perennially on the waiting list.  —Mark Fischetti

WORKINGKNOWLEDGE

PULSATILE left ventricular assist 
device pump is run by rechargeable 

batteries and a controller. The heart 
receives deoxygenated blood from the body 

in the right atrium. The blood fl ows to the right 
ventricle, which pumps it to the lungs. Oxygenated 
blood returns to the left atrium, then the left 
ventricle and LVAD, which pump it through the aorta 
to the body. The controller alters pulse rate based on 
the amount of blood returning from the body.  
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� RIGHT VAD, TOO: Patients who receive left ventricular assist de-

vices often also have weak right ventricles; as many as 40 percent 

eventually suffer right ventricle failure. Engineers are testing right 

ventricular assists that could be implanted with a left assist. Kiyo-

taka Fukamachi’s lab at the Cleveland Clinic is testing one model in 

animals, as are researchers elsewhere. Few designers are trying to 

combine both units into one, however, because that would, in effect, 

constitute yet another attempt at a total artifi cial heart. 

� LEFT OUT: Heart failure patients may not qualify for an LVAD if 

they are very thin or very short, because the implanted pump can 

be four to six inches in diameter and the connection tubes may be 

fi ve to eight inches long. (Size is one reason engineers are pursuing 

rotor-based devices, which can be made smaller.) Patients who also 

have kidney, liver or lung failure—a common occurrence for many—

are often excluded as well, because trials have shown that compro-

mised organs typically cannot stand the stress of the LVAD surgery 

and recovery. 

� NO MORE AIR: Engineers used external pneumatic power supplies 

for the earliest LVAD models because they were reliable and allowed 

smaller implanted pumps. But the approach has fallen out of favor 

in part because a large air-supply tube must pass through the abdo-

men’s skin, leading to infection in 30 to 50 percent of recipients.
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LEVITATED PUMP is an 
alternative design; 
electromagnets suspend 
and spin an impeller, 
creating centrifugal 
force that pushes blood 
through vessels.

Blood infl ow

Electromagnet Impeller

Blood 
outfl ow

PUMP stator turns magnets so they revolve once per natural heartbeat, driving a pusher plate upward against blood 
entering the chamber from the left ventricle. Ambient air from the vent tube fi lls the growing void below the plate. When 
the chamber pressure exceeds that of the left ventricle, the infl ow valve closes. Pressure continues to build until it is 
beyond that in the aorta; the outfl ow valve then opens, and blood is ejected. The air is exhausted, and the plate drops, 
helping to draw blood through the infl ow 
valve for the next beat.

Diaphragm Power linePump

CONTINUOUS-FLOW LVAD, 
now in trials, has a rotor 
or levitated pump that 
circulates a continuous 
stream of blood through 
the heart’s ventricles 
and the body’s blood 
vessels; the person has 
a greatly reduced pulse. 

ROTOR has a 
stationary stator 
that creates a 
magnetic fi eld, 
which pulls on 
magnets within the 
impeller’s blades, 
spinning them.

Blood 
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I AM A STRANGE LOOP
by Douglas R. Hofstadter 
Basic Books, 2007 ($26.95)

To get into a properly loopy mind-set 
for Douglas R. Hofstadter’s new book 
on consciousness, I plugged a Webcam 
into my desktop computer and pointed 
it at the screen. In the fi rst instant, an 
image of the screen appeared on the 
screen and then the screen inside the 
screen. Cycling round and round, the 
video signal rapidly gave rise to a long 
corridor leading toward a patch of shim-
mering blue, beckoning like the light at 
the end of death’s tunnel. 

Giving the camera a twist, I watched 
as the regress of rectangles took on a spi-
raling shape spinning fi bonaccily deeper 
into nowhere. Somewhere along the way 
a spot of red—a glint of sunlight, I later 
realized—became caught in the swirl, 
which slowly congealed into a planet of 
red continents and blue seas. Zooming 
in closer, I explored a surface that was 
erupting with yellow, orange and green 
volcanoes. Like Homer Simpson putting 
a fork inside the microwave, I feared for 
a moment that I had ruptured the very 
fabric of space and time.

In I Am a Strange Loop, Hofstadter, 
a cognitive and computer scientist at In-
diana University, describes a more elab-
orate experiment with video feedback 
that he did many years ago at Stanford 
University. By that time he had become 
obsessed with the paradoxical nature of 
Gödel’s theorem, with its formulas that 
speak of themselves. Over the years this 

and other loopiness—Escher’s drawings 
of hands drawing hands, Bach’s invo-
luted fugues—were added to the stew, 
along with the conviction that all of this 
had something to do with consciousness. 
What finally emerged, in 1979, was 
Gödel, Escher, Bach: An Eternal Gold-
en Braid, one of the most captivating 
books I have ever read. 

I still remember standing in the aisle 
of a bookstore in Washington, D.C., 
where I had just fi nished graduate school, 
devouring the pages. GEB, as the author 
calls it, is not so much a “read” as an 
experience, a total immersion into Hof-
stadter’s mind. It is a great place to be, 
and for those without time for the scenic 
route, I Am a Strange Loop pulls out the 

big themes and develops them into a 
more focused picture of consciousness. 

Think of your eyes as that video cam-
era, but with a signifi cant upgrade: a 
mechanism, the brain, that not only reg-
isters images but abstracts them, arrang-
ing and constantly rearranging the data 
into mental structures—symbols, Hof-
stadter calls them—that stand as proxies 
for the exterior world. Along with your 
models of things and places are symbols 
for each of your friends, family members 
and colleagues, some so rich that the 
people almost live in your head. 

Among this library of simulations 
there is naturally one of yourself, and 
that is where the strangeness begins. 

“You make decisions, take actions, 

VIDEO FEEDBACK experiment by the reviewer opens a window to the mind’s self-referential power.

A New Journey into Hofstadter’s Mind
THE ETERNAL GOLDEN BRAID EMERGES AS A STRANGE LOOP  BY GEORGE JOHNSON
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affect the world, receive feedback from 
the world, incorporate it into yourself, 
then the updated ‘you’ makes more deci-
sions, and so forth, round and round,” 
Hofstadter writes. What blossoms from 
the Gödelian vortex—this symbol sys-
tem with the power to represent itself—
is the “anatomically invisible, terribly 
murky thing called I.” A self, or, to use 
the name he favors, a soul. 

It need know nothing of neurons. 
Sealed off from the biological substrate, 
the actors in the internal drama are not 
things like “serotonin” or “synapse” or 
even “cerebrum,” “hippocampus” or 

“cerebellum” but abstractions with 
names like “love,” “jealousy,” “hope” 
and “regret.” 

And that is what leads to the grand 
illusion. “In the soft, ethereal, neurolo-
gy-free world of these players,” the au-
thor writes, “the typical human brain 
perceives its very own ‘I’ as a pusher and 
a mover, never entertaining for a mo-
ment the idea that its star player might 
merely be a useful shorthand standing 
for a myriad infi nitesimal entities and 
the invisible chemical transactions tak-
ing place among them.” 

Thinking of souls this way makes me 
feel better about the fl y I just swatted. 
What ever repertoire of symbols it may 
have possessed was surely too constrict-
ed for Gödelian self-representation to 
arise. The same would probably go for 
an amphibian or a fi sh or, for that mat-
ter, a human ovum that had just been 
fertilized by a sperm. But somewhere 
along the line—maybe with parakeets or 
cats—it becomes harder to deny the glint 
of some kind of “who” inside. 

Souls, as Hofstadter puts it, come in 
“different sizes.” In a whimsical moment, 
he even suggests that soulness might be 
measured—in units called “hun e kers,” 
after an American music critic, James 
Huneker, who once wrote of a certain 

Chopin étude that “small-souled men” 
should not attempt it. The scale might 
start with a mosquito, with a tiny frac-
tion of a huneker, ascending to 100 for 
an average human and upward to maybe 
200 for Mahatma Gandhi. 

Hofstadter’s fans may fi nd some of 
this familiar, but I Am a Strange Loop is 
much more than the condensed version of 
Gödel, Escher, Bach. In the 28 years since 
that book appeared, Hofstadter has lived 
with these ideas, working out their impli-
cations. From being a semivegetarian 
(fi sh and chicken were okay), he became, 
just recently, a strict one. Most signifi -
cantly, in this time he learned what hap-
pens when another soul becomes en-
twined with your own. Her name was 
Carol, and as they became absorbed one 
into the other, consciousness spilling be-
yond its containers, he sometimes thought 
of them as “one individual with two bod-
ies,” sharing “exactly the same dreads 
and dreams and hopes and fears.” 

Then, when she was not yet 43, Car-
ol died without warning from a brain 
tumor. Even though I knew that was 
coming, it did not diminish the blow. It 
is heart-wrenching to read how the au-
thor has tried to come to grips with her 
death, agonizing over how much “Car-
olness” and even “Carol-conscious-
ness”—how much of her “interiority”—

still lives in his brain and in those of the 
others who knew her. 

Consciousness is a pattern. The sub-
strate is not supposed to matter. And yet 
it does. I fi nished the book with a sense 
of the desperation that must come from 
losing, in body if not in spirit, one half of 
a 400-huneker soul.  

George Johnson’s books include In the 
Palaces of Memory: How We Build 
the Worlds Inside Our Heads. A short 
movie of his video feedback experiment 
has been posted at www.talaya.net 
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THE EDITORS RECOMMEND
THE LAST HUMAN: A GUIDE TO 
TWENTY-TWO SPECIES OF EXTINCT 
HUMAN ANCESTORS
created by G. J. Sawyer and Viktor Deak. 
Text by Esteban Sarmiento, G. J. Sawyer 
and Richard Milner. Yale University Press, 
2007 ($39.95)

This unusual book draws 
on three-di men  sional 
re-creations to bring to 
life 22 of our long-van-
ished ancestors. The 
startlingly life like re-
constructions are the 
work of ar tist Viktor 
Deak and an thro  pol o-
gist Gary Saw yer of the 

American Museum of Natural History in New 
York City, in collaboration with experts from 
around the world. Imaginative descriptions 
of the scenes by Esteban Sarmiento, also at 
the museum, convey both scientifi c infor-
mation and the sense that these were once 
thinking, feeling creatures. 

Several pages of information on teeth, 
diet, gait, age, range, tools, and so on follow 
the more dramatic introductions to each 
species. These give the book scientifi c heft, 
as does the excellent introductory essay by 
Ian Tattersall, a curator at the museum. “It is 
only today,” he writes, “that we fi nd a single 
kind of hominid in the world. The most impor-
tant message encoded in this fact is that 
there is something very special and unusual 
about Homo sapiens that makes it a unique-
ly dangerous competitor.” 

It is, he continues, almost certainly our 
ability for symbolic reasoning, “together 
with our evident intolerance for competition 
(and we are still in the process of cleaning 
out our closest relatives, the great apes, 
from the rain forests of Africa and island 
Asia), that has led to our present (and entire-
ly atypical) eminence as the only hominid 
on earth.” 

COPYRIGHT 2007 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.
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Tough to Swallow
LOOK OUT STOMACH, HERE IT COMES  BY S TE VE MIRSK Y

“Sword swallowing is said to be danger-
ous.” Thus begins a short report in the 
British Medical Journal of November 5, 
2005. One danger, according to the re-
port’s author, radiologist Brian Wit-
combe, was a death sentence. That out-
come occurred during the Inquisition, 
when sword swallowing was associated 
with mysticism and mysticism was as-
sociated with execution. Imagine shov-
ing a long metal blade down your throat 
being the highlight of your day.

Although one might assume that 
sword swallowing carries serious medi-
cal risks other than capital punishment, 
 “few deaths related to sword swallowing 
have been described,” according to Wit-
combe. “A Canadian sword swallower 
did die, but that was after swallowing 
an umbrella.” As is well known, it is bad 
luck to open an umbrella inside.

The 2005 article notes that anecdotal 
accounts of injuries had circulated 
throughout the sword-swallowing com-
munity but that a detailed analysis of 
common risks associated with the prac-
tice remained to be delineated by the 
medical community. That gap in the sci-
entific literature has now been filled. 
Witcombe and co-author Dan Meyer, the 
executive director of Sword Swallowers’ 
Association International (SSAI), per-
formed a survey among sword swallow-
ers, published in the December 23, 2006, 
issue of BMJ. The article includes an eye-
and epiglottis-catching photograph of 

“one of the authors” swallowing seven 
swords simultaneously (which prevents 
him from saying that three times fast) 
and then helpfully identifi es that author 

as being Meyer rather than Witcombe.
Anyway, Witcombe and Meyer con-

tacted 110 SSAI members and got usable 
responses from 46 individuals who 
had together swallowed more than 2,000 
swords in the previous three months. 
The authors “excluded cases in which in-
jury was related to swallowing items 
other than swords, such as glass, neon 
tubes, spear guns or jack hammers.”

One common complaint was sore 
throats, known in the community as, of 

course, sword throats. Less frequent but 
more serious problems included perfora-
tions of the pharynx or esophagus, 
which would be the very defi nition of an 
occupational hazard. One individual, 
perhaps trying to work up to the full-size 
sword, wound up having “a bread knife 
removed transabdominally.” Which eas-
ily beats having a bread knife inserted 
transabdominally.

“Some experienced artistes add em-
bellishments that increase danger,” the 
authors write of the sword-swallowing 
elite. “One sometimes performs on a uni-
cycle.” Which could eventually lead to 
the best fl at tire story ever. Another swal-

lower works underwater, in what may be 
a futile attempt to whet the blade.

Actually, a little lubrication is key to 
the entire épée ingestion enterprise. 

“The clean sword is usually lubricated at 
least with saliva,” the authors say. “One 
performer used butter,” clearly unaware 
of the health dangers of saturated fat. 

“One had to retire because of a dry mouth 
caused by medication.” Look for litiga-
tion if the medication did not include 

“may end career as sword swallower” in 
the list of possible side effects.

Although the medical literature has, 
until now, featured only scattered case 
reports of sword swallowing–related in-
jury, sword swallowers in fact played an 
important role in medical history. “For 
example,” Witcombe wrote in the 2005 
BMJ paper, “a sword swallower helped 
Dr. Kussmaul of Freiberg to develop a 
rigid endoscope in 1868 using a straight 
tube, mirrors and a gasoline lamp.” So 
thanks to sword swallowers, doctors 
learned how to shove things down a pa-
tient’s throat other than the bill.

Speaking of which, the 2006 article 
points out that although no SSAI mem-
bers have died for their art, they might 
have succumbed when opening their 
medical bills, which in one case reached 
$70,000. Well, you try getting insurance 
after putting down “sword swallower” 
for occupation on your application.

Deep down, however, we all relate to 
the sword swallower. Because everyone 
has to swallow unpleasant stuff every 
day. But I’m happy to be doing it as a 
writer. Because the pen is mightier than 
the sword. And much smaller.  
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ASK THE EXPERTS

Q

Do the virtual particles in quantum 
mechanics really exist? —J. Fleming, Madison, Wis.

Gordon Kane, director of the Michigan Center for Theoretical 
Physics at the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor, answers:

Virtual particles are indeed real—they have observable ef-
fects that physicists have devised ways of measuring. Quan-
tum theory predicts that every particle spends some time as a 
combination of other particles in all possible ways. Quantum 
mechanics allows, and indeed requires, temporary violations 
of conservation of energy. So one particle can become a pair 
of heavier “virtual” particles, which quickly rejoin into the 
original particle, almost as if they had never existed.

While the virtual particles are briefl y part of our world, 
they can interact with other, less exotic particles, and research-
ers can study these interactions to test predictions about vir-

tual particles. In a hydrogen 
atom, photons (elementary 
particles of electromagnetic 
radiation) bind together a 
negatively charged electron 
and a positively charged 
proton. Every photon will 
spend some time as a virtu-
al electron plus its antipar-
ticle, the virtual positron, 
as described above. The hy-

drogen atom can be in more than one state; in one of those 
states, the atom interacts a little differently with the virtual 
electron and positron than when it is in another, so quantum 
theory predicts the two states’ properties (which would other-
wise be identical) to diverge slightly as a result of those interac-
tions. That divergence was measured in 1947 by Willis Lamb, 
who later received a Nobel Prize in Physics for this work.

Another phenomenon involves elementary particles 
known as quarks—specifi cally the “top” quark, the heaviest 
of the six varieties. In the early 1990s the European labora-
tory CERN produced millions of particles called Z bosons 
and measured their mass very accurately. The measured value 
deviated a little from the mass apparently predicted by the 
Standard Model of particle physics, but the difference could 
be explained by the time the Z spent as a virtual top quark if 
such a quark had a certain mass. The mass of the top quark, 

directly measured a few years later at Fermi National Accel-
erator Laboratory in Batavia, Ill., agreed with that obtained 
from the CERN analysis, providing another dramatic confi r-
mation of our understanding of virtual particles.

When you lose weight, 
where does it go?
Lora A. Sporny, adjunct associate professor of nutrition 
education at Columbia University, explains:

When you lose weight, the fat that disappears has been 
broken down into usable fuel for bodily activities.

Fats exist in chemical form as triglycerides—roughly 
E-shaped macromolecules with a glycerol molecule linked to 
three fatty acid chains. When trimming calories or increasing 
exercise, hormone-sensitive lipase, an enzyme within fat cells, 
responds to hormonal messages and disassembles triglycer-
ides into their component parts, which then slip into the 
bloodstream. The liver preferentially absorbs the glycerol and 
some of the fatty acids; muscle takes in the remainder.

Inside the muscle and liver cells, the triglyceride pieces are 
further taken apart, eventually yielding large quantities of a 
compound called acetyl-CoA. Within mitochondria—the pow-
erhouses of the cells—the acetyl-CoA combines with the com-
pound oxaloacetate to form citric acid. This synthesis kicks off 
the citric acid cycle, or Krebs cycle, a set of chemical reactions 
that creates usable energy from fat, protein and carbohydrates.

These mitochondrial activities produce numerous products 
and by-products: carbon dioxide, which the lungs discharge 
during exhalation; water, which is expelled in urine or perspi-
ration; heat, which helps to maintain a comfortable body tem-
perature; and the energy-carrying molecule adenosine triphos-
phate (ATP). The ATP powers cellular activities—moving mus-
cles, maintaining the heart’s 100,000-plus daily beats, digesting 
food and processing nutrients into bodily tissues. 

For a complete text of these and other answers from 
scientists in diverse fi elds, visit www.sciam.com/askexpert
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